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Foreword

PRIvATE INIM ;STRY IN the United States includes
All extensive education and training system that has
dtv(.lopt.(1 principally from business's need lo transIzik
the general skills of nett ly hired employees into !note
i)articrihy ji)b competencies. and to ensure the con-
tinuing adaptation of its tvork force to new knotyledge
and technology. As this study confirms. there k no
doubt in the nunds of corporme executes;, that these
are necessait and legitimatt. functions tor industry to
perform.

fo 'limit planners in gkweininerit anti various quai-
puhlic insirtulions. the corporate educalion ;Ind training
st stem rippears to connect tvith, or brush closely by. a
number of educalion-related social and economic prob-
lems the tiansition of youth from school to work,
productivity. rub:dunces bettveetQob skills :Ind Mat LC(
needs. opportunities for tvomen and ininorities.ziveiting
occupational obsolescence and facilitating career change

;Ind it have the potential for nett ro1(., in
lhelr managemeni. If the nature of these roles is nor
cleat, ;I I1 important reason is that the corporaie educa-
tion :mil training st.f.tein itself is Iariaeiv hidden in
.11..klotts seen (limit., if at ;ill, ;Ind certain d its pairs
often mistaken for the whole.

he principal Ot then. is 1(1

Ibis terrain. It is alto hoped. hotvever. that its overview

t)t current business pizietices \\ill lning NI/Me flesh per
speslites to companies in the management of their
particular employee devLdopment activities.

Retlecting the public inteiest in the stews Id cor-
porate executites and the praclices of business firms in
thk area. a major shine iLt the funding ft)]. !hi \ it tidy was
provided h the Carnegie Corpoiat ion of New Yolk and
bt the Rockefeller Brothers Fund. Lssential and valued
,:lloperation w3s also provided: of course, by ihe
firms thal completed out quetionnriiies over stA) iii

all by the scores of business executives who gave
generously of Hick little in private interviews ;Ind

correspondence. and by numerous individuals who
helped in planning the study.

For all this assistance we are mos! grateful. Responsi-
bility for the design. findings ;Ind conclusions of the
si tidy is The Conference Board's alone.

The study was planned and executed by Seymour
Lusterman, a Senior Resealch Associate of the Board's
Public Affairs"Rearch I)ivision. with special assistance
zind cooperation fiNi Harold Stieuht/. Vice Piesident.
Nlanagement Research.

I. RANI)A1.1
/'n.cident

FOREWORD ix



Overview

TIIIS IS A STl:DY of the aims, scope an).1 character of
employee education and iraining activiAtes among cor-
porations with 501) or more employe'es. a segment of
industr), that accounts for about halt of total private
employment in the Inited States. Most of its data are
piojected from responses by (110 companies to a lengthy
Conference Board questionnaire.Fhe report also reflects
information and insights gained through personal inter-
views with executives at scores of these same firms.

the livs.1.. section prescms an overview of the corpor-
ate employee .education and training activity. describing
its goals, scope. staffing and organi/ation. A second
section describes industry's use of outside resources for
employee development and its own after-hours pro.
grams. \\Ink: a third is devoted tic the internal programs
provided during vorking hours. Section four reports on
the views of business executives about cets it the

industr -school relationship. Finally, severa case illustia-
t.

lions provide a !littlIpNe of the 1.1111 range of education
and training activities iiVindividual companies.

Privat., industry not only finances the purchase of
edikation mind training tOr employees It vac ions outside
institutions but, through increasingly prevaicnt and
sophisticated "in-house programs, Hs itself become a
Nigniricallt part or the nations education system. Wink.
incidentally supportive of the job and career mispirations
of r.uticipating employees. utmost emploer-sponsored
education and training stems from business needs.
Founal programs addressed to one of these needs, the
yawing and instiucting of newly hired employees.
account for a sizeable share of the education-training
efforts in some firms. and even dominate them m a tcw.
But it IS programs for present cmployL.L.1. progimims in-
tended to prepare them to ;issume no responsibilities,

to improve then performance in their present jobs. mind
to maintain their competence in the face of changing
knowledge and technology, that take the lion's share of
the iesources that most companies bring to employee
development activities.

Role of Schools and Colleges

Nlost business executives are critical of the per-
formance of the nation's schools and colleges in pie-
paring people for work. and deplore particularly the
lacks they find in communications and mathematical
skills among younger employees. Nlost believe, further.
that these institutions would do well to emulate industry
111 its growing emphasis on student participation. the
nlending of classroom study with both programmed self.
study and planned prohlenFsolving emsperience, the

tailoring of curricula to clearly defined goals and indi-
vidual needs, mind the employment of advanced in-
structional technologies. Still. only a small number think
that muclt-of their co-npany's ploglatns are in any sense
remedial. or that these programs include subject~ or
skills that ''are really the responsibility of the schools to
provide. i ypically, these spokesmen regard mill oi rnktst
of their companies' education and training activities aS
legitillhile and necessary business tun,:tions.

Systems Approach

Vie\ving education :Ind ttaining as subsystems of
larger systems for assuring the presence of skilled and
productive human resouices_ many companies are !mist'.
ing a strategy :lilt ,eeks lo develop: (I I the capability in
line managers mind supervisors to distinguish training
needs from motivational and mnganiiational sources cut
peiformance pioblems, to conduct cemlain necessary
training themselves, ind to guide employees to other.

OVERVIEW 1
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Chapter 1

Introduction

AMFRI('ANS EXPNCT FROM the complex of puhlic,
quasi-public. and private institutions that make rip IN
educational system a role not only in molding values and
in creating the ''activity of thought, and receptiveness to
beauty and humane feeling'' that Alfred North White-
head lists among education s goals, but in ensuring that
inen and women have the necessary skills and knowledge
for work. toddy. as in the past, the system is adapting to
change to the imperatives of new knivvledge, tech-
nological innovation, and personal aspira

An important perhaps the central manifestation
of this adaptive process has been described cogently by
former Labor Secretary Willard Wirti: 1'oday. almost
suddenly, there is new questioning of two assump-
tions . that the interrelating of education :ind work is
the sole responsibilit.v of educators; and that edlication
is somenhing only for children, to be taken at one longer
and longer uninterrupted tiirg ... and then nevet re-
turned to "I Inevitablv... this questioning has ',rough(
industry into the compass or its search.

Business has long played a variety of roles in educa-
tion. It has lent financial support to private educational
instilutions, counseled schools oil curriculum. and pro-
vided planning assistance.' It has also been a "market..
for education, sending employee, no institutions of

vatious kin&, and hi inging educators into It. own (d.lices
and factories. Ftnall , it conducts a large and growing
amount of educational activity itself.

NS o tt irt 7. '",12.1/..1112 Inon sparicnt.N. / 61//1//11; dm/
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Part of the Education System

By almost :my definition industry is, in fact ,no less a
segment of the nation's educational system Inn our
colleges and universities, technical institutes, and other
schools. It develops its own courses and curl ieula.
employs faculty and nonteaching professional staff,
carries on formal instructional activities, evaluates its
programs and methods, and often does these in well-
designed and equipped facilities that are devoted to
them exclusively (seebox).

College-Level Company Courses

The American Council on Education and the
University of the State of New York are currently
engaged in a join; "Project on Noncollegiate
Sponsored Instruction," predicated on the idea
that many company course.; are in essential re.

spects comparable to college courses, and there.
fore creditworthy.

The project, which began in 1974, has already
published two issues of a Guide to Educational
Programs in Noncollegiate Organizations) The
more recent of them describes and recommends
semester hours of credit for a variety of courses
provided for employees by eleven firms, by several
institutions of the banking and life insini,ace in-
dustries and, of course, by yaious public and

other nonbusiness employers.

Comes may he had Ito, the America:1 Council on
E tlii,:ition, Publications Division, One Dupont Ciii:iii.
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. at ti cost of tax 11011 ors.
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As awareness has grown that employee education
programs of some scope are carried out by industry, so
too has the sense that little is know about them and
not enough. therefore, Sout opportunities that may
exist for better integrating thein with other adult educa-
tion and human resotik'c, development efforts.

A Public Interest Agenda

There are a number of issues around which industry
practices and public interests appear to many to mesh
or at least to meet on sonic common ground and a
'potential for productive cooperation is assumed.

kasi tjtication, Large numbers of young people
complete their schooling without acquiring what by con-
sensus are basic language and arithmetic competencies or
reasoning abilities, while many more fall below the levels
that the length and character of their ednk..:iiion would
eem to predict. How extensive are remedial programs in
industry, and have they utiliied methods or made flu
coveries about teaching and learning that should become
known to the schools'?

Equity. Despite complusery education, and our vast
system of public schools, colleges and universities, in-
equities in educational opportunity based on birth and
family income persist. Nloreover, certain areas of
knowledge and skill, and certain occupations. have
traditionally been regarded ns more approvriate to one
sex than another. To what extent, it' any, do company'
programs tttnd to create special opportunities for the
economically disadvantliged and for women'?

.Virfempioyees. Government has been striving for a

numbei years to enlist the facilities, personnel and
other resources of industry iftskills-training programs for
the unemployed. What is the potential of such arrange-
ments and. if this is desirable, how can it be raised'? More
generally, how might the education and training re-
sources of companies be utili/ed for persons riot
employed by them?

Occupational imbalances. Weaknesses in the career*
information system, and.0 readiness by educational in-
stitutions to respond ti) "market demand, have led to
oversupplies of trained people in some occupations and
ondersupplies in others. Have the consequences of this
defect in the system been felt by the nation's large
private employers? More broadly. how responsive has
the educational system been to industry's needs?

ContinuiauF education, Increasing numbers of adults
are seeking opportunity to study in orer to keep
abreast of their occupational fields. to advance in their
careers. or to pursue new vocational goals. In what ways,
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and how satisfactorily, do companies provide such
opportunities for oleic employees?

Career education. In the minds of its advocates,
career education enconipaes many of these issues and a
more basic one as well the need to integrate into the
education of the young those elements and experiences
that will more clearly illuminate career choices for them
and that will better prepare them for, and facilitate their
transition to, work How do corporate needs, methods
and resources mesh with those of' a career education
system?

Corporate education and training programs raise
other questions as well. For eXallInL, is it true, as many
believe, that the schools and colleges can learn from
them lessons about how to motivate and teach students'?
How much difference does it make to the educational
opportunities of individuals what kind of firm employs
them? Two IBM officials concluded a recent discussion
of the subject with the thought that the separation of
industry's activities front those of the colleges and uni-
xeisoles, however effective "in meeting the huge costs of
society's learning requirements. may make it more
difficult than it already is for "the committed, dis-
ciplined and managed environment of highly structured
(corporate) training to be affected by the skeptical
attitude of the scholar and the innovative imagination of
the-researcher-3 What principles should determine the
scope, character and methodologies of the educational
activities companies' conduct themselves'?

Questions like these have been the backdrop to the
present study'. Its immediate aim is to describe the scope
and character of industry's education and training pro-
grams for employees, particularly insofar as these involve
company-cooidinated off-the-joh courses:4 to consider
the reasons for such programs: and to determine what
company executives think about certain of the issues
that have been Mentioned.

The Survey

Specifically, this report desk:filies education-training
programs among companies having 500 or more em-
ployees: explores factors that might account for differ-
ences in their scope and character and examines ,Attrent
trends and some of t he changes of the rec:lit past.
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It is based in part on published material and on
interviews and correspondence with scores of company
officials. and with others interested or involved in
employee and adult education. However, all of its
quantitative material, and much of the 'analysis. derives
from data provided by 610 companies in response to a
I2-page questionnaire. These companies were selected to
represent all those with 500 or more employees and,
except where stated otherwise, the data in this report
project their programs and practices to this universe in
which there are over 7,000 firms, collectively employing
about 32 million people about half of all those in
private. nonagricultural employment. The far greater
number of firms with fewer than 500 employees ale thus
outside the purview of this study.` As will be seen.
Inu\ever. formal in-house education and training
activities are far less prevalent even in the smallest com-
panies included in the study those with 500 to 000
employees than in larger ones, and it appears unlikely
that they exist at all for most of the employees of still
smaller firms.

Despite certain shortcomings. some inherent in survey
research, which are commented on in a description of
the sample and the survey methodology in Appendix A,
the data and projections of the study are judged to be
reasonably reliable. A follow-up survey of companies
that did not complete and return the original Conference
Board questionnaire lends support to the posstinItly that
the prevalence and scope of company programs may be
somewhat overstated, but this is by no means certain
and, if true seems likely to be minor in degree.

Aims, Approaches and Resources

Education and training are elements, or svbsysteins.
of larger systems by which companies seek to ensure
that skilled manpower is available as needed and that it
is optimally productive. Nleshing with them. in shared
service to these tasks of In lititin tesolitio management
and development. ate programs to identify present and
flume skills needs: to bring new employees into the
firm; to assess the capabilities and potentialities of in-
aividual employees; to develop appropriate otgainia-
tional slrli.ililes and working relationships; to formulate
and .alminister policies iespe,:ting ,:onmensatitv.
fits imid other working conditions; 55 Irk
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and to integrate formal training with other develop-
mental modes.

Education and training activities spring from three
needs. which are shared by all organitations, The first of
these is to accommodate to turnover and growth in
personnel that is, to the inevitable processes of organic
change. As employees retire, quit. move to new assign-
ments in their companies, others present employees or
new hires must he taught to take over their duties,

Second, education and training needs are created by
changes in the knowledge and skills required by. or
available to. a company and its employees. New needs
are constantly emerging from ventures into new prod-
ucts or services: from the availability of new knowledge,
methods and techniques: from change in the physical,
social and political environment; and. quite often. from
growth itself Such changes have influenced the skills
and knowledge needs of managers no less than of blue-
collar workers, technicians or professionals, and have
stimulated a body of theory and technique. ranging lom
operations esearch to the behavioral sciences. that has
become e ential equipment !or the performance of
superisory And Managerial functions.'

The third need to which education and training
activities are addressed is to improve the skills and per-
formance of present employees in then present jobs.
Work competence has always been m some degree rela-
tive. As work becomes nu.re cognitive and technical as
a decreasing proportion or employees perform simple,
repetitive tasks the potential for improvement in the
productivity and the quality of work of individual
employees and of working teams increases. Education
and training is seen by management in more and more
instances as all ittycstntent in capital an in-
strumentality for profit. growth and corporate vitality
rather than as an onerMls cost.

Defining Need

wektei's definition of ''heed a lack of some-
thing requisite. desirable, or u.eful poses a central issue

corporate education-training management how to
distinguish between the "rognisite :ma the "desirable or
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useful, and to decide when the latter is sufficiently so
to warrant company intervention. In many circum-
stances the need to teach new employees about their
jobs. or to train present ones so that they may do their
work better or assume new responsibilities. is sell-
evident. To questlon it is to dispute the goals of the
enterprise. Most large firms- require sonic kinds of
expertise that cannot be acquired elsewhere but that are
vital to their operations. It is essential, for example, for
the phone company to train telephone installers. The
numbei and kinds of these vital competencies are con-
stantly being changed by management decisions the
decision to introduce a new product. for example. which
calls for new competencies in numulaeturing, marketing,
data processing. and other parts of the organifatiOn.
Mandated changes. as by law. may also impose clear and
incontestable training needs. Comp bailee with such
federal legislation as the Occupational !Safety and I lealth
Act and the kqual mem Opportunities Act has
required that supervisors. managers and other employees
be instructed about the provisions and particular impli-
cations 01 these laws.

A major portion 01 the education-training activity 01
blisiness, however, is undertaken not because there is no
alteinative, but from the judgment that benefits will
JustO costs and, in lace. represent investment oppor-
tunities. Justifications beyond the satisfaction of im-
mediate or near-term skills needs are usually brought
Illy, this cost-benefit calculation. One is the "need to
assure occupational vitality morale. in the sense of

l() work particularly among professional,
and managers: to provide a learning milieu that is con-
ducive to professional growth, and even at times en
coinages employees to prepare themselves 101 shifts in
career paths.

Another increasingly common "need." in the satis-
faction of which tiaining programs have a role, is to
stahiliie employment in the firm part of a stnitegy of

Jobs from within (often inetttint:
change by rettaimng rather than filing and hiring). and
theieby not only building on and making efficient use of
existing skills. knowledge and experien,:e. but also le-
(Memo turnover and enhancing monde.

Still another consideration is to tncrett,e the

attractiveness of the firm as a place 0i eiiipl0v Mein and
illiproVe its CoMpelitive position HI the job Minket

even to being able to trade lower pay for learning oprot
tunitv .

Ism:111Y. programs may teflect a comminnent by top
I anagement to use the resources of the film more
generously than law, liadttional business practice. or
!abut tnaiket conditions may requite, pat ficulatly with
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respect to racial and ethnic minorities, women and older
employees.

The Changing State of Needs

A company's needs and programs change. of ten quite
sharply, as the circumstances that prompt them do
that is. with change in its rate of accession of new
employees and the availability of skills on the job
market; in the demand for its goods and services: in its
products, methods and technologies; and. finally, in its
social, ecological and legislative environment.

A significant portion of the Intl:ling activity. there-
foie. must be accomplished promptly and is noniepet-
hive. I raining programs may come into being to serve
new plant start-lip or new model needs. to teach tech-
nicians to service newly acquired equipment. or to in-
struct supervisors in the ploVisions and implications of
new federal laws and then he abruptly terminated.

Often the ebb and flow of need is more protracted.
"Our highly structured training program. explains an
official of the Port Authority of New York and New
Jetsey. "began 1 5 or so years ago to cope with shortages
of electricians and auto mechanics. These were caused
by out expanding needs as a growing mg:lid/anon, by a
jump in the sophistication of our equipment, and by the
failure of both the trade schools and the family in-
heritance system of skills ItanSillission to keep pace. But
in recent years the slowdown in the economy has
brought about a surplus of skilled people looking for
work. while our own programs winch have been in run
swim or a number of years have made it possible to
fill most needs from our own ranks despite a substantial
cinnais in the training activity."

Finally, there is often a core of ongoing needs that
seems to Illanagelliellt.parIL'illarl in the largest firms. to
lustily a L'011tinlIOUS offeting of certain courses and pro.
111-aln' . 1Ili, is 1110N1 common in the managerial and
stiperOsory at ea.

Needs and Content

As both naining needs and pressure for corporate
pit lits have mounted in recent years. the approach that
more is better than less" has been giving way to mote
analytical methods. "Training has often been a form of
entertainment in industry." sacs a steel executive. ''Vie
have to start jilstifying it in terms of measured iesults.

In their replies to a ('onto fence Board survey question
that risked what they judged to he the more significant
changes" of the past 5 to 10 years in their 01111p:tines'
cdtication and training goals and ni methods of achieving
them. participants spoke both of past errors and new



approaches. But a repetitive theme was that education
and training is now being viewed as a system in which
analysis of needs, the development and administration of
relevant programs, and evaluative feedback are the Main
*Men IS.

A variety of pitfalls in the implementation of this
approach have been recognited. One is the weight of
tradition and inertia, of "courses that reflect history
rather than need," as one executive put it. At the
opposite pole is the attraction of novelty. To one train-
ing director. many company programs have been
"plagued by lads. by the inappropriate application of
newer technologies courses that are taught with little
concern for how. or even when. they can be applied. A
third widely noted source of inefficiency has been faulty
liaison between education and training stall pro-
fessionals on the one hand and line management on the
other, evidenced most notably in "training department
courses courses that are "abstraLted front operational
realities and "have to be sold to the field. Finally,
there is a glowing poiception that knowledge and skills
deficiences in employees are not the only reason for
performance problc.ns. and that other "systems must
be looked into in appraising them.

Leading off and conspicuous ankuig the more Nit-
tictilar changes of the recent past has been what eom-
pany officials referred to in such terms as "more- precise
definition of the competency levels we seek and "more
retitled task analysis of duties and responsibilities on
the one hand. and the introduction of performance
appraisal systems and other "systematic means for
identifying employee abilities on the other.

Nlatehing subject minter with need implies indi-
\ Mu:dilation. A human iesources executive with a lead-
ing manufacturer reports that "the history of formal
edu...atin al our company during the past two decades
has been (Me of gradual differentiation of courses and
employee targets. Indeed. "individualitation,

itnd "flexibility have become key*term.,
the c plate education-training lexkon: "batch nain-
ing and teaching subjects that are merely "nice to
know" are marks of inefficiency and backs

1.ncompassed lw this goal also is a mort: extended
time flame. One of the major differences. in tact.
between the changes that have taken place in the iecent
past and those anticipated in the future. as 1)(1111 of

these w ete described in the Board's suivey. is a

emphasis on catcei planning the working out of
career path ans. "liaising focused on the

need of individual emploees. one e\eclitr\e r epoIN.

"will heL-onie a ..ontiuous process. and will continue
thr,,,,,h the employee's tenure with the e,,mpam,

are not just concerned with this year's manpower. says
another. "hut \vith anticipating what our needs \kill he
ten years from now.

Particular attention is paid in !natty firms to identify-
ing "high potential employees, and to developing
long-range plans for their training and nurture. One
large manufacturing company recently put into place
in all of its divisions and key departments a network
of specialists for whom these tasks are a full-time re-
sponsibility. An ideal development program. one e\een.
live concludes. "has to walk a tightrope to anticipate
needs. but not bring too many people along the way,
breeding frustration and discontent...

Learning on the Job

-Formal courses are a luxury. says one executive,
and in their pursuit of cost efficiency many companies
are shifting their emphasis in certain skills :treat: front
courses to planned on-the-job training.

Learning about the work community and about the
job itself begins to take place as soon as an individual
enters the employ of a company or moves to a new
assignment. At least sonic. and often an, of tins new
knowledge and skill is acquired in the course of working.
Hie process may be haphaiard and unplanned. as learn-
ing by observation and imitation. or by trial and error.
Or, because tasks are too complex or the consequences
of learning errors costly. or simply because some inter-
vention or management is judged to be more Lost
effective, on-the-job learning may in sonic measure he
planned.'

Such planning may involve a particular skill. such as
operating a machine. Discrete learning steps may lie
specified, aids provided to he used in conjunction with
them. and supervisors instructed in In w Ire manage the
mocess. 0; . planned on-thejob framing may have
broader developmental goals and use such means as
special and temporary duties, team or task for,.e assign-
ments. and job tot:Ilion. sometimes in concert with

trial oaf- the-fob instruction.
Hie process by which learning takes place thiotigh

work experience is substantially contioned by tie
mimitgei. says one colporate official. "If his wok
assignments are repetitive. his employees will be good in
a Harrow field but won't grow. :\ god manage!. who is
interested in stretching and challenging eidploees, will
force them continuousl to go further adding 'I,' to

wVottilmilc filming Is ?/H' huh nr I ht. rice th.it to ,Iii inn
Like. I,Lnr. Jrid 1/N. ilf.0 the
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Education, Training, or Both?

As the definitions quoted below confirm,
"education" and "training" mean quite different
things to different people. For the most part this
report sidesteps the issue by using both terms
"education and training" or "education-training."
Where only one is used it usually reflects the bias
that education concerns information, concepts and
intellectual abilities; training, skills acquisition
through repetition in performance.

"... It is not always possible to make a clear
distinction between corporate 'training' and, say
Whitehead's sense of 'education,' although one can
imagine a scale of parameters in which that dis-
tinction might he drawn. At one end of the scale,
which we may regard as more typical of training,
lies measurability, narrowness of subject matter,
relevance to a particular time and place, well-
defined range of use, and efficiency of information
transfer. At the other end of the scale, more char-
acteristic of what we mean by education, lies the
exposure to contrastilg assumptions and points of
view, the involvement of personal and intellectual

initiative, less constrained range of use even to
uncertainty about its specific utility, and the
general impossibility of measuring on a quantita-
tive scale the degree and quality of acquisition of
insight."

-Louis M. Branscomb and Paul C. Gilmore,
"Education in Private Industry,"

Daedalus, Winter, 1975.

".. , There is an important distinction between
training and education. The purpose of training is
to develop certain automatic facilities as in lan-
guages, bookkeeping, and the operation of
machines. -I h f,inction of education, however, is
to provide .t1-1 student with the capacit for
analyzing and solving problems that confront inrn
in his occupation, in his society, and within him-
self. It should also develop in him a desire to
continue with intensive and systematic investiga-
tions after his formal program is completed. In the
training program formutas and techniques a:e
learned, rules are memorized, and mental or

'c' to so on. This is the key mechanism
the nature of the work that's assigned. On the other
hand. employees can take work processes and add
dimensions to them. So there's responsibility on both
sides.-

Learning off the Job

While efforts are heing made to bring more planning
and design to on-the-job training, tlus mode must often
Inc augmented and replaced by off-the-Job instruction
at the worksite and elsewhere, Considering the costs of
mistakes and lowered efficienc, that on-the-job training
can create in some situations. plus the increased com-
plexity of work skills. there is a powing interest in
exploring the .effectiveness of off-the-joh training. -The
early stages of lihn and papermaking.- explains an
Listman Kodak Company training executive. "requires
the spooling of large sheets of material -10-inch widths

at high speeds. The traditional way of training people,
to become spoolers is to turn them over to mstructors
the job site. While they ohseive and listen to all that is
being said, they tend to interrupt the work of machine
operators.
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"The new approach in this particular case is to start
with a planned. off-the-job. orientation sometimes
with 3 mock-up of the machine, i;ometimes with a 1'il111
or other visual representation of its parts and functions.
Operations. work techniques. and safety are explained.
In some cases. machine operations can be learned and
practiced with mock-ups. The theory. which has to some
extent been horn out in practice. is that off-the-job
instruction makes more sense in more situations than we
used to think. both as a time and money sayer

Resources

Insofar as companies rely on off -the -job courses to
serve the learning needs that ari. ceaselessly out of
innovation, growth, and employee separations. transfers
and promotions. they einplov both internal resources
and a variety of external ones. Amongthe latter kind are
other companies. which teach employees of customer
tines the uses of their products and services.. orgamia-
lions and individuals specialising in employer (raining
needs. as %Yell as schools, colleges. universities and tech-
nical institutes. Some companies locate facilities by
icason of their proximity to suitable schools. and



physical skills are developed through practice and
repetition. In a genuine education program, how-
ever, students concentrate on processes of analysis
whereby they attain levels of generality, pro-
ficiency, and understanding which enable them to
think intelligently in several fields even though
they may not have had training in the detailed
knowledge of any of them."

Walter Buckingham, The Impending
Educational Revolution. Washington, D.C.:

National Education Association, October, 1961.

.. Education and informational programs
have one thing in common. They deal with sub-
jects which are only indirectly related to the tech-
nical performance of the employee's job. In this
way they contrast sharply with a third activity
training programs, which are intended to increase
the employee's ability to perform his specific job."

Employee Education, Studies in
Personnel Policy, No. 119, National
Industrial Conference Board, 1951.

"... The term 'training' denotes investment in
acquisition of skill or in improvement of work or
productivity. The concept, therefore, includes
schooling and training obtained on the job. The
latter, under this definition, is a much broader
concept than what is conveyed by the common
.usage of the word 'on-the-job training.' It includes
formal and informal training programs in a job
situation as well as what is called 'learning horn
experience."'

Jacob Mincer, "On-the-Job Training:
Costs, Returns and Some Implications,"

Journal for Political Economy,
October, 1962.

"... Education is defined here as both formal
and informal training, instruction, observation and
experience."

Eleanor Gilpatrick, Education for
Work: A Full Employment Strategy, The

Annals of the American Academy of
Political and Social Science, March, 1975.

whole communities have grown up ;Round Nil:Heil

academic ;111(1 business interests in scientific and tech-
nical matters,

The Board's study identified three atrangentents
which off-the-job employee education and training is

conducted. each tending to use a different type or
cluster Of resources.

CHfrupultv courses, in which all participants arg
omployees of the firm providing them. Such courses may'
be designed and conducted by company personnel, by,
outside institutions and contractors. of by the two
together. and may he held on or off the L:onwany's
premises. In the yeaf prior to the Board's stlrVey, four
out of five companies conducted courses durink-,working
hours. and about half did so after w inking Innis

Increasingly, off -the -job instruction and periods of
work me being viewed as integrated tr,irts of a leaining
e \perience or developmental whole. Indeed. to many
e \ectitives. efforts during recent years to link these two
leaining modes has been the most significant develop-
ment in the field.

hl accord ith this approach, and %%nit efforts to
Lido! education and training to needs, many companies

are shortening courses and dividing subject are into
modules of several hours each. "With modules." says one
company official. "we're using rifle shi.,is .n place of
huckshot. and providing employeesoyees a cliaiLe to apply
and digest what they've learned hefore they go on."
l hey 'ire also making Beater use of audiovisuals and
self-teaching programs and. in a few instances. using
computer technology.

phigrum cutInes, selected and ...

traded for by the employees. who are reimbursed in full
or in part by their employers. Such courses are normally'
taken alter working hours. Colleges and universities are.
of course. the prime resource for tuition-aid programs,
and are increasingly cogiiant of. and responsive to.
employee needs to keep abreast of change :Ind acquire
widei technical and professional competencies. Some
conduct courses at times ;Ind places designed to he
particulinly convenient to employees of a company or
LIU '.ter of firms even on a company's premises and
tailor subjects mid course content to speciali/ed
employee groups, The survey showed that sir percent of
companies have such programs.

Other outside courses. taken during working hours
or otherwise in the line of duty, that :He open to a w ider

INTRODUCTION 9



public than employees of a particular comp:my. In-
cluded in this category are the courses provided by
corporate suppliers: by such organizations as the
American Management. Association and The Conference
Board: by professional and trade groups: by proprietary
organizations and consultants: and under special pro-
grams of many colleges and universities. Seventy-four
percent of companies reported that employees took such
courses in the past year.

These ';free categories appear to accommodate
reasonably well all arrallgenlents for employee educa-
tion, hue a little forcing has sometimes been needed.
Most notably. perhaps. company courses occasionally
straddle working and nonworking hours. Linployees are
sometimes also giwn tine of 1. for ionises taken under
tuition-aid programs.

The Mix

The ever-changing [nix of outside and inside re-
souices, and of duung and after-hours study. reflects the
interplay of need and opportunity. During-hours in-
struction is much time costly than after hours. but may
have to he provided if too lew employees are seeking
needed skills or knowledge tinder tuition-refund or after-
hours programs. Conipanies May have to provide their
own courses in certain suhjects during or after hours.
because to one else does either because they involve
proprietary and company-specific knowledge, or simply
because no outside resource has found it economically
feasihle. Course, available outside inav nonetheless he
taught inside because it is more economical to do so. or
because the opportunity to tailor content to company
need tips the scale. And so on.'

Influence of Outside Resources

A Caterpillar 1 rat:tor Company official describes
these connections between outside resources and inside
programs as titflows: In Peoria. where we are the
dominant emploer, there is considerable tailoring of
public education otterings at the ugh scluaol. nutiot
college. B.S.. and \LS,. levels to inalCif our needs.

Ile 1\1,,,r,er opn,lu:1 n
hate di., th.il .

Ir:lined en.thie thorn t., tet.r creLlit, 111.0 .Ire
And u.altte 1,.\\ Ara I degree. I ht,t. 001111...1We. 111.1\

Ill 1.1,/er.t111C. U\11....t. Credit. Jr,. \,II-rec..011/,..,1
1,1t oils Ccittlp.111 \ it till, I. Alicre. iu

t, 114,10.e, 1t. IFIrt e 111.15 he Jrtn,n l.hrJ Is the MI
11,..i1,11"Cd 11.11ilt 11.'11 JO.. !Abed p.we 1.

!-,111. I 111e.,n, 7/./1c:///.: i'art?,/,% IT/ *,//Ti/mt,P.: inir.it enter t.a ;11, .I I ihor it
I .1 \JUIN. 1,i,-.
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Furthermore. we have so many employees that local
educational institutions conduct many of their classes
right on our premises at times convenient for our people

since they make up the entire class.
"On the other hand. in ilM.....waukee we are the 'small

frog in the big pond.' Programs and relationships are
entirely different than in Peoria. With the small number
of apprentices, it hardly pays to have a lull-lime class-
room instructor. so we use the local public educational
facilities. With excellent management seminars within
driving range of the plant conducted by local colleges
or branches it doesn't make sense to have a sophisti-
cated plant management-development staff. in this

however, we have to latch on to what is available
our numbers are too small ,o affect offerings of the
educational institutions.

A Blending

An outline of employee education and training pro-
grams at Polaroid Corporation in I()75 illustrates the
way internal and outside resources are often blended.

Outside schools: In atidition to its Tuition Assistance
Piogram. in which I() percent of employees participated.
Polaroid sent executives to special courses at three
11,fst,fn area universities.

Outside experts hrHught in: University-based and
other experts were the core of several lecture programs
for managers and professionals a series on manage-
ment technology. another on scientific 'subjects, and a
third on personnel-oriented platters.

m/pany experts: Company employees with other
primary duties shared with education-training specialists
in a "Polaroid Seminars- series for exempt employees
that treated a variety of technical. business and
personnel-related subjects. Such employees %yew also
proutinentl involved in "technical studies"' and
"product knowledge'' progiams in plant areas.

kihication-frufuhig-del aopmem cpecirdivs: In addi-
tion to sharing instructional toles 1.yith other compan
expeity a staff of 21 profesionals conductell skills plo-
).rams for first and second levels of mana gement: a

variety of organizatonal development activities that in-
eluded workshops: and an "education" plograill that
included basic and intermediate 1:inguage and math

1.nglish is a second language, General Lqinvalency
Degree IGI'D) tutoring, and secretarial skills. ht addi-
tion. a trainer in the marketing department conducted
:in ongoing one-week course it new salespeople.

Pin-Hip/. ticidry: A floating wink 111Icc of 12 ,,
1-1 ralt-tinge Instill:tors was hi oUght In .1 needed during
I he 1. eat .



Chapter 2

Scope

QUANTITATIVE NIEASURES ('AN no more readily
encompass the scope of education at the work place
then in the society at large. Even when the focus is
narrowed to formal off-the-job instruction. such hasic
statistics as employee course hours are found to he
unobtainable that is, known to very few employers.

The Study's Measures

The present study did succeed, however. in dodo!).
ing data till some significant aspects of program scope
the prevalence of formal course programs. the numbers
of emploeos participating in them, and the dollar ex-
penditures made by companies for them and in identi-
Ivine ct:.rtain of the factors that :ftcolint for differences
aiming companies.'

liecause corporate education iN li1U111 -mission
oriented.' and variable. concerned measure with
short-term needs, it must he stressed that the BoattEs
questionnaire was maiied to companies in Eno-summer
lo 75. and that the "last year- period it )poll)))ed about
was 1(!--1-1(175, a time of se% ere recession. And while
specific ,piestions !see pages 202I) t hit OIL, re
cession did not strongl influence the pto,:rains of most
companies. inoR than a quarter did report cllilr -h k,.

l'he surveys general findings \kith respect to the
several Ilhd,,i1rOd aspect, of program scope follov..-

Prevalence

`;t.` keit! \ -11e percent Ci)1111).111IC,

,P,"Pp f-t Illeir ..:111111()% oc, \cti rHol

\ r It rqstippl, pp! hp, \%
Jetns C1i.

to the survey.' Eighty-nine percent had tuition-aid or
refund .programs. and 74 percent authorised some of
obeli employees. principalIN managers and professionals,
to take outside courses during working hours, pa inn
attendant costs.

Employee Participation

Among the 32 million or so persons employed by
firms with 500 or more employees, about 3.7 million, or

I percent, took part in in-house courses\provided by
their companies during workino hours, and another
700,000 for 2 percent) were enrolled in company
courses given during nonworking hours. Piaiicipation
rates are usually higher among exempt (hail aillong non-
ONLI'llpl employees. One corporate giant offers a -back
of I he en VelOpe estimate that about a quartet I )1 its
mofessional and managerial emploees have lakes) part
in an "off-the-loll learning experience of at least two
days- dining each of recent years. 'Hie study did !ot
,utempt to measure participation in tuition-aid programs
directly . but Fix relating its findings about their prev-
alence to the evidence of an earlier study that about
Icor percent of the employees of companies having such
plograins took pat t Ill them during a one-year pemod,
all estimatL of 1.3 million einplee participants is
del ived:'

1 he que,11,1111.11re ah..tit L.\ refidittlre.
lilt' ,.:1%enteih.0 ,th,I 1,1,1

12 Iii,1111

I 10,1-r I). \icor .1. (.,1):1,,:itzln: hrwicicilo
w twit In! !'duct. I he ( `)(). St ti,he. nr l'er

sminel 221. du.
/e I III the 1,,.s p.igo 3-1.
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Expenditures

Direct expenditures are projected to have been about
S2 billion in the "past year.' About 11 percent of this
total is accounted for by tuition-aid programs and 9
percent by outside courses pursued by employees during
work hours or otherwise "in the line of duty.'' The
remaining SO percent represents direct costs incurred for
in-house company education and training activities.

Because companies tend to 11! unique in their blend-
ings of products and methods, and in the numbers.
character and locations of their employees. so, therefore,
are their training programs. But the scope of these pro-
grams also reflects the fact that there are other ways
than training of meeting skills needs specifically. going
into the labor market and hiring people already trained,
and training informally on the job. And how much
training a :.uppitny undertakes is further influenced by
the judgin!mts of its managers about costs and benefits.
While a CCM, at one extreme, made no direct expendi-
tures whatever for education and training, others re-
ported spending more than 5100 per employee.' Lx-
penditures among all companies were distributed as

follows:

Dollars per Employee Percent of Companies

Lo' than S2.00 4",
S2.00 to 4.99 17

5.00 to 9.99 16

10.00 to 19.99 21

20.00 to 39.99 15

40.00 to 99.99 21

S100 and more

All companies 100",

Iwo billion dollars in total collies to a mean average
of So0 per employ cc. The median company, however.
spent SIC, per employee. The difference bemeen mean
and median is accounted for upward pull on

.11)crilieI lit the queNtmtin.lifc I
des..iing Atli M Inep.r 1,rtit.n. ut 111 ir Inttr M II+ itioN.
trist.-1 ',sow v:1,1110111. (.. Inqittitow. t
ilidt+1,111,11 AIM ctist., 0,1 equiptnetit .illd
rill-, hist, I or fot110.1.

sit .1 Ihr .15i firm. in Illo .atitplo repqrted
of 200 per cutr1,ce. I lltec re Itto.11

r.o. (MIMI t %%on.. Airs Airlifts., .1 lulu th.it
teL Nor+1,0., .tlid .1 I he 1.5! toll

tinny, m ,r,Ier ti 111.h.:11Mide. I 50 I '+') pot oTti
pHs 1..mr PA, 1.4 AI

(ILI( (Imo (11.111111.1.1111cr. I gul.1(111.110111IC.11
ill
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the mean of a small number of high-spending companies.

Differences by Company Size

Fomomies of scale often make it feasible for larger
companies to engage in education and tiaining activities
that smaller ones cannot afford the smaller firms,
particularly those with fewer than 1,000 employees.
tending to rely more on the employment of persons
already trained, and on on-the-job training.

Prevalence
Since larger firms often have greater numbery of

facilities and units and employ a greater variety of
specialists, education and training act ivities are more apt
to be found somewhere within such organitations. I low-
L'ver, on measurements of program prevalence, the only
really wide differences betv.een companies of different
site occur above and below the 1 ,000 employee level
(see table 2.1).

Employee Participation

The percent of employee-. in company courses in the
past year. during or after hours, was virtually identical in
the several categories of thins having more than 1.000
employees. It was moderately lower in the smallest site
category (see Table 2.2(.

Expenditures

There is a tendency, less marked and consistent in the
median measures than in the mean (in which the figure
for the largest companies is sharply elevated by the
spending weight of several corporate giants), for educa-
tion-training expenditures to correlate with company
site.' the implications of site pertain to establishments
as well as to companies. so that sonic smaller facilities offA
large firms may not benefit from advantages of scale.
But such effects may be mitigated by the larger firms in
two ways. One is by carrying formal programs limn a
central source to tlie indkidual plants oi bringing plant
personnel to the courses. A second way is by developing.
in a headquarters department. courses or programmed
instruction material that is tailored more specifically to
the needs such plants than matetials available from
comme,cial sources (see lable 2.31.

Liunpany site is as great an influence on how educa-
tional expenditures ale distributed among the three basic

I t I Ito 'Stmt th.11 .tit.tiler I Itim .'ii flue n.h fur
1.1101 0111.'1c:11(k 11111+.111 tht h.h. tilos

iii,1111111,!(....IN 111.11 MC II..( (..110(1.(1 (11 Ihr ..,11+5,5



Table 2.1: Prevalence of Education-Training Programs, by Company Size

Company Size

Percent of Companies Reporting Program
Tuition Aid
(after hours)

Other Outside
(during hours)

Company Courses
(after hours) (during hours)

10 000 employees or more 97% 90% 56"., 96%
5,000 9,999 95 83 51 96
2,500 4,999 91 79 52 91

1,000 2,499 94 77 45 86
500 999 82 66 25 71

All companies 89';, 94". 39% 55%

Table 2.2: Percent of Work Force Participating in Company Courses, by Company Size

Company Size After Hours During Hours Either

10,000 employees or molt
5,000 9,999

2%
2

12",,
13

14%

15
2,500 4,999 4 12 16
1,000 - 2,499 4 11 15

500 999 2 8 10

All companies 11% 13°,

Table 2.3: Expenditures per Employee for All Education-Training Programs, by Company Size

DolOrs per Employee Total

Company Size (Number of Employees)
10,000 and

over
5,000-
9,999

2,500-
4,999

1,000.
2,499 500 99

S 2.00 mid less 4% 10'. 8', 6"
2.01 5.00 17 5 5 8 20 21

5.01 10.00 16 10 4 16 15 19

10.01 20.00 21 20 25 20 18 27
20.01 40 00 15 14 21 18 13 15
40.01 60.00 9 10 16 12 15 3

60.01 80.00 8 11 3 11 4 9

80.01 100.00 4 4 5 5 5 4

N1,., than S100.00 6 16 13 4 7 4

Total 100 100% 100' 100'. loo'., 100",

Mer1;im S16 S20 528 $20 $17 S13

Me.m 60 86 48 32 35 27

rc,outcc, Li, on thcit total ;ttnount, Unc ()I Ili c '..1

.11):illcr llrlll, tclid In compensAtc Inr iltcn
ltt ,tippoti in-Itott.c ILlining I, 1) nuking
ottt,R1c li,nlllii, tlidn ktrgcr ottc, rcquircL1 In

(.1o. I .iii!cr IIII11,, vslitch ;11.c tliotc 111:1% lu liac
cdttc.ittort-ir,iint:112. dlid 1)11,12,1,1111,.

lVii,RICI.11)1\ 1),II;(,11 H [heti

:11(1 :titd n111.l out,4dc plorsittl. tor tht:
Ihrn cotril)int:(1 ,11:11c irttl 13 {wit:cut. cotiqurc(1

more 511 pet cctit ,ttuon,!. (MC, hilt
ICVSCI (11,11.11, CC .1,, VSCII 1,1:c 1.11)1c. .2.4 :tml

2.5 (11 p;p2c) Ili c L.1111 icticc,

lnt 111:1()11-;111 pl,,121;1111", Illnl ItrnllnlIIkL l III ihc

i,11Cgol
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Table 2.4: Expenditures per Employee for Major Education-Training Programs, by Company Size

Company Size

Outside

In-House
(Company) Total

Tuition
Aid Other Total

10,000 or more t!rnpioyees S :3.60 $4.80 510.40 S67.20 577.60
5,000 9,999 8.30 6.10 14.40 37.50 51.90
2,500 4,999 8.10 5.60 13.70 17.20 30.90

) ,000 2,499 11.50 8.40 19.90 15.60 35.50
500 999 5.80 8.50 14.30 12.60 26.90
All companies S 6.50 S5.60 S12.10 $48.30 S60.40

Table 2.5: Distribution of Expenditures Among Major Education-Training Programs, by Company Size

Company Size

Outside!

In-House
(Company) Total

Tuition
Aid Other Total

10,000 or more employer's . G''. 13 . 87".. 1)0",
5,00C 9,999 . .......... . . . . 16 12 28 72 100
2.500 4,999 26 18 44 56 100
1.000 2,499 33 24 57 43 100

500 999 . 22 31 53 47 100
All compar,...,s 11 ', 9' 20' 80'. 100'

Table 2.6: Prevalence of Education-Training Programs, by Company Type

Company Type

Percent of Companies Reporting Program
Tuition Aid
(alter hours)

Other Outside
(during hours)

Company Courses
(after hours) (during hours)

11.1,inufacturing 92'. 75', 36',.
Transportation, Communications, Utilities 91 71 54 79
Wholesale and Retail 64 51 27 57
Financial and Insurance 96 83 47 90
Other 1 96 91 43 79

All compani..; 89'., 74 '. 39 ". 70''.

I About three (mar ters of the -other- cote gory Is made up of three classes of cornparues. contract construction firms, business sere i,o
firms r11,11,11y advertising, public relations, management t onstuttint, and companies in the uninrng industry, including Oil and natural gas
operations. Prominent among the balance are businesses that offer erlq,,,PV, ing and architectural consulting and design services

Table 2.7: Percent of Work Force Participating in Company Courses, by Company Type

Company Type Al ter Hours During Hours Either

tainufdct iv nq
Transom t3tion, Commumc.itions, Utilit,!,

,
2

5",
13 15

Wholesale and Retail
1 11 12

Financial and Insurance . 17 20
Other 9 13

All compares 11' 13'
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Table 2.8: Expenditures per Employee for All Education-Training Programs, by Company Type

Dollars per Employee Total Manufacturing

Tr, ,Isportdtion,
C0171011.1f71Cdtions,

Utilities
Wholesale and

Retail

Financial
and

Insurance
All

Other

S 2.00 and less 8
2.01 5 00

1 7 21 27 3 20
5.01 10.00 16 24 15 5 4 4

10.01 20.00 21 26 10 26 8 20
20.01 40.00 15 15 21 12 Hi 13
40.01 60.00 .... . 9 6 10 6 15 15

60.01 30.00 3 1 13 1/ 13 6
80.01 100.00 .4 1 3 13 18

(Vo than S400.000
. G 4 15 :?I

All comP,11'11s 100", 100'. 100' 100" 100" 100

Medi)) S16 Si 1 S36 S19 S56 S21
r1.1e,y) 60 60 90 19 82 27

Differences by Company Type

F(111,:alioll :111d training activities are much more
likely to he found ill some types of firms than in ',the's.
Financial institutions Icad other categories in each ot the

nicasures of program mscope. with the trisporta-
ttn-commirtications-titilities gioup not fall hellitiLl.
Wholesale-retail :ma inawiLictining films lagged well
behind.'

Prevalence

begin with. ilata on program prc...ilencLk show that
the finatwial :ma ttansportation-conituunicalions-tniliiies
cOnipanies me more likely to have internal courses than
other 'India:11y groups. vhile the wholesale-ietall group is
the orth one in %%nch a fairly large percentage of com-
panies do not hake kuition-aid plogiatus Lee I ahle 2.1,1.

Employee Participation

One out of the employee. in 11;1,111,1:1i Iii li ii-

11 N e,tinlalc i to 11:Re emolled in L.ouipaii ...otitses
dining the pletous %eat the highest tat; for :in kind

I 11,-, 1`,' \l'1.11,,,,1 "1"1`.iii `1.10,Ilittorom .,ld 11111P.11110, Art. !Mind III NUM] a proportion,
.1111.)11,2. 11 411 1110 111)1wir). \ proodiN
F1,0110). 11 I. ilittelcii)).. 111 the rr,s. riiizr.):11. In 1110

n.111i.r ),)111r.tilic. )0 c,i)11 ts.r). thal 12.11.111. 1.))1 :heir
,r.111 ,I.,tiorolli.o.. I 1111,. tom, 'Alt)) cii() 1i) ow) ein

1))1 evinilo. .0. or .,(1 1,0r rid 4.t Ihr tlii.itiLt1
11,111, 11.1\ .11111.111 \ 1111,.. ,Irvine 111,11f, 1 ,1 111.111111.1L 1111.111:1

111' 114 "1-'1 11` 4" l'eT,"11..11h1 '\h"le` tlr 1",1
)))11\ ,l) per) rnt

()I firm. 1.110 It110.4.1),1 Ia L k1;I, 111 1111111111:1):1111411g firms (see

Lible 2.71.

Expenditures

ilitittition,, also shoveLl the highest mcditin
e \peniliture rate per employee 65(ft:old manufacturing
limns. the lowest ('`I I I.

.1/0//7 expenditure. data for the various categories tell
s(Iino.vhat different stor\ Hie iir.vard pull of high

spending firms raises the timisportation-coultuutli:.:a-
tions-titilities group to the highest rank. (\vitt] mean ex-
penilitutes of S)0 per employee). %011ie. the spleaLl

hetkvecti financial institutions (mean. and nianti-
faLittring firms (StAll is consklerahly !educed. \\'holesalc
mill retail firms. kVili:11 1:112gCli !+41111V behind ()dill- cate-

gories in the median comparison. drop flinch (Hither
hchind in inean IS III 1-t:1,ts ()(1 for all compatiks) per
employee (see Table 2.,S).

Idle t-,loportions 111 \\. Inch comp.my montes
among Inc V;111(,11 IC,(1111,:e Wire! 110 leNS

lt111,..1!1..i% than die total dollars. Financial institutions,
tot e \.Illlpie. ,14.1'1 tv.IL.e as nian dollais pet employee
lot ,uistde editc,ition piogianis :is

ti:inspo:::ition-conlinimications-titilitics group. :itiliough
slighil\ less ill total and spent licail thiee times ms
11111j1 111 1111111111-.11(1 1'11112.131lb .1, iily tidied 1.1,roup:' (See
I:thles and 2.1(I.)

\l,orc .101.111,1 .11,1 \ st
11I'V.i4.%1"\\ 11, 1`,. ,/1111.111 \\1111111 .11111

Inc 1110 s.1111(`10 I/s li.r ,,it ,1 in \ I)
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Table 2.9: Expenditures per Employee for Major Education-Training Programs, by Company Type

Outside In-HouseComp. y Type Tuition-Aid Other Total (Company) Total

Manufacturing S 5.90 $4.15 $10.05 $49.40 $59.45Transportation. Communications, Utilities 5.40 6.30 11.70 77.80 89.50Wholesale and Retail 1.70 2.60 '1.30 14.30 18.60Financial and Insurance 15.60 9.00 24.60 57.50 82.10Other
5.00 6.90 11.90 14,0 26.60

All companies S 6.50 $5.60 512.10 548.30 560.40

Table 2.10: Distribution of Expenditures Among Major Education-Training Programs, by Company Type

Outside InHouseCompany Type TuitionAid Other Total (Company) Total

A,tdnuf.li'turI 10",, 17' 100 ',TrJrispOl Cation, COTTWIIC.ittons, Utilities
7 13 100Wholesale and Retail

9 14 23 7/ 100Financial and Insurance 19 11 30 70 100Otheq- 19 26 45 55 100
All companies

11 9 20 80% 100'

Table 2.11: Distribution of Occupational Groups in Work Force, by Company Type

Company Type Managerial
Professional and

Technical
Sales and
Marketing

Other
Nonexempt Total

IVanufacttaing 11' 12" . 8 100
Transport.fUun, Communications. Utrlrtri'. 10 10 10 70 100lVholi.rsale and Retail

4 14 73 100Financial and Insurance 14 14 19 53 100Other
11 17 5 67 100

All companies
11 12", 10 67" 100"..

Employee Characteristics

Fie\ en neicent of those emplo hv compinies
51111 or more employees :ire inatiagelial: 12
percent as professional and technical.. 1(1 percent as sides
:111d keting; and 07 Percent as -other nonexempt-

other to allow teal the inclusion yt s.)nie \cowl
employees 111 technical tif s;tios

The occupational makeup of larger :aid smaller
companies is much the same at least in terms or the
broad groupings used here .ind does not, thetefore,
help to e \plain differences in the scope tat their training
piograins (see Chat! 2.1 1.

!his is not the case %%itli difielent tiipes taf
companies, Inivievet. %yliere dissimilaiitie,i in the
configurations (il employee charactenstics ;ir0 winked.
For e \ample. inanageilal isind
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enuiloyees. the objects. as shiAvit late'. tit dispro-
portionate intention in .iompany etliication and
I ake up than 13 percent of the total %coi; foice yf
wholesale-retail institutions. compared with 23 percent
for all cony:Inies. In financial institution;. on Ow othci
11:11111. )Past Iwo groups account for peicent of !Ilk'
to:iil. while ,alt; and marketing personnel, much mote
likely than "other noneYempt" employees to take Iv...!
in formal eiltic.ition-tiaining. :ire neally
MMICI isee T.11)10 2.I 11.

Disproportions

Ahotit 32 million WkIrkers ale eninloeLl in the lanicil
States by companies having 500 more employees
the universe embraced in this NI tidy. 'the tai them.
companies with lil.000 employees (of iA111,11



Chart 2.1: Distribution of Occupational Groups
in Work Force, by Company Size

Other
Nonexempt

Sales and
Marketing

Professional
& Technical

Managerial

All 500 1.000 2.500 5,000. 10.000
Coml. lo 999 2.499 4.999 9.999 Sr !Ws

Number of Employees

lowered turnover rates and an "improved" lahor market.
has led to some program curtailments and reductions.
Nevertheless, growth has been one of the dominant, and
Mirly pervasive, characteristics of change in recent years.

Two- thirds of the companies represented in this study
increased their per-employee expenditures for education
and training ."during recent years, but prior to the
current business recession." Only 0 percent reduced
them (see Table 2.12). Spending increases for internal
company programs were inore common than for
tuition-aid or other outside programs.

Nearly half the companies reported that there was
some change during the pre-recession period in "the
portion or percent of total expenditures" that each of
these programs came to represent. Again, growth in

Chart 2.2: Proportions of All Companies,
20 Employees and Education-Training Expenditures

Accounted for by Companies of Various Sizes
and Types

there are fewer than (150), comprise 'about 8 percent of
all companies in this universe, but account for about
two-thirds of their total employment.

Reflecting primarily their higher expenditures per
em-loyee (hut also a somewhat higher prevalance of
education-training programs!. these large companies
account for a still greater part of the direct expenditures
76 percent (sec Chart 2.2). By contrast, companies with
fewer than 2,500 employees represent 7_' percent of all
companies, 18 percent of employment, and 10 percent
of expendHires.

Similarly. their high per-employee expenditures mean
that financial institutions. and companies in transporta-
tion. communications and utilities account for dispro-
portionately high shares of total expenditures: whole-
sale-retail and miscellaneous types. for lower shares (see
Chart 2.2).

Trend

Many human resource executives in industry' insist
that the important developments of recent years have
been in the methods of employee education and training

in the "how" rather than the "how much." Some
stress a closer scrutiny that top management is said to he
giving to developmental activities, an increased insistence
that they he justified and validated. This, together with
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Table 2.12: Trend of per Employee Spending before 1974-1975 Recession

Spending Trend

Type of Program
Tuition

Aid
Other

Outside
Company
(Internal) Any

Increased
5140 54% 64% 68%Decreased

2 10 6 6Varied, no change, or don't know
46 36 30 26All companies

100% . 100' 100% 100%

company (interiral i program.v was mentioned most often:
decline in them least often (see Table 2.13).

A good 111;1111 executives helieve that changes in the
L,\ x.. of corporate k.t.luctition and training have been

le important than in the "likiv Yet.according
to nearly half the participants. new ,-)rogranis and growth
have been the main events of the recent past. To the
question, "What do you juk.lge to he the more significant
changes dil.ing the past 5 to 10 years in your company's
education and training goals. or in its methods of
achieving them'''-,

14 percent referred to growth in Lteneral terms
to increased dollar investments, wide! curricula.
enlargements of prop am scope. and so on.

10 percent said that au education or training
department had been created or expanded, or a full-time
director employed.

30 percent reported the initiation or expansion of
programs in one Of Illt/IC areas 19 percent managerial
development; h percent professional, technical or skills;
1 I percent affirmative action.

3 percent said that tuition-aid programs had been
introduced or liberalized.

BY comparison, only a handful of these executives
accounting for one peicent of the total mentioned a
decrease in zmy aspect of the company's program or in
its overall scope.

A related, but somewhat different. emphasis was
given by about one out of eight participants, for %1'hom
one of the significant developments of recent years in
most instances the significant development was
growth Or enhancement in the status of the education
and training function in the company. Management,
they .isserted, is more "aware" of it and is according it
greater Thecognition and "support. For example. one
executive said: "Training is beginning to he reLognized as

a legitimate and vital function." "Top numagement in
our company." another commented. "is now committed
to a continuing. long-term effort for all levels of
employees. regardless of changes in the business cycle."

'Fo the extent that the views of senior personnel and
training executives about likely or desirable directions
for the future anticipate actual events, the future will
bring continued growth. In answer to a survey question
as to "further changes or changes in emphasis" they
thought the companies "may or should initiate in the
coming years'. to serve their need for properly trained
and educated personnel. about half these executives,
again, spoke of expansion in resources. staff and
program scope.

A Note about Costs

The subject of employee education and training costs
is lacking neither in ambiguities nor controversy. Iwo
questions arc mainly involved: What are these costs.
who pays for them?

Table 2.13: Trend in Relative Importance of,Major Programs before 1974-1975 Recession

Percent of Total Expenditures
Tuition

Type of Program
Other Company

Aid' Outside (Internal)

Increased
Decreased

No chae mentiontqf
All companies

51%
23
16

100%

38%
29
33

12%
10

100%
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Reporting of Expenditures

Three hundred and one firms, or about half of
those surveyed, provided in full the expenditure
data requested in the Conference Board question-
naire. Volunteered comments suggest that most of
the companies that did not furnish this informa-
tion were unable to do so because education-
training costs were "buried" in other budgets,
were "scattered" in a number of company loca-
tions and departments, or both.

The extent, if any, to which per-employee
,:rending may be different in these firms from the
ones willing and able to provide figures must be
largely a matter of conjecture. There is reassur-
ance, however, in the fact that no major class of
companies was ficantly underrepresented.
Particularly notable is the fact that the largest

Percent of Total
60

ao

20

o _ N
All

Cornpanes
%loiter e
Companies 13011

companies were not far below the smallest in the
proportion reporting their dollar expenditures
42 percent of those with 10,000 or more em-
ployees, as compared with 57 percent in com-
panies with 500 to 999 employees (see chart at
bottom left).

Nor was there a greater range of ditterence
between various types of companies. Financial in-
stitutions led the list with 57 percent representa-
tion but, at the bottom, 43 percent of manu-
facturing firms also provided figures, as the chart
below shows.

Nnalber old
Type Commies

All Compan.es

Manufacturing 11111

Transportation.
Communications.

Utilities 1511

Wholesale
and Retail 1231

Financial and
Insurance

500- 1.000- 2.500- 5 000- 10.000
999 2 499 4.999 9.999 or More

1581

Number of Employees
1181 1631 1481 1541

Percent
20 40

oir

Other 1251

60

What Are They?

the direct expenditures described in this report are
only part It! the total cost of employee educatioit and
training. which also includes wages and salaries paid to
learning workers before they reach normative levels of
productivity, time that other employees devote to in-
StrtICtillg and integrating them into the hark of the firm:
diversion of .,upervisots from work- expediting tasks,
wear and teat 01 et.juipmenti higher accident or reject
rates; and other interferences with optimum pro-
ductivity. One corporate giant estimates that 70 to 90
percent t,1 its costs are in the wages and salaries of
trainees.

Fliese cost, :ire. or course. extreint.t!% difficult to

break out from labor, cost of goods. depreciation :ind
other costs. Nloicover some portions of them :ire imest-
ments 1VIII1 i\pe,:1:111k)11 111:11 Illey

hill enhance the efficiency and productivity of the firm
and yield a profit. At least one economist has suggested
that whether training is an investment or an expense
depends only on whether employees remain with the
firm long enough to produce benefits greater than the
cost of their training. When they do, company expendi-
tures hecome investments.

Attempts are. in 1,1Ci, being made to apply "hue tan
resources accounting in industry that is, to discon-
tinue the standard accounting practice of 4reating all
education and training costs as operating expenses and,
instead, to introduce them, as appropriate, into the
capital budget. William C. Pyle, who was responsihle for
organizing and directing the development of the first
such system in industry (with the R.G. Barry Corpora-
tion or Columbus. ',Alio). argues that companies are
penalized in seveial t.vays for their assumption that all

education-training benefits ate short temn.
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Effects of Recession

The 1974-1975 business recession, a test of the
sensitivity of employee education and training
programs to economic conditions, was accom-
panied by cutbacks in expenditures per employee
in about a quarter of all companies, growth in an
equal number, and no change in the balance.

Expenditures per Employee
All Comudmes -100

a Substantially reduced
or eliminated

b Moderately or
slightly reduced

c About the same

d Moderately or
slightly increased

e Substantially
increased or started

Underlying this overall balance of increases and
decreases were shifts among program components

increases for internal programs and tuition aid,
and reductions in other outside programs;
increases in management-supervisory course areas;
decreases in basic remedial; and a near standoff in
functionaltechnical and other subject areas (see
table).

Several of the companies reporting reductions
in per employee expenditures said that these had
been achieved without impairment of the scope or
effectiveness of their programs that is, that the
recession had spurred them to greater efficiency. A
utility reports, for example, that "the difference
is only in when courses are given. Until last year

most of our courses, both managerial and
technical, were offered during the working day.
Now all are in the evening." A large manufacturer
found that: "It's less expensive and more cost
effectiv- for two or three general office staff
membuis to go to field locations to conduct
training than it is to send 10 or 20 individuals into
our general offices."

More often, however, reductions in spending
reflected reductions in need, brought on princi-
pally by a slowing in staff changes. Such a slowing
may occur during recessionary periods because of
reductions in overall company employment levels
or rates of wowth, and 'or reductions in employee
turnover. Thus, fewer new employees need to be
trained, and fewer present employees need to be
prepared for new duties.

In other cases, expenditure reductions were
attributed by surveyed executives to lower
employee participation in tuition-aid programs.
One thought this was because exempt employees
in his company were required to work longer
hours and had less time for study, while
nonexempt employees were working shorter hours
and had less money to pay their share of tuition
costs. Another noted that work -force reductions in
his firm were greatest among younger salaried
employees, the most "education prone" group.

Finally, and perhaps most commonly, some
companies themselves effected a lowering of
enrollments through more stringent criteria of job
relatedness or simply, as one executive described
it, "by the administrative route of lowering the
executive program's profile."

"Human resources are not reflected in the firms
capital budget. In contrast to the physical plant and
equipment, it is therefore more difficult for the manager
to justify funds for building human assets since these
expenditures are currently charged against revenue in
one year . .. Conventional accounting practic'e actually
overstates operating expenses and understates profit-
ability."

* *

"The degree to which human capabilities are being
maintained cannot be assessed in financial terms. ... It
is difficult to plan for the orderly replacement of un-
measured assets. ... Conventional accounting practice
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understates operating expenses and overstates net in-
come."

*

"It is also difficult to determine how well human
assets are being utilized in various projects. One of the
most commonly employed measures of overall efficiency
is the return generated on invested capital (ROI). How-
ever, investments in human resources are not included in
ROI calculations for evaluating current or future pro-
jects.""

(Vinliuu ('. Pylv, -:(1unituring I luilian 1(vsou ITL'S
(h1-1.111C."Mie//iX10/ /1/iSit/CSS Rel'it'W. July. 1,)70.



Some companies said that there was no reason
for the recession to have affected their education
spending since it had not affected their business. A
few reported that inflation of tuition costs was the
only reason for expenditure increases. But the
most common explanation for unchanged or

increased expenditures had to do with the growing
importance of education-training in the company.
A utility reported: Our management considers
training a need not a luxury and believes that
in times of stress, training can be more meaningful
and profitable than at others." A textile maker
noted that it is following a "long -range plan that

Effects of 1974-1975 Recession on per Employee Expendi

was not suspended even though profits decreased
over the past 12 months." A petroleum company
responded: "Training is a critical factor in our
long-range organization development plans and we
cannot afford to pare back expenditures." A bank
commented: "We are increasing our activity in this
area so as to have an impact on efficiency and
productivity." From another bank: "Our training
and development function is just emerging, and
therefore our costs and numbers of participants
are growing each year." Several firms said that
affirmative action programs were an important
mart of their training activity and could not be cut.

es

Trend

Type of Prograin

Tuition-aid Other Outside
Company
(Internal)

Reduced or eliminated 13% 36% 26%
About the same 64 45 40
Increased or started 23 19 34

All companies 100", 100% 100%

Subject Area
Managerial and Functional and Basic

Trend Supervisory Technical Remedial Other

Reduced or eliminated 21% 24% 28%) 19%
About the same 47 -49 61 59
Increased or started 32 27 11 22

All companies 100% 100% 100% 100%

Who Pays?

The idea that company investments in education-
training ;ire expected to pay old' in enhanced employee
competencies. or increased "human capital," has iin.
plications for Ihe second question: flow much of the
total cost or the education and training that occurs at
the workplace is -paid for" by business? If employees
leave a titan helore the investing conipany hreaks even
on us costs anti take their recently acquired skills eke-
where, the conwany has incurred a net expense. in
eithei event. the CIP11)101TCS have increased their stock of

human capital. ;tntl new employers who take advantage

Of it are saved sonic training costs. Littman c,Ipital
theory. however. reasons that this saving will he ,,float
by higher pay that these trained employees will
command a return to them on the human capital they
acquired in their previous jobs. It has been argued that at
least part of this acquisition has been paid ror by the
worker through "foregone earnings.' a sii:tifice of
higher earnings obtainable elsewhere in exchaiige for the
learning. opportunity and that the employee has. in
effect. been the investor.

Jacob Mincer, of Columbia University and the

National Bureau Of 1.conoinie Iteseareli. has ..pplied the
calculus of foregone earnings previousl, ;tti approach
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Relationship Between R and D, and Education-Training, Expenditures

Companies that spend heavily for research and developn not are apt to employ more professionals than other
firms, to utilize proprietary processes to a greater degree, oitd to require more frequent accommodation of
manufacturing, sales and management processes to new methods and technologies. Such firms, therefore, might be
expected to spend more on employee education and training, a conjecture that gets qualified support from the
present study.

In its issue of June 28, 1976, Business Week published an analysis of the R and D spending of 730 companies,
based on co called 10-K statements reports filed annually with the Securities and Exchange Commission under
recently standardized accounting systems. Foi tynine of these companies were among the firms in the Conference
Board's study that provided dollar figures on their education and training.expenclitures 45 of them manufacturing
firms.

As the table shows, mean education-training expenditures were highest among companies in the top R and D
category, the two kinds of spending then diminishing together. Similarly, the highest R and D category included the
company that spent the most on education-training, while the top spender in each subsequent R and D category was
higher than in the one below it. (The coefficient of correlation between the two variables was +.23.)

Relationship Between Education-Training and R and D Expenditures

Per Employee Expenditures
for Education and Training

Per Employee Expenditures for Research and Development Mean Range
Number of
Companies

Over 52,000 8168' S19-S800 6
S1,000 1,999 52 281 11

500 999 35 3 154 9
250 499 18 3 68 11

Under S250 19 61 12

%lean 1; $42 ..,hen top %per,1;pq Lo,,pLo
Less than 50.50.

elp,mated

to estimating the 'ielt.1 on investments in schooling to
industry. arguing ,...onipetititve con-
ditions all of the firm's costs will he charged to the
worker if the training increase!, his future productivity in
other liens is much as in the 111111 in which he is

training. Sonic fraction of costs skill not be charged to
the worker if the training contains elements of specific-
it'. that is. it. it Increases the wolktir's ttittne
illicit% to. in the film more than in other firms.'

rind! point 111:11 on the suhjcct Of Who .
rays is 111:11 lmwever employer :Ind employees may share
it. education and training is an economic cost that must
he reflected in the price of goods and services. In this
\ ION, while a Mix Of opportunity and burden may fall
unequally among companies and :liming employees, it is

the public that pays.

"'Jacob cr. "1)11 the 1..1, I raining: Costs, Returns. and
',one ../ al I , 011e,1111% ()ct!,I,or,
1')1,2. Using Incomotis, but ..mitrfisors1.11. methods and assilillit
11.,11. Mtilt.or t AIL t11.11t..,1 111.11 Ow tqtrt.r(ttint cast ut \V"rknrs to
alt' ['Med 'it.ites in I VSS \\J.. 'Ib. hilhon, And that
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barer hs firms" might total sosoral htlluni dollars. I 1:111 ur
them, tsso calculations usually adiiistod to r..11cct prostimed
gr..ss O. and ititlati.n has solirL i and basis fur
Ilnincrtms pulliished tmlinl alrm ,1 e \ InlItitInres"
cdticaln,11 and training tinrinV. rcernt scan.



Chapter 3

Staffing and Organization

CON1PLETE RESPONSIBILITY for employee edu-
cation and training is rarely vested in a single depart-
ment in large. multi-unit firms, and frequently not
even in smaller ones. Rather, it tends to be shared by
personnel in corporate and line departments who
operate more or less independently of each other. A
majority of companies, moreover, have no employees
who devote all or most of their time to education and
training duties. In those that do. these duties are
usually shared Nt.f; employees who have other primary
responsibilities.

how to combine effectively the services of full-time
educators and trainers with those of line managers and
other specialists, and to achieve a proper balance
between centralization and decentralization, top-level
control and managerial accountability. economies of
scale and particular local needs. are Ole major issues of
staffing and organization.

Specialized Staff

The Board's study projects the total number of
persons with full-time education, training or "develop-
ment responsibilities in companies with 500 or more
employees at about 45,000. They are concentrated dis-
proportionately in a relatively small number of firms. In
fact, while almost all firms sponsor or support some form
of employee education, and three-quarters provide
courses in-house, only two in five (42 percent) assign
anyone to full-time duties in this area. (Even a sizable
proportion 37 percent of companies that provide
in-house courses both during and after working hours
employ no full-time education-training specialists.)

The proportion of companies having a corporate-level
department with companywide responsibilities is as

small (36 percent). Thus, in most firms, all education

and training functions are performed by employees who
have other primary duties though usually in associa-
tion with, and placing heavy reliance on. outside con-
sultants and suppliers.

The presence of specialists is related markedly to
company size. In fact. about 70 percent of them work in
the approximately. 650 firms with 10.000 Or mo7e
employees. All but a handful of the largest firms, and
most of those with 2.500 or more employees, report
their presence: It is only in the smallest companies.
those with fewer than 1.000 employees, that they are

uncommon. But among larger and smaller companies
employing any, the survey found no consistent differ-
ence in the ratio of full-time educators and trainers to
total employees (see Table 3-1).

mployees with full-time responsibilities for educa-
tion and training are much more prevalent in financial
institutions and in the transportation-communications-
utilities group than'in other kinds of businesses and
there are more of them relative to tot al employment (see
Table 3.2). Between them, these two industry categories
account for 56 percent of all industry's full-time educ.a-
tion-training employees though for only 22 percent of
all its employees.'

In most (85 percent) of the companies that have
full-time education or training personnel, at least sonic
of these employees are present within a corporate-level
education, training or human resources department.
About a quarter (27 percent) employ such specialists in
other corporate-level departments notably sales and
data processing and two - fifths (41 percent ) in

'Of(If .12 companies in the 500.999 vinpluyee class that re-
purled full -time education-training employees, were in one of
these tN, u industry categuries.
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Table 3.1: Full-time Education-Training-Development Employees, by Company Size

Company Size
Percent of Companies

with any

Number per 1,000 Employees Share of All
Education- Training-

Development Employees
In Companies

with any
In All

Companies

10,000 employees and over 95 % 1.7 1.6 70%
5,000 9.999 77 2.4 1.8 14
2,500 4,999 63 1.7 1.1 8
1,000 2,499 44 1 .7 0.7 6

500 999 16 2.8 0.4 2
All companies 42'l, 1.8 1.4 100%

Table 3.2: Full-time Education-Training-Development Employees, by Company Type

Company Type
Percent of Companies

with any

Number per 1,000 Employees Share of All
EducatiOn.Training-

Development Employees
In Companies

with any
In All

Companies

Manufacturing 30% 1.2 0.4 38%
Transportation, Communications, Utilities . 75 3.9 2.9 29
Wholesale and Retail 33 0.7 0.2 2
Financial and Insurance 78 3.8 3.0 27
Other 34 2.2 0.7 4

All companies '42% 1.8 1.4 100%

Table 3.3: Location of Full-time Education-Training Employees in Corporate Organization

Company Size

Corporate Level Departments Divisional, Plant
or Other Operating

Units

Education, Training
or Human Resource Other'

Only Also Total` Only Also Total Only Also Total
10,000 employees and ov-Pr 18% 73% 91% 39",, 40% 5%. 61% 06%
5,000 9,999 31 66 97 38 38 3 40 43
2.500 4,999 38 46 84 2 30 37 14 30 44
1,000 2,499 56 30 86 6 12 18 8 24 32

500 999 55 13 68 10 11 21 23 4 27
All Companies Having Any Full-time Education-

Training Emptoyees 42 43 85 4 23 27 10 31 41

Company Type

Manufacturing 26 56 82 3 20 23 14 50 64
Trdr1SpOrtdt1011, Communications, Utilities 32 48 80 5 33 38 14 37 51
Wholesale and 64 14 78 6 6 22 12 34
Financial and Insurance 51 42 93 7 33 40 14 14
Other 72 19 89 5 13 18 4 9 13

All Companies Having Any Full-time Education-
Training Employees 42 43 85 4 23 27 10 31 41

I Other" corporate level departments are those that train for their particular f unctions Sales Departments, f or example. Data
Processing, Finance, and so on.

The "Only " .column shows the percent of companies in which full-time employees were within the designated locations but nowhere
else "Also" shows the percent in which such employees were present both in the designated location and elsewhere.
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divisional. plant or other operating units. More often
than not, full-time specialists are at only one place in the
company, and in two out of three instances this is a
corporate-level education, training or human resources
department (see Table 3.).

Company Teachers

While 42 percent of the firms in this survey employ
full-time education-training personnel. only 17 percent
have employees who devote all or most of their time to
teaching. Again, such employees are found dispropor-
tionately in the larger firms. . .

By Company Size
Percent

0 10 20 30

500- r
999

1,000-
2.499

2,500-
4.999

5.000-
9.999

10.000

40 50 60

... and in the financial and transportation-communica-
tions-utilities group:

By Company Type
Percent

0 10 20 30
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All Other

40 50

Increasing Professionalism

As the volume and variety of programs have ex-
panded, so too have the numbers of employees engaged
in them increasingly in such specialized functions as
program development. teaching. administration, educa-
tional technology. and evaluation. "The corporate
education field," observes a plastics and chemical firm

executive. not only reflects the learning explosion; but
is an instance of it. Starting with the Hawthorne studies.
there has been an enormous increase in our under-
standing of motivation and behavior at the work place.
Programmed learning, and the staggering amount of in-
structional materials it has produced, are only one ex-
ample of its application. Education in industry has
become a truly professional field."

Education and training departments have in many
companies been reputed to be "dumping grounds" for
employees being shunted aside. "put out to pasture." or
awaiting retirement reflecting. in the view of one
senior company officer. "our general inattention to this
costly and important function." Today they are much
more often attracting career interest, and assignment to
them is used-increasingly as a "development experience"
(which, as one training director observes. "places in the
line people who understand and support our programs").

At the same time, there has been an infusion of
outside hires, some with academic training or pro-
fessional experience in education, others who have
evinced a career interest in the field and are deemed
suitably qualified often having degrees in industrial
relations, psychology or business administration.

But senior managers in large companies are quick to
concede that there is much room for improvement. A
study committee of a major national firm recently ex-
pre .sed conclusions about its company's training
activities in terms that .many executives elsewhere would
echo. Asserting. first, that training should utilize
"experienced and capable field people" in order to be
"practical" and "closely related to our day-to-day job,"
the report went on to recommend "a good sprinkling in
the staff mix of enough training professionals to assure
professional guidance for the entire program, provide
training for course developers and instructors, and give a

professional perspective to the entire program." The
group called, in this connection. for the correction of
scrim's deficiencies that there Were 110 common
standards in the company for the selection and develop-
ment of its training personnel: that many of its present
trainers lacked special expertise in the field. had been
given no training, and were often assigned to duties for
which they had no competence.

0

Organization

Differences in need. in the character of local educa-
tion and training resources, and in the many factors that
determine relative cost efficiency. make for endless
variations among companies in the place. as well as the
numbers, of these full-time specialists in the organiza-
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11011S. It is 110 less common, for example. for companies
to have two or more training departments as to have
one, while both reporting lines, and relationships
between such emits. vary considerably. Nevertheless.
certain patterns can he identified.

Central Departments

The Board's study- found that better than one out of
three companies (85 percent of those that employ any
full -time education- traini' g personnel have a department
that cat ries out some ki d of corporatewide education-
training activities. usually within the personnel of tirmati
resources department. In half of these firms such a
central department was the only place in which there
were full-time specialists (see Table 3.3 ).

Central training departments are sometimes respon-
sible for all in-house programs. "All operating divisions
are our clients. says a utilities executive, "and we train
for their needs and to their standards. yore usually,
however. they perform one or more of several functions.

One is to provide programs and courses in "generic..
subject areas those in which there is a corporatewide.
or at least some interdepartmental, need. This almost
always includes, and often consists of., management
development courses.

A function of some central departments occasion-
ally the only one is to assist oilier departments and
training units in their programs. Such assistance may he
in connection with any of the specific functions of
program development needs determination. selection
of appropriate resources, course development, u.;e of
educational lechnolOgieS. evaluation. As education and
training activities expand, corporate departments may
also become more active in coordinating, central infor-
mation, and even standard-setting. functions.

A third responsibility is also assigned to central
corporate education and training departments in some
firms providing skills and. occasionally. basic remedial
programs for the clerical, secretarial and other non-
exempt employees who work within, or close to, the
firm's headquarters offices.

In sonic companies. there are two or more central
corporate groups. Where this is the case, one is typically
charged with "management development. another with
"training that is, with professional. technical and
skills development. Both are likely to he within the
personnel department.

Other Corporate-level Departments

While central units within corporate personnel are far
more usual. corporate-level training units may also he
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present within other functional departments to serve
their own personnel. It is C0111111011, for example. for
sales or data-processing units to manage and conduct
programs for their own employees quite independently
or other education and training activities within the
firm.' Such units may also conduct courses for other
company personnel computer applications for
Managers or professionals. fur example. In a small pro-
portion of firms, they are the only full-time education-

training specialists- In 27 percent of companies with any
full-time education-training personnel, one or more of
them are located within these corporate departments
that train for their particular functions.

Operating-level Units

Forty-one percent of companies, ten percent ex-
clusively. have full-time specialists at divisions, plants or
other operating units labotatories, service shops, re-
search centers, and so on. At divisional or group levels in
the largest firms. the whole corporate scheme may he
replicated in miniature a training department serving
all the facilities, operating units, and staff components
that comprise the division or group.

Other Resources for In-house Programs

In companies that do not employ any full-time educa-
tion and training specialists, in-house programs are
assigned to employees who have other primary duties
and to outside institutions and consultants. In those that
do have their own full-time specialists. such resources
almost invariably s.2pplement the activities of the staff
specialists. A myriad of consultants and private organiza-
tions. the latter including a number of the nation's
largest corporations. market programmed courses for
self-study and others for administration by company
personnel or by the contracting firm itself some with
and sonic without- audiovisual aids, and each tailored
more. less or not at all to individual company needs.

"Developing your own modules and courses can be
extremely expensive. says the training head of a mid-
west chemicals firm. "so we take advantage of the
materials we can buy from companies like Xerox, GE.
and Hooker Chemical. and in thou way really share the
development costs with them. Such large companies also

Strategies tor training r 01' personnel are di,cus,,ct1
Kenneth I . Garrison, \'ico ('resident, Pacific \(ntuAl I ife
Insurance C,t11 y. n ,c(ttim. 11an4k,ptleti ,Pit 1 fir 1)a ra
Proce.ccrti,i; 1:u tie cd . Aille J. PoKentnner and
ItoclkIlt 'onnor. I he Conference Board, 1976. leport No.
1,1o.



Which Budget?

Where training departments serve an entire
company or division, or even a number of depart-
ments, budgeting and cost accounting arrange
ments have serious operational implications, many
executives believe. Two basic approaches are
used. In one, the training department has its own
budget; in the other, it meet: its costs through
"charge-backs" to users. Each has its protagonists.

Some argue that the first approach encourages
employee participation in needed training, while
the second raises a subtle barrier. It is often easier
for a supervisor to live with a problem, says one
training director, than to explain it and persuade
higher management to pay for the training.

Others think the first approach encourages un-
necessary training, and that the second stimulates
more serious thought by line management as to
whether particular courses meet their needs and,
by extension, to how well the curriculum as a
whole does. Therefore, it encourages more involve-
ment by supervisors and managers in the planning
process. The rejoinder, of course, is that there are
other ways to achieve this. And so the argument
goes.

have the staffing depth and expertise to do a better job
than we could." One training director says: We try to
avoid the package syndrome. but courses are so

abundant in subject areas like sales that it would be
wasteful for us not to use one or at least to adapt it.-
Asks another: "Why reinvent the wheel?"

.\ like attitude applies to consultants. The training
director of a company with a particularly large and
sophisticated program says that "consulting services have
been extremely helpful. in our experience. The hest ones
are those that help you deal with problems that are
essentially within your competence."

Similarly, companies with professional education and
training personnel usually make extensive use of their
awn specialists and managers to develop course material
and conduct classes and being called upon to do so is
often regarded as a prestigious form of recognition. For
example.. ,

At the St. Regis Paper Company, a four-person
Corporate Development Staff allocates about 25 percent
of its time to coordinating over 3,000 days of develop-
ment and education programs for about 700 managers

each year. More than half the sessions are conducted by
some 150 managers from sales, marketing. manufactur-
ing and finance. All are provided instructor training and
given audiovisual and other material by the corporate
instructors.

At Anderson-Clayton, an official reports: "It is not
unusual to find a division president or controller con-
ducting courses"' though often with some ;issistance
from the training department in the organization and
presentation of the material.

At Cooper 'Fire & Ruhher Company. the training
director has prepared a management course several
sessions of which he teaches himself, while others are
conducted by the heads of key departments and
divisions, including one by the Chairman of the: Board.

°At the corporate stall of General Electric. a com-
pany official estimates. there are about 20 educational
professionals who spend about half their time teaching
(principally nontechnical courses in management and
human relations), and the halance in consultation.
course development, and administration. Virtually all of
the instruction in professional and technical areas is by
employees having other primary duties.

Organizational Trends

Fmphasis on the principle managerial accountability
and responsibility for education and training is growing
in industry. "Employee development is now recognized
in our company as no less a responsibility of individual
managers than productivity or accident rates, cum,-
ments one executive. Many companies. accordingly. are
enlarging the role and responsibility of lover echelon
units.

In part, this reflects awareness that a great amount,
perhaps most, learning takes place on the job, and can he
accomplished economically and efficiently to the degree
that supervisors, %vim are most intimately familiar with
the requirements of the joh and with the capabilities of
employees, and who are in the closest and must natural
tutorial relationship to them. are encouraged or required
to plan for such training and are equipped with the
proper skills. With their possession of these skills, more-
over. training that was once conducted in the classroom
can often move to the joh site. "We are placing a new
emphasis,- says one executive, "on jab -based methods
of learning. in support of our policy of line responsi-
bility for training.-

Decentralization is also inherent in a trend toward the
coordination and integration or on- and off-the-job learn-
ing in the interest of efficiency and individualization.
"The notion of learning as separate from working is
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shifting in our business: Learning and doing are seen
more as a continuous blend or process," says one execu-
tive. "There is a trend in our company toward a com-
plete systems approach that combines classroom training
with on-the-job training," comments another.

Finally, greater involvement of line managers in the
efforis of education-training specialists :win task
analysis and the determination of needs to course
development and the evaluation of results is being
encouraged and sought in many firms as critical to the
effort to tailor programs to needs. Senior executives say
that they are striving to "incorporate the skill and ex-
perience" of field people into the training process. to
"get more feedback from the departments in reference
to the efficiency of the training and more involvement in
determining what it should he," and so on.

Some companies, to achieve the best of both worlds,
are decentralizing certain training activities. but creating
or strengthening control and standard-setting functions
in a central department. One leading corporation, for
example. is pursuing plans to assign to an organiza-
tionally "neutral" training department a "major voice"
in determining where responsibility should rest for par-
tf:ular programs and employee populations. Others are
stressing the use of a central corps of professionals to
strengthen the capabilities of line and staff departments.

Organizational Change at a Bank

One large urban hank is nearii:g the end r f a car,!fully
planned evolution of a kind that is occurring in sonic
measure more widely. Some years ago the bank created a
!finan Resources Department with two divisions. One,
Employee Relations, incorporates such functions of the
now-defunct Personnel Department as recruitment and
placement, compensation, benefits and labor relations.
Time second, in a role that was new to the company, is
responsible for manpower and organization develop-
Ille nt.

A variety of education and training activities, which
had previously been conducted and administered by a
unit of the Personnel Department with what had come
to be regarded as ill-defined objectives, were now viewed
as properly assignab:e to one of these two divisions.
Thus, two separate and distinct programs were evolved.
and coexist now. distinguished as "education" and
"training."

"Education" is conceived as an employee benefit, and
justified by the criteria of employee satisfaction and of
management's goals for employee welfare and persona!
development. "There is no expectation." says a senior
vice president, "that an employee who takes par t in Ulf;
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program will do a better job because of it." The second
program k designed to serve the organization develop-
ment purposes of the corporation "to pay off as an
investment ."as this officer puts it.

Education Plan

The employee benefits program includes several com-
tionents that together comprise what is known as the
Education Plan. This plan, consistently with its ratio-
nale, is the responsibility of the bank's employee rela-
tions officer and his staff. It has three major component
parts.

I I Tuition refunds and educ;:rion loans: The plan
provides for 100 percent tuition refund for full-time
employees and 50 percent tuition refund for part-time
employees for approved courses, general, courses are
approved if' they meet one of three criteria. The first is
that they be job related. The second is that they he
related to the employee's career goal in the Lank. "The
only criterion that should he used is whether or not the
employee has reasonable expectation for attaining th:,r
goal," says the bank's Education Plan prospectus. Filial-
ly. any courses relating to the attainment of a business
degree are acceptable under the plan, or any communica-
tions or English courses "whose subject matter directly
relates to public speaking or composition." Even these
broad limitations are waived for "the exemplary em-
ployee," who may get approval for courses taken toward
a degree or certificate program.

(2) Education programs: By arrangement with
various universities and colleges, the bank offers adult
education courses on its premises, but during off- hours.
These range from a business to a liberal arts curriculum,
and also include an N1BA program, courses in English as
a second language, and a high-school equivalency pro-
gram. All are approved under the tuition refund plan.

(3) Education counseling: The bmployee Relations
staff provides special counseling to employees on a wide
variety of matters college credit for life experience;
scholarships available for employees and other family
members; career counseling; retirement preparation; and
a special program for deaf employees.

Training Program

If payoff in operational efficiency is a welcome but
unnecessary and unexpected by-product of the Educa-
tion Plan, it is seen as the sole justitication for the
training program. "Our approach," says the company's
top human resources executive. "is that the burden of
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proof is on the training activity: It has to disprove the
hypothesis that the bottom line of the balance sheet
would really look better without it."

One of the means by which management has sought
both to eliminate unnecessary training and to assure that
what training is undertaken is as relevant to function as
possible, has been to shift more and more of the re-
sponsibility for its planning, conduct and funding from a

corporate training department to the various functitth3I
units. More particularly, the goal has been .established
that all training for department-specific skills and
knowledge he the responsibility of the departments in-
volved. The aim is to integrate responsibility for training
and development with that for performance and, as
formally stated, "to expand coverage and to foster a

commitment within our user areas by building up their
capability to participate in the training effort." This new
direction has been viewed as a trade-off of "tight quality
control" for expanded "impact of training throughout
the organization."

Corporate Training Department

1:11:1ke_this principle work. a new conception was
also tic ,a of the role of the Corporate 1 raining De-
partmt. Phis group has been assigned...

A "strategic role" helping the line department;
to develop the skills they must acquire or improve in
order to carry out their training responsibilities. two
units within the Corporate Training Department devote
most of their attention to this role. One of these is a
Program Development unit. As its name suggests, this
unit. works with line-department personnel to identity
training needs and design responsive programs and in
doing so to enhance their ability to act independently.
The second is an Assessment unit. which net forms similar
roles with respect to evaluating program tutcomes. the
-strategic role" has long-run as well as short-run implica-
tions:. The Corporate 'paining Department will continue
to serve as the company's professional center innovat-
ing methods, keeping abreast of developments, and
transmitting them to the line.

(2t Responsibility for providing "generic programs"
courses that meet needs common to several depart-

ments, or even companywide needs. Still another Cor-
porate 'haming. Department unit, Administration, is

responsible for determining the generic course curricu-
lum and for car6'ing through all of its phases but
development and assessment. The generic program in-
cludes a core of courses that are repeated each year (or
more often) and make up about half the total, and

others for which need is less continuous. Last year this
program included courses fur managers and supervisors
in connection with affirmative action. budgeting. salary
administration, compensation policy. and performance
appraisal: and for appropriate employees in such hioadly
applicable subjects as accounting and bookkeeping.
secretarial skills, and interpersonal relations.

Increasing Line Capabilities

The new importance attached to manpower develop-
ment at the bank, along with the transfer of responsi-
bility to the line, have combined to give new urgency to
the development of suitable competencies in the depart-
ments among trainers, some of whom had been pro-
moted to training roles with no background or prepara-
tion, and among managers as well.

One of the ways of doin., so was quite dnect
reassignment. Nine trained members of the Corporate
Training Department staff were transferred over a period
of several years to the line. On each occasion, expertise
became immediately available where needed most, while
the recruitment and training of replacements became the
task of the department best able to do it.

Two other Corporate Training, Department activities,
both considered part of its generic pyogram, were also
addressed to the need for new and Unproved training
expertise in the li ie. One is a program to train in-
structors: the other a so-called workshop series to
enhance the abilities of trainers throughout the hank to
analyze needs and to design and evaluate responsive
programs.

Enhancing the competence of line managers has, in
practice, Meant coping With two prevalent limitations,
according to the hank's human resources executives an
underestimation of the potential benefits of soundly
planned formal training, and resistance to evaluation.

Both have been approached via informal processes
achieved largely through planning meetings and dis-
cussions between line manttgers and Corporate Training
Department staffers, "Some managers." says the hank's
training director. "resisted the idea that skills can be
learned more quickly and efficiently through formal
programs than they themselves once picked them up
through experience. At the other extreme were Managers
who sent employees to plausible-sounding courses with
too little discrimination. Both had to learn the value of
heing able to identify tin. specific skills that a particular
employee needed. and of being able to develop programs
going directly to their fulfillment."

Validation was a particular problem, says this:execu-
tive. For one thing, since training was often "a hone
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The Industrial Education-Training Market

Training Magazine's 1975 Buyer's Guide lists
more than 600 firms that supply products and
services for the educational programs of U.S. busi-
ness. Many of them are divisions of major U.S.
corporations; others are large independents; and
still others, of course, smaller firms.

They offer a variety of software aril services
such as audio and video tapes and cassettes, slides,
films and film strips, programmed instruction
materials, correspondence courses, and tests as
well as production and consulting services, Pre-
recorded video cassettes and tapes alone are
offered by no less than 73 companies and deal
with subjects that range from safety to real estate.

Hardware supplies include the gear and furnish-
ings of the traditional cla)sror:m (desks, tables,
stands, projectors) as well as study "carrels" and
the more sophisticated additions of recent years
(cassette recorders and playbacks, video cameras,
optical multiflexors).

thrown to employees," managers rosted the idea of
try ing to measure its effectiveness. For :mother, they
often could not understand the plans rot- evaluation that
were submitted by Corporate Training Department
staffers; And. finally, these plans wine themselves un-
necessarily complex at times. or inapproi;riately costly.
"The truth is," he sti>", "that for a time our own
limitations created as many problems as t',eirs." The
bank's training director believes now 'h. i r erred at
fitst in emphasizing academic :mt.; pro' 'Quad creden-
tials to the regret of practical cv, crick 'ts II building his
staff, and "tended to over it it in tet.hnology." Both
practices have changed in re,

Contracts of Commitment

The relationshii: between the Corporate Training
Department and line wits has been chid-led through
formal annual "contracts" and, no less important,
clringes in the approach. of-Corporate 'Ft fining Depart-
tient staffers that were undertaken to ovc,come an early
"credibility gap."

The "contract of comtnitment" is by no means a
binding agreement; but neither is it far short of rn
Barring "unforeseen organizational or labor mac)

changes" that might "force some alteration" as the yea.
unfolds and except for changes that arc .mutually
agreed to at a midyear review it spills out the services
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that the departments, individually and collectively, can
expect the Corporate Training Department io provide.
These contracts are the result of specific requests for-
mally submitted by the various depart! rots l4f the bank,
each then discussed by members of the Corporate Train-
ing Department's Program Development unit with the
requesting department. The kinds of. services so con-
tracted for range from developing, conducting and
evaluating a course program to tiny of the component
parts of this process. The Corporate 'Training Department
may help in modifying, a genetic course to adapt more
particularly to the needs of the department: in planning
and analyzing departmental needs: in assessment or
validation: in course design. instruction, administration:
and so On. The contract of commitment also describes
the generic programs that will he offered during the
coming year by the Corporate Training Department.

Other Illustrations

()titer organizational arrangements tinning large firms
are illustrated by the following examples.

American Airlines

American Airlines is organized into 1.011r divisions
Administration. Marketing. ,Operations, and Finance
each headed by a senior vice president.

Administration inclu% .1 training deportment tnat
has various torpo awide re,ponsibilities. These are for
the develonme)n and administration of supervisory-
managerial T logramst for train-the-trainer Fograms: for
other technical and course-development assistance to
training departments in wher divisions particularly
marketing: and for special developmental programs
conducted on a corporatewide basis for high-potential
employees both managerial and nonmanagerial. This
department, however, conducts no courses that arc
specifically designed for. or limited to, administration
division employees.

The Marketing division has seven departments. two
with formal training organizations. One of these is
Passenger Service, which runs a company Learning .
Center in Dallas-Fort Worth, where basic training is given
to new flight a, iendants (yesteryear's "stewardesses")
and foa- specialists in Ground Passenger Serv)ices (reserva
tions. ticketing ar d terminal services). the second is
Field Sales acid rliices, responsible to all training
activities 7:tr, ' on in the field. These include the sub-

,1 eliployees who have gone through
the Lk n'er'S progranv, as well as all training fin
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Ramp Services and Freight Marketing personnel. In
larger cities, this field training activity may be a responsi-
bility of entire training staffs; in smaller ones,of a single
individual; and, in the smallest, of supervisors having
other primary duties.

Operations includes six departments, of which two
Flight, and Maintenance and Engineering have major
training organizations. The Flight department operates a

so-called Flight Academy. consisting of a "ground"
school for preflying classroom instruction and flight
simulation, and a "flying" school in which training
moves to the aircraft. Mai 'ce and Engineering is
responsible for technical t for acquainting new
employees with the comp, cilic equipment and
maintenance procedures, as well as for "upgrading and
updating."

Finance has no formal training unit, although its
management employees take part in courses provided by
the Administration Department's training group. One of
these courses, Instructor Training, is normally taken by
specialists who provide on-the-job training within the
Finance Department.

E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, Inc.

Du Pont is organized into eleven "industrial" depart-
ments, each manufacturing different product lines. In
addition, it has fourteen "auxiliary" departments that
operate in the corporatestaff function. Each depart-
ment, whether "indOrial"\or "auxiliary," is r;2sponsible
for the training of its own employees, and cot, pines
job-based experience with formal instruction. Some
departments have training and development sections
with full-time employees.

One of the auxiliary departments, "Employee Rela-
tions," include, a div:;ion that counsels and advises all
the others in planning, organizing and administering
their respective training efforts.

J.C. Penney

The roles of top management, line and staff manage-
went, and education-training specialists have recently
become formally structured at J.C. Penney. As applied
to the training of its managerial personnel, this national
retail organization's system works as follows.

A corporate plan sets basic rules and procedures.
Designed and overseen by a Management Development
Committee that is made up of the chairman of the
hoard, the president, the vice president for personnel,
and the executive vice president, the plan provides thin
as managerial employees are being prepared to move up
from one of four levels, they must take certain
"company" courses that are considered to he essential
preparation for their new responsibilities.

Department heads must see to it that their personnel
do, in fact, take these courses. But they must also
develop their own plans that is, initiate, conduct and
budget for appropriate educational development
activities. The priorities under which the various depart-
ments move into the program are set by the Management
Development Committee, which also reviews each
department's plans before they are put into effect.

A professional training and development unit, known
as the Management Development Division, plays two
essential roles. First, it provides and schedules the com-
pany courses both those required by the Management
Development Committee for all employees who are
moving up to particular managerial levels, and a number

electnes that departments may incorporate into their
plans. It may d. sign and conduct .hese courses itself or,
as has been more common, select them from among the
offerings of outside organizat: ns and institutions.
Second, it provides staff suppm to the department
heads in the development of their plans, assigning a
representative tO each in accordance with the priorities
of the Management -Development Committee.
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Ch 9pter 4

Use of Resources Outside the Company
N

E VEN THOSE FIRMS with highly devel ed in-house
programs make use of obtside courses cour, that is.
for which enrollment is open to a wider public than
employees of .. particular company. One of the arNmge-
mews by which this is done is the tuition -aid plan, unlier
which employees are reimbursed for all or part of th.\,
costs of certain after-hours study typically in con- \
nection with job or career-related courses.' Employees
may also he assigned. encouraged or permitted-to take
outside courses at company expense during working
hours and even. on occasion, given extended educa--
tional leaves of absence.

After Hours: Tuition-aid Programs

Tuition-aid programs have two 1-unctions, as described
by one corporate educator interviewed in this study:
"First. to give the individual employee more freedom o
pursue his own educational interests: and, second, to fill
a vast area of educational and training purposes that
companies cannot possibly encompass within their
educational structures.''

They are something of an anomaly in employer-
employee relations. While part of a firm's employee-
development system, and invariably thought to con-
tribute to the system's goals, the amount of their con-
tribution is not always considered to be commensurate
with their costs.

hammy companies have. in fact. been encouraged to
adopt tuition-aid plans for much the same reason they

the labor market and retain employees. In some com-
panies. these tuition plans are administered by
"benefits'' departments or sections: in a small number.
bargained benefits are spelled out in labor contract:;.'
However. as one personnel officer put it. tuition-aid
plans have become ''so fixed a feature of company
policy that any abrogation or major reduction of

\ employee rights under them is. for all practical purposes.
\1)( Lager a management prerogative."

Prevalence

The hoard's study found that tuition-aid prognms
are virtual) , omnipresent among all classes of companies
with 1.000 or-_m ore employees (see Table 4.1). Even in
the 500-to-994\cimployees category. they are present in
82 percent of the Nms.

-only 60 of 1,500 agreements analy/ed by the
Department of Labor in its must recent (July I, 1474) report lin
Characteristics of Major Colleetir Bargaining Agivemenrs in-
cluded provisions relating to tuition aid. nieSe CM'Cred 862,000
ssorkers.

Table 4.1: Prevalence of Tuition-aid Programs,
by Company Size

Perognt with
Company Size Tuition -aid Programs

10,000 or more employees 97%\
95
92
94
82

89%

have certain fringe benefits so as better to compete in 5,000 9,000
2,500 4,999
1,000 2,499

500 999I Ill stir' al itrclunstancec, of 'nurse, en1p1,,,,'Ot's sollle-
Umrs to lease work Carly or 41themow take time otf All companies
:Mend classes.
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Chart 4.1: Percent of Companies Having
Tuition-aid Programs

Manufacturing

Transportation,
Communications,

Utilities

Wholesale
and Retail

Finanni-'.nd
Inst. ce

All Others

96

96

Moreover. wholesale and retail businesses were the
only industry category in which such programs were
not found in more than 9 out of 10 companies (see
Chart 4.1).

Expenditures

Companies with 500 ,1 more employees spent about
S225 million on tuition-aid reimbursement in
1974-1975, the present study estimates.

Per employee, nearly three out of rive firms spent
55.00 or less. A small group, however. spent four times
that amount.

S0.01 to $2.00 29"
2.01 to 5.00 29
5.01 to 10.0C 22

10.01 to 20.00 12
20.01 and over 8

All companies 100%

1 he median company expenditine per employ ee was
S4 o0.

Employee Participation

l'1"0 (onfcie:ice Board sunk Gee box) showed
that the median rate of emplo:ee rank:matron in the
cocoon -aid proi.:Litils of compimies oticong diem was
just untie! 4 percent. This figure appears still to he the
best anti most cuitent available. Relating it to the find-
ings of the present sillily yields the estimate that ahout
1.25 milh(n empl,yes Were enrolled ill entlises last
real Wide! 111111011-J1d plans. I l 11.11111-ald program..
perhaps uniquely amorti.! corporate education at:ovine..

are not uncommon among companies that employ fewer
than 500 workers, so that an industrywide total would
he appreciably higher than this estimate.)

Among the 155 companies that provided figures for
the,earlier study, employee participation rate.; ranged
fronfless than (Inc percent to over twenty percent. Part
of this Wide difference is due, of course, to the fact that
the plans themselves vary, both in their eligibility re-
quirements and tin their financial provisions. Moreover,
their imprecise At:titeria "job-,""company-," or
"career-" relatedness --, may be construed differently
from one company to the next, and by different people

or at different mines within the same firm.
But diverse participation rateS.also reflect, of course,

the resources of the community. and the character, in-
terests and motives of the work fora "Entitlements"
are fictitious when schools arc inaccessible', and diminish
in attractiveness and value to the extent Mbt they are
distant from employees' homes. do not offei'desired
courses of study, or schedule classes at inconvenient
times. And they re underutilized to the degree that
employees do not grasp the value of these programs to
themselves.

Improving Access

Various measures have been taken by companies to
;Iiiieliorale such problems. One has been to bring the
school to the workplace. Many companies have found
that whete there are enough employees, local educa-
tional institutions consider it worthwhile to send in-
structors to the plant or office to conduct classes there.
American Telephone and Telegraph Company. for ex-
ample. ha:- worked out such arrangements with Pace
University, Middlesex Community College. Uairleigh
Dickinson University and Drew Univeisity. for its
General Departments personnel in the New York-New
Jersey area.

Filch institution conducts different courses and has
its own minimum class-site requirements, ranging
upward from 12 to 15. A broad range of core coutses is

offered. "The accessibility of the Courses at a company'
facility seems to encourage many employees to start or
continue then Atilt. toward a degree," says MI. L.
twilit!. Jr.. Supervisor of Corporate Education,"Eunch-

hour classes and classes starting immediately after work
hours seem to overcome many commuting pp)hlillls to
and fioin :,11001 as well as some child-care concerns.
Faculty members have also hound this to he a giowth
experience. key have and exposure to a completely
new environment and a new culture of students very
stimulating and mess arding. Many Ilse the experiences
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Tuition-aid Programs: Some Basics

A report published by The Conferende Board in
1970 analyzed the tuition-aid programs of 200
large companies. While benefits and eligibility
criteria in some of these firms may now be more
liberal, this study continues to be a useful gOide to
the provisions of tuition-aid programs, the
administrative practices that surround them, and
the judgments of company officials as to their
value. Its main findings were:

Aims and results: Principal aims of tuition-aid
programs are to maintain and improve employees'
competencies, and to prepare them for other
usually higher level assignments. Virtually all
participants in the study believed that, in some
measure at least, these aims were being achieved.
Other benefits to the firm were also identified:
support for recruitment efforts; employee morale;
reduced turnover; help in identifying promotable
employees; community relations. But these
appraisals of benefit, reporting executv,-
emphasized, were based on impressions and
anecdotal evidence. "We have never been able to
measure results in any meaningful way, but we feel
our plan is a good investment and a necessary part
of our benefit package," said one.

Acceptable courses: Stated standards for
acceptable courses vary considerably. Job related-
ness was a requirement in all but two firms. Some
firms required that job relatedness be in terms of
present jobs only, but more included "next" or
"closest higher neighbor" jobs, and a few "any
future" jobs. In each case, criteria varied as to how
direct the relationship had to be. A number
approved courses taken by employees in order to
prepare them for different kinds of jobs.

Monetary allowances: About half the com-
panies paid 100 percent of tuition costs, and most
of the remainder either 50 or 75 percent. Fre-
quently, however, the portion paid varied with"

grades, the degree to which courses were judged to
be job related, and course level (graduate, under-
graduate, secondary). Maximum limits were often
stipulated.

Eligibility: In five-sixths of the companies, all
employees were eligible to take courses under
tuition-aid programs. Some of the others restricted
them to salaried personnel, and a few to super-
visory or managerial categories.

Participation: Among 155 companies reporting
them, participation rates ranged about a median of
4 percent of eligible employees. It was over 10
percent in 17 of the firms. There is evidence that
participation skews very heavily toward younger
employees.

Time off: Ahout one-quarter of the 200 com-
panies allowed some time off with pay for tuition-
aid study. But this privilege was reserved in most
cases for technical, professional or managerial
personnel who were taking degree courses not
available outside of regular hours, or for study in
which the company had a special business interest.

Summarizing trends, the report noted no
change during preceding years in the main
objective of tuition-aid plans: "They are always
designed to promote the mutual welfare of the
participating employees and the sponsoring com-
panies." But "some companies now allow certain
employees limited amounts of paid time to pursue
courses"; or pay tuition-aid in advance "so that a
lack of ready funds will not prevent employees
from taking courses related to their jobs"; and
many have extended eligibility to wider employee
categories and have boosted plan allowances to
offset rising tuition costs. Some further change
along these lines, as well as growth in the number
of companies having tuition-aid plans since that
repot t was conducted, seems likely.

shared by the'stridents of the business world with their
campus students.''.

It the employee. population is large enough, entire
degree curricula can hi\chrought to it. At the Tektronix
Company's Industrial 'ark in Portland. Oregon. three
degree programs can he urken after work from 4 o'clock
on. One is a Bachelor of Science degree in electrical ur
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mechanical engineering from the University of Portla nd..
another an M.B.A. from the same institution; and the
third a Master of Science degree in electrical engineering
from Oreg(m State University. In addition, some classes
arc given at the company hy Portland Community
College as part of a General EqUivalenc,' Certificate
Program.



The "Uncommon" Banking School

The American Institute of Banking (AIB) is an
educational division of the American Bankers
Association, the national organization of the bank-
ing industry. Calling itself "an uncommon school
without a campus," AIB describes its aims so:

"The underlying purpose of the Institute is to
satisfy research-determined common needs of
banks for cooperative education and training
programs, activities and materials at the highest
possible levels of quality for the lowest possible
cost, without necessary or undesirable duplication.
Its underlying goal is excellence in job per-
formance by bank personnel as reflected through
improved knowledge, skills and attitudes; in-
creased effectiveness and efficiency, productivity
and professionalism; more competent bankers,
better banks, and full service to the public."

Supported by a full-time staff in Washington,
about 15,000 volunteers across the country serve
as chapter officers and in a variety of other roles.

The national network of educational programs
that they manage also employs about 3,500
part-time instructors most, officers or other
employees of banks, but including attorneys,
accountants, faculty members of high schools and

colleges, management consultants, and so on
who, with a 30-member correspondence faculty,
make up AIB's faculty.

Admission to AIB courses is open only to
"officers, directors and employees of banks or
other financial institutions that are members or
eligible for membership in the American Bankers
Association." Nationwide, 150,000 took ad-
vantage of such eligibility in 1975. Ninety percent
or so participated through courses that were
provided under the auspices of local AIB chapters

most of the rest through correspondence courses
and study groups.

The curriculum is made up of both nationally
and locally developed courses, grouped into five
major subject areas - foundations of banking,
banking functions, management and supervision,
language and communications, and miscellaneous.
Credits - one of which requires at least 15 hours
of instruction in academic subjects and at least 30
in skills areas - may be earned toward various
levels of AIB certification. These are Basic,
Standard, and Advanced involving 15, 21, and
30 credits respectively of required and elected
subjects - and a general certificate that is based on
the accumulation of credits but has no required
courses.

A variant of the school-at-the-company is the school
convenient to a number of companies. con;ortium of
business firms and government agencies in Oakland.
California has ina(e...: arrangements with five Bay Area
educational institutions for a variety of undergraduate
and giaduate college courses to he held after %vork in
downtown facilities that are provided hy several mem-
bers of the consortium. On a lase larger scale. the banking
industry has organised an institution to provide after-
hours courses for its employees in communities through-
out the country (see box).

Another way of getting around the inevitable limita-
tions of course aYailabilities in the community is through
coliesponletice courses. Nlost companies include these
in their reimbursement plans but selectively and as a
last resort. "Courses taken by correspondence will he
offered only if Oleic is no 0,1iiparable course made avail-
able at other educational Facilities in the vicinity.- says
an education policy document of GE's lesearch and

Engineering Department. But they play an important
role for some companies and an 18-course home study
piograni of Cornell University serves the grocely ipe r-
mal-ket industry.

Increasing Motivation

Availability is a necessaly condition for employee
participation in alter-hours courses. and accessibility
desirable one, but neither is sufficient. A banking execu-
tive notes: -Unless employees grasp the relevance of the
program to themselves. and see how it can he turned
into an opportunity, it will remain heyond the perimeter
of their awareness. In a psychological sense. It will he for
someone elses benefit not theirs.-

Company programs to aid employees in this respect
are sparse. -Unless an employee specifically requests
guidance, counseling usually consists of no more than a

review of tuition-aid applications to make sure the
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Table 4.2: Prevalence of Outside During-hours
Course Programs and Authorizations, by
Company Size and Type

Percent with
Coin pany Size Proams

10000 or more employees .............. 90%
5000 9,999 ...................... 83
2500 4,999 ...................... 79
1000-2,499 ....................... 77

500 999 ...................... 66
All companies ..................... 74%

Company rype

Manuaciu ring ....................... 750{,
Transportation. Communications Utilities 71
Wholesale and Retail 51
Financial avid Insurance ................ 83
Other ........................... 01

Al' Companies ..................... 74%

apjsllLaiIt dii not iisti.nJ o ptIruiL' tttdics hi.'viittd thi.nr
!siilettthlj i)t iiititd.' tie plti.ic iif Lititplt1 lniere',ts.
I Iin hs itteut. made in the l)7() (inilercitee I3o:i d
'.cpiirt. still appeals iii he valid.

''\lati Litlilpatlies ;tr' p:iralyied h alllhivak'tiLi.'.''
&it\C Ci)islpanv eI.Iltcatin ''1 lwv talk about tsiitttial
heiittit', hut tIi' r':ijI think there ti.it 1IIIILjI III It hit
!I t)li',111.'sS. ()ti_ i.'',ltlt is tji:it etiinIiivei' are to cii-

Liragei iLl tjki' Liilit',iL'', , ,\iiiither, \VI11Lli iia' he evi'tl
L' L'\LllS.ibk'. i' that titan' ctiipliivL'e ai ' taking tilL'

\\ riilg ciuttL' jt tin.' \Vrone piaLe. 1 hey ire not hL'nlg
helped iii i.iki. adv.iti;age uI titi.' ptisgraili wisely.''

()tliL't huh.' that titJti\ etnplovei.'" :iri.' iltiLetlaiti ahutit
thicir Lal:ihihltii.'. ,ibiitit ihii.'ir cree' L'uajs and :ibout the
L'illIu._itluiitil 5I.'I5, ilL'i.'Lli.'i.l Ii attain Larecr euuak. 0th.'
tialn:iIc directuir ''Whi nut In..' a'enie!it and
.huilil.IiIci.' pruel.iiin. ui iiL't IlL' ciiip.uii\ IiI\e!LIIL'tlt
In liii fl id .uid hi tie t .i he It er I et LI

Tuition.aid Dilemma

\ ittinher it L'\i.'L iHisi.'', hhltei\iC\ L'iJ ti tin.' ii r'.u.' iii
tln IIIrI 'LhuuttLul that :ippi:irak il tuition-atul pn-
tziain sru' nn_1ct it then liriti, it WCI.' iii their
it Iii" .ILhu.'hlil.i I lie iiiitiiin-,iid 1uiuigralil iii our

I 'li'ii.'.I in iilui',l _uuti',l1,iiIii.'' i'" alt aiiIin
L'\cLIthi\i.', ''is a hl.iphl.i/.tIl .lIIan. \e hi.I\L' ti Inid \\:i',

!i!.IkL' Ii 1 lllIiL' nili.'gial hail ii utli Iiiiii.ni i('',iiIIiLL'
cli.'t'I' plileti I \ "tL'IIi.

I.Ir.'' tiihlL itthii. ihi:it I', tiiilg I iii lIit tlti.
ihiiI it I' L'.I"iL'l ",IILI iliiii hilL'. cilitig thii'
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example: One provision of its plait is reituhursettient for
costs ol 'company-related degree progratus." But, as its
administrator puts it. "there seems to he tin kind of
degree that doesn't in some way lit this description.''
1)uring the past three years one in live etsiplovees who
completed either a bachelors or advanced degree irtider
the program was prom oted afterward. Four out of live
\VL' re it itt I houghi their supervisors typically reporled
that t hi.' were ''doing a he tte r job'' or had ''shown
personal growt It'' because johs were riot available for
them. Management is tint sure this is a good enough
return fur the company's outlay part'icularly since
ntanv of the eniployces who got their degrees do tint
think it is a good ettoughi result for theirs. Moreover, last
year I 2 percent 1)1' the new degree winners quit.

"Are we better ott or worse ott tor this program?''
tite company is asking. "Cart we, as a regukited industry.
justify it? Shtoi il we, like sortie cottipanies. require :hat
ettiplovees rep:. 'ur costs if they leave witltiti two years
itt ci .InpIL'tittg tIiL' progratii'

During-hours Programs

''A basic precept at our cntsspauv is that if sotstetliitsg
can he obtained trout existing sources we don't do it
otin.L'lves. tue corporate educatioti exi.'ciit ive states.
\'uiile illost iliattagers would add au ''other-things-being-
equal qualifier, it is a tact that three-quarters (74 per-
ceni ) of tIlL' enillpaulies surveyed the proportion var\-
nlg h ciumpauiv site auid type send sonic of their
etiiplovees to take courses or senliulars at outside educa-
iioit-tiatutiutg resoiiices u1urin worki,ii, Iii'urs or other-
wise ''iii the tile iii duty'' (see 1 able 4.21.

I hiese are itluist likely to be eitiplovees itt nlanage-
lnL'lit-supervisu)r\' and piofesioutal-techtttieal ocL'lip:itiuis.
and leai likely ti he those iii the nuiuexeiupt hourly
class (see ('hart 4.21.

I lie relative itilportauLe ol each oh tite ontide re-
sources that companies employ br L'Lllic:uttuitl and train-
ing i', tint ktsuuts. Au iusipuirtaut rule t',. oh cuiutte. played
hr the cuullege and uithiVersIhiL'. winch otteti tailor
CuuiiTsL'', atid ptograin to buitiet tiL'iuk. ('ertautiv the
,\unericau Nlanageni.'tit ,\soCjjtioll. vhtue illeotite iriun
niaiiaizeual ednc,uiiuuui ptogriu1i ti l) was S3S nihhiuun.

a prouuitiettt re',ource. 1 lie ('uiuteieni.'e Board, too,
cuunduuct etutlIeTL'tlees and sarlutun. cuilirses and senuti:ii
sltih oe alti \le\eLl ,i eclt.uLathtnal aiid tiatniiiii
r'xperietli.e huir titiddle- and nip-level e"L'cutive. Pu-
Ii',',iuuuial tiug:umn/.utiuuhi', a', vaiieul :n the Anietic:uii
(hIL'niiL',uI SuuciL't\ . lie .\nierle,uhi \sticiatioli ut Peti
Liii ;L'tuhuugi',ts_ :utiul tlte Atnerte:uui htn.titute oh ('hilleLl

Ihibli. \L'i.'uiIint,itlt spuutisuir L'\tL'tiIV..' eLhiic,utuuu!i.Ll piuu_
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Chart 4.2: Percent of Companies in Which
Occupational Group Is Represented in
Outside, During-hours Courses
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grains to help members keep current and develop in their
fields.

A great deal of employee education is also provided
through a variety of joint and cooperative arrangements
that have been developed by business sometimes
exclusively for that purpose. Many of the 3,000 or so
trade and business associations include education among
their functions. While this most often consists of the
dissemination of information by mail. it sometimes in-
cludes workshops, seminars and courses. Hie programs
of the banking and insurance industries. in each of which
con ,wires share a body of common skills and knowl-
edge needs that are specific to the industry, are the
most highly developed instances (see page 35). Nor
is it uncommon for insurance, utilities and other in-
dustries to conduct joint programs on a regional or
smaller areawide basis, often on the premises of a host
film, for managerial, piolessional or technical education.

Finally, there is a considerable amount of inter-
company education and training courses and other
forms of instruction that are provided by business
firms to employees of other firms. In some instances
these courses are essentially a service provided in con-
nection with the sale or use of the company's products
of services: in others they are marketed for gain (see
Appendix Al.

Educational Leaves

Virtually all education and training that takes
employ ees away from then tegular duties is, in a literal
sense, pawl leave time, and mans if the men and woolen

who are employed by large U.S, firms will have accu-
mulated considerable amounts of such leave, in horns
and days of intermittent study, during the course of
their working lives. Formal company policy or special
arrangements may also make it possible for employees to
take extended educational leaves absences that range
from a month or so to as long as two or three years.

Just under a tenth of the surveyed companies
reported that they had authorized paid leaves or
sabbaticals of a month or longer in the past year. The
larger a company's work force, the greater was the likeli-
hood that one or more of its employees had gained such
authorization (see Table 4.31.

Table 4.3: Prevalence of Paid Educational Leave
Programs, by Company Size

Percent Authorizing Paid
Company Size Leaves in Past Year

10,000 or more employees 28%
5,000 9,999 19
2,500 4,999 14
1,000 2,499 7

500 999 3

All companies 9%

Financial and "other establishments were more like-
ly than others to authorize any extended paid leaves:
wholesale and retail firms least likely (see Table 4.4).

Table 4.4: Prevalence of Paid Educational Leave
Programs, by Company Type

Percent Authorizing Paid
Company Type Leaves in Past Year

Manufacturing
Transpoi tenon, Communications,

Utilities 7

Wholesale anc Retail 3

Financial and Insurance 12
Other 14

All companies

8%

9%

x tend ed e ducational leaves offer individual
employees. the opportunity to significantly advance or
alter the course of their careers. and the company to gain
significant new competencies, with relative speed. Such
leave entails a substantial educational investment by the
Com. and tends. therefore. to he infrequent. extended to
few employees, and prompted by unusual citcumstance.

bus, %Odle many companies have adopted tonna',
written policies with iespect to educational leaves
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establishing objective eligibility criteria these usually
anticipate, too, that participants will be selected on the
basis of particular circumstances and individual merit.
Leaves "may" be granted, one policy statement cau-
tiously notes, to "outstanding" employees who meet
various requirem,:nts. Kimberly Clark Corporation has
developed an increasingly renowned "educational oppor-
tunities plan" that allots funds each year to employees'
accounts and allows up to two weeks of paid time off.
It has stimulated a many fold Increase in employee after-
hours study. Under this plan, grants of leave of more
than two weeks (and up to a year) with pay are provided
on a highly selective basis. No provision is made for
leaves without pay.

Paid leaves may involve something less than full pay.
II3M has carried this principle close to its limit through
an unusual plan that keeps company costs low but offers
a level of support sufficient to have encouraged a good
many employees to take advantage of it. Under is
arrangement. leaves are granted without pay., but
employees retain certain benefits and some F.eiv,,..c

credit, and are guaranteed reemployment at the Bird ti-

the leave period. They pay their own tuition costs. Vary-
ing with economic conditions, the number of empioyee:-
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taking such leaves annually has ranged from 100 to 700
(a total work force of about 15C:,000). More than four
out of live have returned to the company afterward.

Under more traditional IBM plans, paid leave is

viewed as a job assignment for selected employees. A
"residential study program," in which there are about 50
employees at any time, involves up to two years of full-
time study at 75 percent of salary plus certain other
expenses; an "executive resource program" provides for
eight to nine months of study at a management institute
of one of several leading universities.

Leaves are often authorized under special "fellow-
ship" plans of corporations or corporate divisions rather
than under regular education, training or other operating
budgets. However funded, they are usually predicated on
some company benefit. This may he related to a specific
need as when scientists are sent to gain expertise in a
new area of technology that a company plans to adopt
or to broader manpower-development goals. On the
other hand, one company recently awarded a six-month
fellowship leave with pay to a black woman in an un-
skilled job who had been trying for ten years to com-
plete a bachelors degree but had been prevented from
doing so by family responsibilities.



Chapter 5

After-hours Company Programs

WITH THEIR OWN after-hours courses, many com-
panies provide employees with what has been called a
"convenient opportunity" for self-advancement and, at
the same time, reduce the need for more costly
during,-hours courses. Curricula are apt to include com-
pany-specific subjects and skills that cannot be taught
elsewhere, and areas in which community resources are
in 'equate or do not attract enough employees. As
one company official put it: "The company knows it

improved skills this way at much lower cost than
by pti,vidinil hem during the work day. Employees
knots (;ho have completed certain courses on
heir owl gai., advantage in salary and promotion."

a, (:(:Ipl.)yer and employee interests in edu-
,.ati.+:1 t7-)int(t are not fully congruent, after-hours
(_,)iwas ovetlap the "employee benefit" edge to a

.catei during-hours courses. A phone
Clol'flar"." for example. regards her company's
aiir-hou,-, courses as, in large measure. a supplement to
the hution-aid programs which she calls "a middle-class
benefit that presupposes a decent educational base)
one designed in large measure for high school dropouts
or others with limited educational attainment_ flowever,
though similar to tuition-aid courses in that they are
taken by employees voluntarily and on their own time,
after-hours company courses can usually be 11101C finely
tuned to the tirm's needs.

Prevalence and Participation

In a small group of companies, about one in twenty,
after-hours courses constitute the sole employee edu-
cation and training activity. Among the rest, they
supplement tuition-aid courses, other outside programs,
and company courses that are provided during working

hours. In all, two out of five (39 percent ) firms provide
some after-hours courses. Projections of survey data
indicate that about 700.000 employees took part in
such formal, off-hours study programs in the "past
year" or two percent of all employees.

Among companies with fewer than 1.000 employees,
only one in four offered any after-hours courses; among
larger firms the ratio was about one in two (see Table
5.1).

Table 5.1: Prevalence of Company After-hours
Programs, by Company Size

Percent Providing
Company Size After-hours Courses

10,000 employees or over 56%
5,000 9,999 51

2,500 4,999 52
1,000 2,499 45

500 999 25
All companies 39%

However, large firms are apt to have more than one
facility. and even if one of these has an after-hours
program the others may not. As a rule, the larger the
firm, the greater the fragmentation of its work force
so that, while the largest companies are most likely to
provide after-hours courses somewhere, they are least
likely to have them available to all or most of their
employees (see Table 5.3, page 40).

After-hours courses are more prevalent among finan-
cial institutions, the transportation-communication-
utilities group, and "others" than among manufactur-
ing and wholesaling and retailing companies (see Table
5.2).
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Table 5.2: Prevalence of Company After-hours
Programs, by Company Type

Company Type
Percent Providing

After -hours Courses

Manufacturing 36%
Transportation, Communications,

Utilities 54
Wholesale and Retail 27
Financial and Insurance 47
Other 43

All companies 39

Accessibility to employees is particularly high in
financial institmion, which are more likely than others
to have all or most of their employees in a single
location (see Table 5.3 ).

Curriculum

The great majority of companies reported that these
courses dealt with job. or career-related subjects only..
However. 13 percent of those providing any and 5
percent of all companies said that their after-hours
programs included basic remedial education reading.
writing and arithmetic and a slightly smaller minther
that courses were given in "other" subjects (see 'Fable
5.4).

The borderline of joh- and career-relatedness some-
times shifts with the observer. A course in "reading

improvement" may he described as remedial by one com-
pany and as job- or career-related by another; consumer
skills courses lie in still more misty terrain, being classed
in their several appearances in this study in each of the
three categories. Most "other" courses are either in
"hobby" subjects or in life-coping skills dressmaking,
personal finances and budgeting, home and car repair
are examples. Courses in the arts or humanities, like
those of McGraw Hill, Inc., in ''Western Intellectual
Traditions: The Divine Comedy." or "Approaches to Art
History." are extremely rare. (To the degree that
corporate executives may tend to justify or rationalize
their companies' programs in terms of business aims, the
"other courses" category may be larger than reported.)

After-hours programs are often quite modest and
informal. They may consist of courses conducted by
particular departments engineering, marketing re-
search, or personnel. for example for certain of their
own personnel. In a tenth of the companies, after-hours
programs included fewer than 25 employees; in a third,
fewer than 50.

At the opposite end of the spectrum are programs
like that of Honeywell. Inc., which enrolled about
2.500 employees last year. After-hours courses at this
company are oViaild at rive locations in the
Niinneapolis-St. Paul Twin Cities area and, by arrange-
ment with the public school system. at two high
schools as Well. A catalog of courses is published for
spring and fall semesters. Its 70 or so pages include
course titles ;old descriptions, prerequisites (if any), as

Table 5.3: Accessibility of After-hours Courses to Employees, by Company Size and Type

Company Size None

Percent of Employees Located at Facilities
Having After-hours Courses

Less than
10%

10 %-

49%
50%.
u9%

90 %-

100%
No

Answer Total

10,000 of more ernolovons
5.000 9,999 .

44 ,,
46

19"J

13
17'.
10

10".
17 12 2

100",,
100

2,500 4,999 . 46 12 1? 14 13 3 100
1,000 2,499 54 9 14 9 13 100

500 999 75 1 2 11 11 100
All compamns 60". 7 ',, 9", 100".

Company Type

Manufacturing 63 8 8 10 10 1 100
Transportation, Cornmumcation., ()wows 46 10 24 10 9 2 100a
1Vholosah, and Retail 72 6 5 10 3 3 100a
F-,t An( and Insurance 52 4 8 13 23 100
Other 55 7 7 13 18 100

II coropam 7 9 11 12 100%

'4010%1 is c10 not .1,:t! t, 100 Pe"er,t hec!',5
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Table 5.4: Subject Areas of After-hours Company Courses, by Company Size and Type

Company Size

Subject Areas
Any

Subject
Job-or Career-

related
Basic

Remedial Other

10,000 employees or over 50% 14% 14% 53%
5,000 9,999 48 6 9 53
2,500 4,999 46 13 8 52
1,000 2,499 42 6 5 45

500 999 25 25

All companies 36% 5% 4% 39%

Company Type

Manufacturing 33 5 4 36
Transportation, COMMuntCattOns, Utilities 52 8 8 56
Wholesale and Retail 25 26
Financial and Insurance 44 5 4 47
Other 43 6 5 45

All companies 36% 5% 4% 39%

well as the names of the instructors and the times and
places of meetings. Formal registration procedures are
followed and completion certificates awarded tor satis-
factory attendance and performance. Iloneywell's
courses. eike those of a small number of other firms.

are open to nonemployees on payment of a regis-

tration tee and modest tuition charges. but only if
employees themselves have not tilled the courses. A
recent catalog showed over 100 courses in 10 subject
areas (see box below).

Course Catalog Index, After-hours Continuing Education, HoneywelS, Inc.
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An After-hours Course'

(Description of one of twenty after-hours courses
provided for employees in 1975 by the Boeing
Aerospace Company.)

Digital Integrated Circuit Design

Prerequisites

Applicants should have a degree in engineering,
and be familiar with the basic theory and princi-
ples of solid state devices and circuits and logic
design.

Abstract

The advent of low-cost, small-size, and reliable
integrated circuits has revolutionized electronic
circuits and system design. Discrete electronics is
fading away.and is being replaced by integrated
circuits. This course will provide the circuit de-
signer with basic fundamentals of processing and
fabrication of integrated circuits, design evalu-
ation, specification and application of digital
circuits. A wide variety of circuits will be
analyzed. Among those are logic gates (AND, OR,
NOT, NAND, TTL, etc.), digital MOSFET circuits,
flip-flops, shift registers, multiplexers, decoders,
binary adders, counters, memories (ROM and
RAM), digital-to-analog converters and analog-to-
digital converters. Various examples of the appli-
cation of digital integrated circuits to electronic
system design will he given.

Objectives

Upon the completion of this course, the suc-
cessful student will be:

Acquainted with fabrication technologies of
integrated circuits.

Able to specify, evaluate and optimally utilize
integrated devices.

Able to implement the basic logic functions
of NOT, OR, AND, NOR, NAND, using DTL,
TTL, MOSFET and CMOS.

Able to analyze and design multivibrators.
Able to analyze and design combinational and

sequential logic circuits.
Able to analyze and design basic A/D and

D/A conversion circuits.

Outside Preparation

The course will require about 8 houi lei week.

Required Text

Millman, J. and Halkias, C. C., Integrated
Electronics, New York: McGraw-Hill, 1972. Cost
approximately S16.50.

Length

40 Hours

In large. high-technology companies. more than one.
and sometimes all. divisions provide after -hours
courses. At Boeing. Seattle-area courses provided by
tri,- corporation's Aercspace Company. the Commercial
Airplane Company-. and Computer Services. Inc. are
open to any employee of the corporation. "Learning
centers'' provide courses that arc in self-paced auto-
mated formats and that can he pursued by employees
at the Company. using its audiovisual equipment. or ;ft
home using their own andiotape equipment. Otherwise.
the great majority of company courses currently
well over 100 are group study, or classroom type.
One of them is illustrated in the box above.
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Resources

Outside resources. as well as those of the company.
may he involved in the design and administration of
after-hours courses. A Pennsylvania-based engineering
firm of 2.000 or so employees. for example. includes in
its "Career Development program alter -hours courses
that have been developed and are conducted by em-
ployees of the firm. others developed on the outside but
conducted by employees, and st:11 others developed and
conducftil by university and uri conicactors. Illus-
trative esceipts from a recent 'pant' catalog are
:Mown on ;gage



Course Title
Cost Basis to
Employees Developed by: Conducted by:

Management Discussion Skills No Tuition Outside Company
Technical Presentations No Tuition Outside Outside
Managing for Motivation No Tuition Outside Company
Construction Management for Nonfield

:Imployees No Tuition Company Company
Speed Reading Tuition/50% Refund" Outside Outside
Typing No Tuition Outside Programmed/Self Taught
Stenography No Tuition Outside Programmed/Self Taught
Excel' A Career Course for Office

Employees No Tuition Outside Company
Technical Writing No Tuition Outside Outside
Professional Engineering Examination

Refresher/Courses Tuition/50% Refund Outside Company
Engineering-in-Training Examination

Refresher Course Tuition/50P4, Refund Outside Company
Structural Steel Design Tuition/100% Refund Company Company
Electric Power Distribution Tuition/50clb Refund Outside Outside

Refund by company subsequent to satisfactory course completion.

Classroom and Self-study Modes

Self-study. sometimes through cort:spondence
courses. but more often with programmel instruction or
other materials provided by the company. supplements
classroom-group instruction in one out of four of the
companies reporting after-hours programs. and is the
only mode in 3 few instances.

Citihank is one of a small number of companies
that have established "learning centers on company
premises. Citihank's center at corporate headquarters has
a large room that contains study carrels. shelves of
"courses. and a variet, of audiovisual equipment

audiotape machines. filmstrip projectors. videotape
machines, and tape cassettes. Included are both joh-
related and other materials. The center, attended by
educational counselors. is open from 9:30 to 5:30.

Mohil Oil Corporation provided self-study corres-
pondence course materials in 1060 for exploration,
production. R and D. and engineering employees who
worked at isolated locations. The company has gradually
enlarged the curriculum and the employee groups
eligible to participate and. in March. 1974. extended it
to all employees. Over 200 courses are now available.
ringing in subject matter from geophysics to foreign
languages to management. But are intended to be joh
related.
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Chapter 6

During-hours Company Programs

FOUR OUT OF every five corporate education and
training dollars Ice spent in connection with in-house
activities. and the greatest portion of them by far are for
programs conducted during working hours. It is fairly
certain, too, that the share of industry's total education
and training expenditures accounted for by these in-
ternal programs has been on the rise in recent decades.
For one thing, as needs grow. the cost-efficiency scale
begins to tip toward "making" rather than "buyitv."
."lid where firms have had to put personnel. facilities,
and programs in place to teach company- or industry-
specific skills or to formalize and standardize the
orientation of new employees to company rules.
policies, henetits. safety procedures. and so on the
incremental costs of further programs have often been
lol:er than the costs of acquiring them outside.

Management's judgments about the value of in-house
programs take into consideration henetits that cannot
readily he quantified. Internal nrograms, for example,
offer greater opportunity than external ones do to shape
instruction to the measure of company needs and to the
needs of particular employees at particular times and
places. and to facilitate the integration of training with
Perim mance appraisal and human resource pktnning
systems. Con many specialists may he the hest available
instructors. Course material may he scheduled to ad-
ministrative convenience and to such pedagogic purposes
as phasing classtoom learning 111th on-the-joh ex-
perience.

',Wier more of less intangible benefits from internal
ptoerions :Ire sometimes cited by corporate executives.
they afford companies more opportunity to establish
controls and standards for employee performance in the
learning, situation. They make it easier to find out how

.ell learning is transferred and applied to the job, and to
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make necessary changes. They reduce or eliminate tht.
need to share with outsiders confidential company plans
or other proprietary matters. And, many executives
believe, they tend to engender employee loyalties.

Program Areas

There is no standard way in which cosh es

categorize and describe the vat ious ctunses that comp:iye
their education and training programs. One large bank,
for example. conceives of its traimin: in terms of three
"levels" "job skills." such as typing. key punch"
operation. and forms processing: "supeivi,oty deyelop-
ment," which teaches concepts of adimm.tration. 11k
plannio:. and control. and techniques of adnumsti::tion.
and "management development."

A beverage firm's program consists of 'manageital"
and "marketing" courses. The curriculum gioupings
an electronics firm are "managerial.- "inatiseting."
"service. "manufacturing" and "engm,:ering."
companies distinguish between professional. te,Thiu,a1
and crafts progianis. and so tIn.

The present study has trouped these \id*,
into two broad ,..uiticulum tnahatze:',Icnt

development-supervisory skills. and fumlional
skills.' These were defined .rid iill,strated Ow

questionnaire this
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Management development and supervisory skills:
For example, principles of management, organization
development, sens. vity training, management by
objective, decision making, interpersonal skills,
electronic data processing for management, equal em-
ployment opportunity, training of trainers."

"Futictional and technical skills: For example, such
areas as production, maintenance, marketing, sales
service, office, administration, internal systems, finance.
personnel."

The examples cited for the management category. it
should he noted, include not only subjects relevant only
to managers and supervisors, but any that are designed
to enhance organizational effectiveness.

The functional category was intended to reflect
and seems for the most part to have been interpreted in
this light all courses related to work skills and
knowledge other than those specifically included in the
managerial group.

Provision was also made in the survey for data about
courses in...

Basic remedial education: That is, reading. writing,
a rit !net ic."

-Other subiects: Any not included in the categories
mentioned above: for example. economic education,
foreign language. English as a second language."

Prevalence

More than half of all companies have courses in the
management-supervisory. and in the functionaltechniLat
areas, while roughly a tenth do in each of the others.
Management supervisory programs are slightly morc
prevalent than functional-technical ones. and more often
involve lengthy courses courses. that is. of 30 hours or
more (see Table b.l I.

Table 6.1: Prevalence of Company During-hours
Courses

Subject Area

Percent of Companies
P, -Pinding Courses

Any 30 Hours or More

Management. Development
Sc

Functional-Technical 54 21
Basic Remedial 8 n.a.i
Other 11

All companies 30%

I Not available i.e., information not called for in
questionnaire.

Expenditures

Of the nearly 2 billion dollars that were spent "last
year," three times as many were lot functional training
as fur managerial training, when the expenditures of all
companies are added together. As shown later, however,
this is because the heaviest spenders tend to devote an
above-average share of their expenditures to functional
programs: Only one in three firms reported that its
expenditures in the functional area accounted for more
than 50 percent of all its direct training costs (see Table
6.2).

Table 6.2: Expenditures for Company Courses'

Subject Area
hfillions of
Dollars

Percent of
Total

Management Development-
Supervisory S 430 24%

FunctionalTechnical 1,340 74
Basic Remedial 15 1

Other 15 1

Al' 'omoan les S1,800 100%

Figures include thr cost of coi.is,s taken outside the corn
pany during working h' as well as inside. Outside expendi-
ti s account for about a tenth of the total.

Employee Participation

Projections of data provided by surveyed companies
to the study's universe (companies with 500 or more
employees) indicate that, of the nearly 4 million
employees who toot nail in company courses last year.
all but two percent were . olved in management zmayor
functional courses. The numbers of participants in
itinctional courses far exci.,Jed those in managerial. The
small remainder was divided about equally between
those taking basic remedial and "other" courses (see
Table 6.31.

Table 6.3: Employee Participation in Company
During-hours Courses

Subject Area

Number of
Employees

(000's)
Percent of

Total

Management Development-
Supervisory 1,400 370

Functional-Technical 2,300 61
Basic Remedial 30 1

Other 30 1

All companies 3,760 100%

t
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Participants

Employees not in managerial roles often participate
in courses that have been classified here as manageinent-
supervisory. and those who are in such roles often take
part in functional courses (see Tables 6.7 :..;;(1 0.10. pages
50 and 53). In part this reflects the s irv,.v% definition of
the two categories its inclusion of "interpersonal
skills." for example, as a management subject. Further,
the assignment by a company of particular courses to
one category or the other is often a matter of judgment.
and many films make no attempt to distinguish them.
But such ambiguities do not tell the whole story.

Many of the participants in what are clearly manage-
ment-supervisory courses are professional employees.
technicians. salespersons. craftsmen. operators and
clerks. who are being prepared for first-line managerial
responsibility. And many managers take part in
functional courses to enhance their knowledge and skills
in their specialized roles as professionals and technicians

and. sometimes. to gain familiarity with the work of
subordinates in order to supervise them effectively.

New Employees

An important class of participants in both subject
categories are the new recruits who fill the vacancies
created in companies by separations. transfers.
promotions. growth and other processes of change. The
rates of flow in and out are, of course, higher for sonic
occupations than for others: low-paid unskilled jobs. for
example. have much higher turnover than managerial
jobs.

Rates of. change also vary considerably among com-
panies in different industries, partly because of their
different occupational mixes, and partly. because of
.differences in their manpower needs. Some, like the
constructioi, industry. for example. are quite volatile
expanding and contracting over relatively brief periods;
others are relatively stable.

Reflecting. too. the state of the economy. demo-
graphics and a variety of local circumstances, this flow
cart into companies ever-changing blends of experi-
enced and inexperienced employees some who have
lust finished school or are otherwise starting their first
jobs; others re:urning to work after layoffs. illness, child
:earing, additional schooling, loafing and so on: and still
others who may simply be changing jobs. It is, of course.
the du:racter of this flow in particular companies and at
particular times that largely determines how important a
place n w employees occupy in education and training
price rants.
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Methods

Most of the Raiding of new employees occu.s on
the job, and much of that is relatively unplanned.
However. as line managers become mole de rly
accountable for training, as more of them are trained
in learning theory and teaching methods, and as they
are provided with more professional supp by ex-
panding education and training departments, impro-
visation and informal' y are increasingly giving way to
planning and structure. Training on the job may f'ollow
prescribed sequences and employ teaching aids. New
employees may he given manuals or programmed
materials to study. and tested for knowledge and
comprehension.

Many companies that provide cour.-7s for new em-
ployees are shortening or deferring them, placing
greater reliance on on-the-job experience learning by
exposure to realistic work problems. Professionals and
candidates for managerial jobs, in particular. may be
assigned directly to specific functional areas and not
begin off-the-job courses until, as one compan) trainer
succinctly put it. "it's clearer what their duties are
going to be. and we can size up what they need to
know and until they've had enough experience to
understand the significance of what they're learning."

But many companies design courses specifically for
new employees, or bring them into existing ones. Thirty
percent reported that new employees had taken part in
courses during the preceding year. These were more
likely to be in functional than in managerial skills, while
only a handful of companies mentioned remedial
courses.

For one con.pany in ten, 50 percent or more of all
training expenditure was devoted to this group of
employees, but in the median average firm the ratio was
about 10 percent.

Percent of Companies
30

25

20

15

10

s-

0
50% or 41- 21- 11- 1- None
More 49% 40% 20% 1n%

Portion of expenditures
accounted for by new employees



Affir:matiye Action fr Women: Two Courses

A rrlur'se for "male ern, :es particularly
s: ,eryisors":\

Title: Workirig with Women

Description: "WOcking with I,.Jrnen was de-
signed for atl male employees, particularly super-
visors, who would like \c::)me information on the
changing roles of women in today's society. The
seminar fulfills affirmative action planning require-
ments with the following objectives:

"(1) To examine the new role Perspectives for
men and women in society.

12) To learn ways of working with Women on a
professional basis.

"(3) To discuss career planning advice for'subor-
dinates especially females.

"(4) To review Honeywell's EEO policy and
affirmative action planning.

"The seminar makes use of role playing, case
studies, a role-reversal film of E. day at Honeywell,
and group discussions. The intent is to provid:i
enjoyable insights into constructive social
evolution."

at Honeywell, Inc.

And a course for "female employees":

Title: Women in Business

Description: "Women are a signficaiit portion
(one third) of our work force. Many females are
clustered in the lower paying jobs. Two questions
need to be asked: One, is this an effective
utilization of our human resources? And, two,
how does this relate to our EEO compliance
status? The Women in Busi, ess class was de-
veloped to help women and the company arrive at
a better 'fit.'

"The objectives of the class are:

11) To give women the improved celf-image
and self-confidence necessary for success in busi-
ness.

12) To create a climate of professional support
among women.

"(3) To provide expc-,ure to the educational and
developmental resources available in the company
and the community.
\'(4) To discuss career planning and how to

interview for job openings within the company."

Minorities and Women

Fitual employment legihlmiott and "atticmative
action" requirements of regulatory agencies have had
t \vo expansionary effects on company education and
training. First. as described earlier. programs have been
developed tr, provide inanag.,:irs and supeivisors with the
understanding. and skills :hey need in order to share in
nlanning implenhnting affirmative action go;ils
and. through "sensitivity training" and other techniques.
to change attitudes that could interfere ..vith realization
01 these goals. "On- the -job training means that experi-
enced vvorkers rid super VINWN teach ,nexperienced ones
skills they hine learned over the ),.ears says 1 steel
executive. It thev don, see why they: ought to
cooperate in equal employment programs for women ur
blacks and some may even feel sabotaging then;
the whole effort ohviously bogs down."

:kir-um:dive action goals have also led hi increases in
the participation of voinen and minorities in company
..curses :intl. in some cases, the introduction of special
courses Isee box). Those classes of companies in which

education training programs are most prevalent the
larger companies. those in finance. and in transpor-
tation. communications and t.tilities
also most likely to have taken such .,tops.

Several explanations are offered by company officials
for the increased participation of these groups existing
courses (see ',Fable (,.4).

More are being nominatod and assigned to such
courses by their managers and superviscrs in pursuance
of affirmative action plans. "We arc currently setting
objectives to increase the participation by minorities in
all t'pos of training progiams.." rcporL .1 major manu-
facturer.

*Increased hopefulness about jobs and careers
appears to have encouraged more women .:11(.1 minority
members to seek out developmental opportunities more
actively than in the past. A number of cOmpanies have
developed special communications progranito "advise
women and minorities of the prog...ams and the oppor-
tunities for them to participate.- in the words IX. an air
conditioning executive.

f".
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Table 6.4: Steps Taken to increase Course Participation by Women and Minorities

Percent Reporting Steps in Subject Area

Steps Taken Any
Management
Supervisory

Functional-
Technical

Remedial
Education

For Women:

Brought more women into existing courses 40'. 31% 23% 3%

Provided new courses of special interest and value to women 11 5 7

Either 43 34 25 3

For Minorities:

Brought more minorities into courses 35 26 25 3

Provided new courses 01 special interest and value to minorities 8 2 6
Either 37 27 27 3

LOSS than , of 1 percent

Fhe numbers of women and minorities taking
courses have increased as more of them have been
employed by some companies and given greater re-

sponsildlities. A utilities executive describes this arith-
metic: "Since 1965 an aggressive program of hiring and
promoting minorities has been followed at our organi-
zation. A result of this is that as these people move up in
the organization there are more in our classes. This is not
because of env special action now."'

Differences by Company Size

The prevalence of course programs in each of the
major subject areas, the expenditures for them, and the
patterns and rate of employee participation in them,
vary markedly by company size.

Prevalence: Approximately nine out of ten of the
largest companies provide courses in managerial subjects
and a like number in functional ones: fewer than half of

Executive Views of "Affirmative Action"

Human resource executives, invited to
comment on the federal role in employee edu-
cation and training, split into three groups
approvers, disapprovers and neutralists of
roughly equal s'ze.I

Disapproval: The attitude of most of those who
disapproved is reflected in the comment of an
executive who said that "companies know the
value of training without prods," that the "ad-
ministrative red tape demands far more time than
the results justify," and that "the net result is an
overall loss in our training accomplishment."
Several stated more explicitly that they are in

The Conference Board's questionnaire asked
you believe that amployee education training by btisi
ness is presently being impeded or aided by government
programs of policies. or that new programs, policies or
legislation are desirable? If so. please describe."

agreement with the government's aims, but find its
administrative requirements unduly onerous and
even counterproductive "actually siphoning
manpower dollars in resources away from our
training programs," as one put it.

Approval: Among those who endorsed the
government's role a few saw benefits from being
"challenged" to recognize the vast wasted talent of
certain minority groups. Most simply thought it
was right. The government is waking us up to
what we should have been doing all along," was a
typical comment.

Neutral Comments: Those who commented in
nonevaluative terms simply noted one or more of
these consequences of the government's regulatory
activities: that they have created a need for
training or "briefing" supervisors and managers
to assure compliance, and 'that they have added a
heavy record-keeping burden.
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Table 6.5: Percent of Companies Providing Any Courses in Each Course Area, by Company Size

Course Area Total

10,000 or
more

Employees
5,000-
9,999

2,500-
4,999

1,000-
2,499

500-
999

Management-Supervisory:

Less than 30 hours only 33% 25% 32% 35% 40% 35%
Some 30 hours or more 27 66 56 37 27 12

Total 60 91 88 82 67 47
Functional-Technical:

Less than 30 hours only 33 35 42 27 37 30
Some 30 hours or more 21 52 38 29 19 12

Total 54 87 80 56 56 42
Basic Remedial (Total l' 8 29 14 14 4 4
All Other (Total 11 22 17 19 5 10
Am/ Courses:

Less than 30 hours only 34 22 26 39 37 34
Some 30 hours or more 36 74 65 47 34 21

Any (Total) 70% 96% 91% 86% 71% 55%

I
Course hours breakdown not available.

the smallest companies provide courses in either of these
areas (see Table 6.5). Among companies offering any,
the largest firms are much more likely than the smaller
ones to have lengthy courses that is, courses of 30
hours or more.

Expendin,rs: With higher overall spending rates per
employee than smaller companies, the larger ones devote
a higher proportion of their dollars to functional skills
(see Table ()JO. Among companies with 10,000 or more
employees. the ratio of functional-to-managerial in

training expenditures was 81 to 17. Among each of the
categories below 5,000 employees, functional and

manarrial expenditures were fairly similar.
Par. .cipation: Without exception, the frequency with

which employees in each occupational group participate
in company courses increases as company site does (see
Tat* b.7). This relationship is present for both
managerial and functional courses. (These ratios, it
should he stressed, tell nothing about how many
employees, or what proportions of them, participate in

Table 6.6: Distribution of Expenditures for Company Courses, by Company Size'

Total

10,000 or
r ore

Employees
5,000-
9,999

2,500-
4,999

1,000-
2,499

500-
9.99

Course Area:

Management- Supervisory ............
Functional Technical

24''.i,

74
17%
81

36%
62

46%
50

47%
51

43%
51

Basic Remedial 1 1 1 2 1 3
Other

1 1 1 2 1 3 ..
Total E 'peed ures 100. 100':, 100% 100'; 1t..10'',', 100%

Partic,pants:

New Employees 10'!i, 14% 15% 12% 8% 9%
Present Employees 90 86 85 88 92 91

Total Expenditures 100% 100`)i, 100% 100% 100% 100%

Expenditures per Employee (mean): S53.90 S72.00 S44.10 S22.80 524.00 S19.10

I Figures include the cost of courses taken outside the company during working hours as well as inside. Outside expenditures account forabout a tenth of the total.
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Table 6.7: Percent of Companies in Which Members of Particular Employee Groups Participated
in Courses, by Company Size

Participating Employee Group Total

10,000 or
more 5,000-

Employees 9999
2,500-
4,999

1,000-
2,499

500 -

999

Top or Senior Management 2G% 39% 36% 34% 27% 18%
Middle Management 47 86 73 61 50 28
Supervisors 52 90 82 74 56 29

Management any level) 60% 91% 88% 82% 67% 47%
Professional-Technical 35 69 65 49 29 23
Sales-Marketing 27 G7 52 35 26 14
Other Nonexempt Salaried 19 47 37 29 15 10
Other Nonexempt Hourly 11 26 24 17 11 2

Any 60% 91% 88% 82% 67% 47%

New Employees (included in above) 13% 38% 32% 19°. 12% 4%

Functional-Technical Courses

Managerial (any level) 37% 66% 53% 46% 40% 2396
Professional-Technical 30 61 55 38 30 17
Sales-Mar keting 30 68 53 32 26 20
Other Nonexempt Salaried 22 43 29 23 17 20
Other Nonexempt Hourly 21 36 34 25 25 13

Any 54°. 87% 80% 56% 5696 42%

New Employees (included in above) 21% 60% 40% 33?i, 20% 7%

each group. Such data were found in the developmental
stages of the present study to he unobtainable in most
companies.)

.Veit Emp/oyees: The likelihood that new employees
will be included in managerial or functional programs
diminishes with decreasing company size at an even
steeper rate than the prevalence of such programs.
Similarly, the share of dollars devoted to new employees
is lower among the ,,mallet and low-spending companies
than among the Luger and high-spending ones.

Differences by Company Type

The range of difference in each of the measurement
criteria among different types of coinpanies is hardly.
narrower than among companies of different size (see
Fables b.S, 0.9 and 6.10, pages 52 and 53).

Prevalence: Both managerial and functional course
programs were more common among financial firms
than among any other type. Companies in the trans-
portation-communications-utilities group were a close
SCL'olld in both categories, and were most likely to offer
courses of .30 hours or more.
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Expenditures: Those company categories having the
highest per employee expenditures (financial and trans-
portation-communications-utilities) devoted the largest
portion of their spending to functional training. Among
firms with the lowest per employee expendittires (whole-
sale-retail and "all other"). dollars were apportioned
almost equally between the two major subject areas.

Participation: It is not surprising that rates of
participation for each occupational group correspond
generally with the prevalence of company courses in the
various types of companies. Notable, however, is the
high incidence of participation in functional courses by
nonexempt employees of financial and transportation-
communications-utilities companies, and of hourly ones
in the latter group particularly.

New Employees: Financial companies stand out
conspicuously fur the high share (21 percent ) of
expenditures devoted to the training of new employees.

Curricula and Methods

Corporate education touches on areas of knowledge
as diverse as mathematics, language and communica-
tions, the physical sciences, human behavior, and the



Roles for Government?

Most human resource executives see no need
for new federal "programs, policies or legislation"
dealing with employee education, the Conference
Board survey found. On the contrary, experiences
as participants in manpower programs and with
equal employment regulatory agencies have causeJ
or reenforced considerable wariness of further
governmental roles, even among many who
applaud the objectives of current ones.

They say that "red tape," "bureaucratic
hassles," "excessive rules and record-keeping
requirements," and "cumbersome procedures that
are not suited to the needs of industry" bog
programs down and "negate much of their positive
effect." "Most of the management people I

know," says one executive, "are reluctant to ask
for government assistance or funds to train
veterans, minorities or the handicapped because of
the red tape and bureaucratic procedures." Only
"large companies," says another, "dare become
involved."

But there were exceptions. Several officials
called for financial support for employee
education and training programs. "Subsidies" for
these activities, said one executive, "would lead

os to look with favor" on federal involvement;
another urged "imaginative change" in govern-
ment tax policy to encourage employee educa
tion. Others suggested change in wane- and -hour
laws, which, as one put it, "prevent companies
from offering training to upgrade skills on em-
ployees' own time without paying overtime."
Another commented that "hourly people are not
included :n after-hours programs because of the
possibility of having to pay overtime."

One executive suggested that reimbursement to
companies under CETA "should include upgrading
as well as basic skills training." Still others called
for a greater federal role in improving education in
traditional or other nonbusiness institutions, or in
aid and encouragement to vocational institutions;
in support of efforts by state and local
governments to "determine business needs and
develop responsive education programs"; in setting
up "standards of performance and accountability
for the use of public funds by educational
institutions"; in legislating greater emphasis on
"the three R's" and creating ways, as one execu-
tive put it, to "take the burden of remedial ed-
ucation off industry's back."

management and control of systems. and :mhraces an
almost infinite variety of skins.' Still. even in what has
been termed the "functional- area, Diversity is nut
quite the rule. Certain Courses for example, selling
technique, computer programming. basics Of electricity,
and the use of tools appear with some regularity.
And the "management- component as a whole. relat-
ing as it does to needs that are shared by all business
organisations, has a more or less bounded. or circum-
scribed, curriculum.

Management and Its Curriculum

Nlanagement has been Jescribed as "the proces.. ny
which the elements of a group are integrated. coor-
dinated and/or utilized so as to efficiently and effect-

` the kmtak Park prugrain, described later in this chapter,
indicates line e Ireniely varied the sub). et matter and the
levels of treatment can he within one diiimi 4,d a large
eiimpan. 10 illustrate the Char:10er and diversity 111 industry's
curriculum. a !wire or less randini slectom of
I each of number of cimpanies is presented in

PPeudi \

ively achieve organizational objectives.3 The particular
functions that inhere in this process are commonly
identified as: planning setting objectives and analyzing
conditions, needs and resources: organi:ing assigning
responsibilities and coordinating the work of the indivi-
duals who make up the group; staging identifying and
providing for skills needs: direction translating more
general objectives to specific work tasks: control
moving the whole process toward established goals. more
often than nut adjusting and accommodating to
changing conditions.

The course programs that companies provide for
those assigned to carry out these functions, though
endlessly variable in length and scope and in the, degree
to which they are tailored for different manaAerial levels,
tend to share summon subject; and aims. They seek to
increase participants' competencies in three principal
respects:

I hiward NI. 1/anagement: Concepts and Situatirms,
hi tense lesear, II Associates. ttic. 1 ',76.

(.;
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Table 6.8: Percent of Companies Providing Any Courses in Each Course Area, by Company Type

Course Area Total Manalacwring

Transportation-
Communications-

Utilities
Wholesale and

Retail

Financial
and

Insurance
All

Others

Management Supervisory.

Less than 30 hours only 33 2990 30% 33% 48% 35%
Some 30 hours or more 27 24 43 20 35 27

Total 60 53 73 53 83 62
-Functional .Technical:

Less than 30 hours only 33 30 26 38 45 34
Some 30 hours or more 21 17 46 5 33 24

Total 54 47 72 43 78 58
Basic Remedial (Total) 1 3 7 8 2 18 4
All Other (Total!' 11 11 12 5 18 5
Any Courses:

Less than 30 hours only 34 31 20 :J7 38 41
Some 30 hours or more 36 33 59 20 52 38
Any (Total) 70% 64% 79% 57% 90% 79%

Course-hours breakdown riot available.

Management ()I people: Managing. by definition,
involves interaction with people supervisors, subor-
dinates and peers. At their simplest level, training
programs provide information about company personnel
policies, provisions of union agreements, and require-
ments of tbg law 'n such areas its safety and health, equal
employment. and so on. Company courses may also
teriLh and train in techniques of supervision setting
standards and appraising performance, job training :mil
coaching, motivating, handling grievances, disciplining.
Finally, managerial programs may incorporate theories

of human behavior ds subjcels of courses, or inte-
grated with more pr:iplafic. -how lo" instruction.

Functional sk:Ils: Managers may require instruction in
functional areas...

when their responsibilities come to embrace spe-
cialized areas with which they must b.-rcome more
familiar if they are to manage properly;

to learn aspects of managerial technique. such as
the theory and practice of budgeting :rod control
systems, and the use of computers.

Table 6.9: Distribution of Expenditures for Company Courses, by Company Type'

Total Manufacturing

Transportation-
Communications-

Utilities
Wholesale and

Retail

Financial
and

insurance
All

Others

Course Area:

Managernent.Supfrviswy
Functional-Technical

24%
74

22%
76

16%

82
45%
51 e:

53%
15

Basic Remedial 1 1 1 1 3 1

All Other 1 1 1 3 2 1

Total Expenditures 100% 100% 100% 100% 10 3 100%
Participants:

New Employees 10% 8% 8% 8% 21% 8%
Present Employees 90 92 92 92 79 92

Total Expenditures 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Expenditures per Employee (mean) $53.90 $53.60 $84.10 $16.90 $66.50 $21.60
t Figures include tho cf courses

about one tenth of tho total.
taken outside the company during working hours as well as inside. Outside expenditures account for
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Table 6.10: Percent of Companies in Which Members of Particular Employee Groups Participated
in Courses, by Company Type

Participating Employee Group

Management-Supervisory Courses

Total Manufacturing

Transportation-
Communications-

Utilities
Wholesale and

Retail

Financial
and

lnsurapce
All

Others

Top and Senior Management 260,', 24% 24% 23% 37% 23%
Middle Management 47 42 51 40 75 42
Supervisors 52 44 65 40 80 58

Management (any level) 53", 73"0 53% 83% 62%

Professional-Technical 35 29 51 18 57 39Sales-Marketing 27 27 38 16 37 20Other Nonexempt Salaried 19 12 26 15 47 160'Other Nonexempt Hourly 11 7 16 17 15 - 5
Any 60", 53 73 53% 62%
New EmiPoyees (included in t,hovvl 73% %11 19% 13% 19(,, 13%

Functional-Tecl 9ical Courses

Managerial (any level) 37% .2,3" 35% 29% 63% 369 ;,Prof essional Technical 30 20 45 16 59 44Sales-Marketing 30 28 29 32 46 11Other Nonexempt Salaried 22 13 37 7 56 24Other Nonexempt Hourly 21 18 44 21 24 13
Any 54% 47% 72% 43% 78 °l, 58%
New Employees (included in above) 21 15% 37% 43% 11%

Pcrsonal skills: Ilii well managerial tasks are
performed depends also 0,1 the ability to approach and
solve problems analytically: to communicate and deal
maturely with others; to use time effectively; and to
adapt to change. It depends, too, on creative. innovative
and integrative abilities. And, some company educators
have begun to believe, on ability to understand the
connections between business and society. ("(In-
fortunately. says an official of one of the major
multinational corporations. "a business career tends to
limit intellectual vision, and something more than
traditional %trade school courses' are needed today. '')

Programs

Company courses are often elements of "programs..
clusters of related courses. and/or of classroom and

experiential sequences. that are designed around a

particular 'skills or knowledge area. "Programs- vary
considerably in the degree of their structural cohesive-
ness and in their length. Sortie are designed to carry
particular groups of employees through a, process of
learning in which the subject matter. methods. duration.
and CA ell evaluation criteria are carefully structured iu

advance. Apprentice programs-, entailing two to four
years of phased work and study, are a prime example.
They have a counterpart in similar programs that many
companies have themsleves LLsigned to serve their
specific skills needs or to circumvent .formal require-
ments of the U.S. Department of Labor's Bureau of
Apprenticeship and Training that they consider to he
irrelevant or wasteful.

There are many instances in industry of programs
that are much hfiefer, :inning at more limited increments
of knowledge or skill, but no less highly structured than
the apprentice programs. The teller-training program of
an eastern bank, which integrates programmed in-
struction, lectures, discussion and role playing into a

three-week whole, is one example. The four-week study
and work program through which a midwest railroad
trains its locomotive engineers is another.

Looser "programs" exist as well, clusters of courses
belonging to a subject family sales, management,
information systems the completion of which may he
a necessary or desirable condition for promotion. (Some,
like ( ;M's Management Progression ('urriculum, dis-
cussed on page 77, have both "required.' and "rec-
ommended" courses at each stage.)
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Illustration: Kodak Park

The uses of prograMs for 11101-e extensivLi develop-
mental goals than individual courses aspire to, and their
relationship to a total corporate education and training
program, is illustrated by the activities of the Eastman
Kodak Company's largest manufacturing division
Kodak Park. Serving a division of 30.000 people. the
Kodak Park Training Department administers four ser-
vice areas that provide individual training. specially
designed courses, and programs with extensive develop-
mental goals related to the total corporate education ar :d
training program.

Vocational Training Services: The most important
component of this area is the company's Apprentice
Programs offering training in 16 skills, ranging from
carpenter to glassblower. Each apprenticeship combines
4s0 classroom hours with on-the-job training over a

Three -year period. Vocational Training Services also
offers a 320-hour technician training curriculum, a
272-hour program for laboratory trainees, 120 hours in
"sheet metal layout,- a 12-hour program in "thin layer
chromatography.- and 8 hours in hand soldering.

Prokssional Traihing Services: These programs con-
sist of computer-related and information systems courses
and statistical and mathematical courses. Self
instructional courses are also used in both these areas.
"Programming: Concentrated Version- is a I 60-hour
course divided equally between classroom instruction
and programming workshop. Other programs run from
66 to 120 hours. "Mini-computer orientation- courses
are taught in both four- and eight-hour periods.

Management Training Services: The most compre-
hensive management training course, Basic Training for
Supervisors, consists of three-hour sessions held twice a

week for nine weeks. Special courses are designed to
train supervisors to appraise and review individual
job performance: develop writing skills: improve reading.
and meet many other needs of individuals. Special
orientation programs for new employees are developed
as requested by Kodak Park departments need de-
termining the program's time span.

Photographic Training Services: These programs. de-
signed to develop an understanding of photography. are
attended by middle-level managers. newly hired college
graduates, and experienced technicians. Programs in-
clude: three courses in "fundamental photography": five
courses in "photographic science": and seven courses
describing company products and processes princi-
pally to technicians and professionals. Various
"package courses" of one to four days. sponsored by the
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American Chemical Society and tain.111 by outside
specialists. are offered during the year. In addition,
many self-instruction courses are available.

Methods

Referred to frequently by survey participants as a
significant recent development in corporate education
and training hcs been what one official described as "the
charge from presentatian to show-and tell to learning
by doing.- .Accompanying it have been an increasing use
of programer ed self-instruction modes and of audio-
visual techrOriogy.

Since the design of programmed and audiovisual
materials requites specialists who arc familiar with the
particular subjects, and is costly in time, custom - tailored
courses tend to he limited to the largest companies.
Economic considerations also influence the use of
media. For instance, one execturYe reports that his
company has "gone licavil!,, into programmed self-
instruction only with am;.' aids and notebooks. since
visual aids are to costly."

Seve:-al examples illustrate the use of these newer
techia,rues.

.31:tbii (El: Certain courses are based on videotapes
one, for example, consists of 11 sessions on economics
and risk analysis. The tapes run 45 to 60 minutes. With
several breaks for discussion and problem solving, each
session is about 1.5 hours in length. The overall program
is equivalent to 2.5 days of instruction.

'Fhe course focuses on a basic treatment of economics
and risk analysis. Although some theory is given,
emphasis is on the practical application of the principles
and methods presented. The course does not include
detailed calculation procedures, but some problem solv-
ing is included. Participants receive handout materials
consisting of detailed topic outlines. major 'graphs and
tables, class problems, glossary of terms anb concepts.
references and an index of the materials.

Butt Grocery Company: this firm operates 1,31

outlets in Texas. Because these are "spread all over the
state.- in the words of the company's training manager.
programined instruction is used to teach basic skills for a
variety of positions in the company. Originally bought
from a large chain in another part of the country.
programs are now being developed by the company for
its own particular needs.

American /1 irlines: Audiovisuals, ranging from simple
transparencies to interactive videocassette programs, are
used extensively at American Airlines. First employed
for Flight training and Maintenance training over



twenty-five years ago, their use has spread to all
departments of the company. Program development is
primarily in-house.

Slide-tape programs have for some time been heavily
used in the training of Cabin Service, Line Cargo. and
Freight Terminal employees to reduce to a minimum the
time needed for working with and in the airplanes and
related equipment. More recently, audiovisuals have
been combined with self-instructional techniques
through the medium of the Caramate a compact,
lightweight rear -se re.' n slide projector with synchronized
sound track and workbooks, for the training of
passenger and ramp services personnel as well as sales
and in- flight service personnel. One hundred forty-six
Carammes are located in company "learning centers'' in
5b cities.

As compared with the former lecture-demonstration
method, says a company official, the new system
iequires lesS classroom space, simplifies scheduling and

.administration, and reduces preparation time and in-
struction time particularly the need for "hands-on-
training that may tie up costly equipment and be
diffic.ult to arrange at all.

113M: Much 0,f the training of IBM's "customer
engineering- personnel, once conducted at a single
('enter and then decentralized to 14, now takes place in
offices throughout the country by virtue of self-study
programs and computer-assisted instruction.

A system of learner-based study for employees who
service typewriters and other office equipment has been
built around WO carrels individual study areas having
a desk onto which audio and visual equipment is fixed
at 160 locations. A company official says: "By taking
training to the student, travel costs and time have been
reduced. The method is also preferred by employees.
and they ate better trained. Furthermore, they remain
with their managers. who have an opportunit to assess

their progress and develop a relationship with them at
this earls stage. Weaknesses of the carrel system are that-
projectors often break down. course development is

slow, and some students dislike self-study though
more dislike classioom study.

Computer-assisted instructior '('AII'('Al is distinguished
lioni computer-managed instruction in that mote than
half the instruction involves interaction between the
student and the terminal: less than half is in such other
forms of self -study as video and audio tapes, books.
films. microfiche, and so on. A ,:ompany spokesman
reports that employees find ('Al more interesting than
progiammed instruction, but that its startup costs ate
much higher requiring in sonic cases as much as IOU
plepal-allon !tont', pet student hour even where, as at

IBM, the necessary teams of specialists and the equip.
stem are available.

Computer-assisted and self-paced instruction share an
estimated 10 percent of IBM's total education budget
though about a third of it is in the division that is its
prime user, customer engineering. "Management, says

an internal company memorandum. "stresses the neces-
sity of using cost-effectiveness and cost-benefit criteria
for the selection of new education media such as tele-
vision and computer-assisted instruction, as well as in the
choice of new educational techniques such as learner-
paced instruction.'.

General Hectric: At GE's Management Institute,
computer simulations are used to teach basic principles
of business management. Teams are formed and given
situational information, on the basis of which they are

required to make decisions. Their decisions are fed into
the computer model, which describes their consequences

a whole new set of conditions that require new
decisions and so on.

Two "Generals"

Ilow and when employees are brought into manage-
ment courses also varies by company and within
division.; and departments of the same company. Most
companies that provide courses for new first-line super-
visors, for example. do so after the employees have been
promoted to these jobs; but Many others conduct such
courses for employees who have been identified as

candidates and are interested in supervisory jobs on
the grounds that their performance in the training
program provides further opportunity to evaluate their
suitability. that a pool of candidates is created from
which the best can be selected, and that those chosen are
more apt than otherwise to start their duties with basic
competencies.4

The range of approaches to management development

activities are broadly exemplified by the programs of
two corporate giants General Electric and General
Motors.

General Electric: Management courses ate available
within General Llectric under three arrangements.

First. a Management Development Institute. located
at a campus-like facility in Crotonville. New York, to
which employees primarily at middle-management
levels are assigned at the direction of then supervisors
for more of less "generic management courses. The

iSce 11 alter S. 11ikstrom, Sup/Tv/sort fraiumi:. '11re Conicr-
vnt.t Iii),1711, 1973, 1,.port Ni, 612.
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GE Foremen's Supervisory Program Modules

General Electric employs over 8.000 foremen and first-line slipervisors in 170 diffcrt_r%t di:pw tmc;Its. Ti;
provide relevant and quality twining that is suited to their diverse needs and that is capable of being
administered lecally, the staff of GE's Management Development Institute created a program of training r-noilu._:s
and, for each, a leader's guide films, slides, tapes, and so on and text and exercises for the numLer of
student., specified. The subjects ,iirl content of these modules, the time each iequires, and the employee
categories for which they are intended, are shown below.

Suitable fo.-:
Length Pre- New Experienced

Module (in hours) Content supervisor Supervisor Supervisor

Elements of
Foremanship ... 2

Foreman-supervisor role as seen by foreman-supervisor,
his manager, and his manager's manager. x x x

Styles of
Leadership 4 Comparison of leadership styles and their results. x x

Two-way
Communication 3

Concepts and techniques of effective one-on-one
verbal communication in the business environment. x x x

Listening
Awareness 2

The need for active listening in daily work
activities. x x x

Ore.,,,ini,e
Handling 4

The foreman-supervisor's role in anticipating,
preventing, investigating and resolving
employee grievances. x x x

Constructive
Discipline 4

Using discipline as a positive, constructive force
to stimulate an atmosphere of willing cooperation. x x x

Facilitating
Change 3

Techniques for introducing change
and anticipating possible problem areas. x x

int.,rursr,edi 4
Avoiding or minimizing day-to-day
conflict situations. x x

Wit) instruction
faining 6

Techniques for analyzing skills of work force,
preparing detailed job breakdowns,
effective job instruction. x x

Safety and
OSHA 4

Occupational Safety and Health Act
and its impact on first-line supervision. x x

Work Station
Control 3

Technique for analyzing a work
station to determine cause of a problem, x x

Labor
Relations-1 4

Foreman-supervisor responsibility for
administration of local labor agreement. x x

Handling Work
Assignments .. , . 4

Principles and techniques of effective lob
assignments. x x

Improving
Employee
Performance . 4

Use of positive reinforcement to
stimulate employee productivity. x x

Setting
Performance
Standards 4

Technique for developing objective, measurable
performance standards, x x

I 11s111111e. III clIL.L.t. kci. 1k Nervii:es to the te;1 of !hi.'
titca,aire conwete, sviilt non-

, ompaii resigirces
ticci \;IIjoU, opetating iii isl i is atitl departments

ill the comp:Inv' conduct course, ;II location!, Ill
Nithiccis Thal have mote speciric
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content a course. lot cuiliple, in the appliratiun of
1111111;11i()11 opeialing sys-
tem,. 0)11CIILIL.'d hv the 1)roles!iitithil
1.,c1 [Ica hitt ()pet dtinit.

Third. a multiplicity or 1;11f and line g1-01111N conduct
training fur the over fon.nin.li. and



A Prescient View

Half a century ago, the English mathematician
eid philosopher, Alfied North Whitehead, wrote'

"Today business organization requires an im
aginative grasp of the psychologies of populations
engaged in differing modes of occupation; of
populations scattered through .rities, through
mountains, through plains. It requires an imagina-
tive grasp of conditions in the tropics and of
conditions in temperate zones. It requires an

imaginative grasp of the interlocking interests of
great organizations and of the reactions of tne
whole complex to any change in one of its
elements. it requires an imaginative under-
standing of laws of political economy, not
merely in the abstract, but also with the power
to construe them in terms of a particular
circumstance of a concrete business. It requires
some knowledge of the habits of government,
and of the variations of those habits under
diverse conditions. It requires an imaginative
vision of the binding forces of any human
organization, a sympathetic vision of the limits
of human nature and of the conditions which
evoke loyalty of set vice. It requires some know-
ledge of the laws of health, and the laws of
for and of the conditions of sustained
r n ty. It requires an imagwative under
staialwg of the social effects of the conditions of
factories. it requires a sufficient conception of
the role of applied science in modern society. It
requires the discipline of character when one can
say 'yes' or 'Ito' to other men, not by reason
of blind obstinacy, but with firmness derived
from a conscious evaluation of relevant alterna-
tives."'

Alfrod North VVhitehearl, The Arens of Eo...ation
and Other Essays, The Macmillan Company, 1929.

NtipeIVI,m's whir ;, re presently in the company's 171)
different departments.

General llot()n.: Management Pingressinn Curricu-
lum has been developed at General Monirs tit serve t he

need, of manufacturing. engineering:technical. and ad-
ative

The "Cuiriculum- prnvides a logical sequenc of
development for 111;1114er%, is they prepare for. and

progress through. various career stages and responsibility
levels. There are courses in Preparing for Supervision.
Management Fundamentals. Intermediate Management.
and .A.dvanL'ed

Same programs are mandatory for all managers of a

particular level and meet certain of the development
requirements of GM's Human Resources Management
System. Other programs are utilized on a "prescription"
basis to meet the individualized improvement needs of
paiticular managers. These programs emphasize skill
development in specific managerial skills. Subjects in-
clude Problem Solving. Analyzing and Improving Perfor-
mance. Oral Presentations.

Programs are taught by the Corporate Education and
fraining Staff, by in-plant trainers and/or by experi-
enced managers carefully selected from the local organi-
zation. Classroom instruction is supplen,,Arted by the use

of self-instruction materials. The size of the population
to he trained and the nature of the program content
determine the delivery method to he used.

Required. recommended and individual improvement
prograMS at the lower levels of supervision tend to he
unique to the particular populations - Manufacturing.
Engineering. Administrative where a task-oriented
flavor exists. Programs for middle and tippet levels are,
more "educational" and broadening as joh content
hecomes noire managerial and administrative. They,
include courses 4111 such titles as: Management Rela-
tionships and Responsibilities, and Management Prac-
tices and the Business Environment.

In addition to the "mainstreams" oldie curriculum.
there ;ire other course., for special populations college
recruiters. plant security officers. workman cnnipensa-
lion administrators. Broad efforts are under way to
improve the quality of managerial development and
performance in every part of the organization.

Certificates are issued to employees at each level
upon completion' of "required" courses, groups of
"recommended" programs. and individual "continuing
development- programs.

Eval.ation

As senior management has demanded greater
accountability from line and stall mars and managing
by objective has become more common. increasing
attention has been given to the evahnitiein of education

\.and !raining prngranh; all that many
executives expect to grow in future 1,:erus. Usually
basing their appraisals on judgmental evi8ence, respon-
sible executives tend in express themselves as moder-
ately satisfied with the achievement of ti,ieir in-house;
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Table 6.11: Executives' Appraisals of Effectiveness of Company Courses

Think Objectives Were Met

Management-Supervisory Courses
To Train New
Employees

To Improv, Performance
in Present Jobs

To Pt P0,11P her Negro Jt)hs
or Respons,b21,t.,'.

Very twit 51% 35'0
Satisfactory 45 64

satisfactory 4 1 .1

Total making appraisal 100% 100",

Functional Courses

100

Very well 37
Sdtisfactory 50 61 f;t
Unsatsfactory 2

Total making appraisal 100% 100", 10ti

courses in meeting the particular objectives to which
they are addressed. While few rate their companies'
courses. either in management or functional subject
iireas. as "unsatisfactory." most are reserved in their
praise. Only half, for example, think that they have
succeeded "very well" in their aim of training new
employees: and still fewer that they have done so with
respect to other goals Isee Table 6.11).

Larger companies were no more likely than smaller
is to laud or denigrate the achievL'inent of their

courses. Lind very little difference was foam] ill this
respect among the various types of firms.

Cost Analyses

Few of those offering appraisals can justify them on
the basis of quantifiable criteria or objective measure-
ments. ('osthenefit and cost-effectiveness studies have
been feasible and useful here and there. Trainers in a
steel company, for example. have been able to demon-
strate that certain training efforts have more than paid
for themselves in decreased production-line rejection
rates ur reasons of quality. Utilising the circumstance
that similar occupations are carried out in numerous
locations, the U.S. Postal Service has been able to set
up experiments in which employee performance in
training locations has been compared with that in

nontraining control locations.
Rut such analysis is usually found to be impra,tical

and thought to have quite limited uses. "We have no
problem establishing measurement models for speed
reading or ()ther training in the skills area." says an oil
company executive. "hut we have considerable diffi-
culty in tying more sophisticated or 11101C .1hStlat:t

kinds of management training to specific costs and. if
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you please. return on Investment. "Hu ati thing hut
simple and repetitive prr)dth:nr)11 Nt'r'rice

one personnel director comments. cost-betictit
sis is a snare t110.1. ,1 t'.ion. 1 he cuunr, th:ii att.'

important to us. that we think have the ,,!tc.tft.,t
bearing on our future. ;He jtl,t I he ones that ,tie least
amenable to it."

Cost analyses may have tetrospective intetest
the

time you've finished the study. and gone to all the
1;i:titbit: and expense. vole hive a whole nev: ,Itnatlon
Finally, it is said that such analysis e, v.11,:re

leasible and related to still-pie:sem J.11,11r:

insuliicient, offering no diagrit'sii. 111,101IN ,

111:1V. in fact, he inisb!;,,f,fig t,) the \ tent [lair

its gut .stimittes have the trappings of s,:lenti"-.

some observe. Al textile company !linnet

Behavioral Change

Work is behavbir and judgment and It

usually descrtH fot etch occupation the pa,

behaviors that :He idated ha.ac
as profit, viithility and growth. Iticut.iingl
educators have been defining naming coals
at 1t21111, and. therefore. ailoptim,
ioial change as ;lieu ciiteraon t.f,

"the Lev." says one human relations
"ii. to analyie correctly the behaviors that ..e nceded
lot a job. If ve do thin, and then atte;
taking a course emplot ees can :mil do put th
behaviors to use whcihci the employet, are
visors handling disciplinary problems or
moving through quality-control ..ter. then
we've succeeded.I

the behavioral criteinut share, , a il p,
lems of cost ;mak 'As. III al



Table 6.12: Methods Used for Determining Effectiveness of Company Courses

Method

Management-Supervisory Courses
To Train New

Employees
To Improve Performance

in Present Jobs
To Prepare for New Jobs

or Responsibilit'es

Opinions of participants ( instructors and/or students) .. 91% 90% 88%
Opinions of participants' superiors 55 61 60
Tests of skill or !earnings on completion of course 35 16 20
Measurement of on-the-job performance 36 34 33
Other 4 4 4

Functional Courses

Opinions of participants (instructors and/or students) 74% 77% 79%
Opinions of participants' superiors 69 59 60
Tests of skill or learning on completion of course 51 27 33
Measurement of on-the-job performance 60 47 44
Other 1 1

view, it also is "only as good as our understanding of
the kinds of behavior that are desirable, our ability to
observe and otherwise identify behavioral change, and
our insights into how durable such change is likely to
he." These conditions, as many agree, become progres-
sively more difficult to meet as education and training
moves up from simple manual and clerical skills, and
aims to develop conceptual, managerial and profession-
al abilities.

Multiple Criteria

The result is that whether evaluation is informal or
planned, and to whatever degree planned. it tends to
incorporate a variety of criteria. This is exemplified by
an approach to which AT&T's education and training
personnel throughout the country have recently been
introduced. It stresses four criteria for evaluating
training programs and for diagnosing aspects of them
that might he improved.5

Validity. The extent to which trainees can accom-
plish the behavioral or other objectives of the instruc-
tion. This is measured by "before" and "after" tests
which, the company says, should match the objectives
of the instruction with regard to the nature :aid
conditions of actual performance and its quality
criteria.

these criteria relate to what the company calls "external
esaluation." Assessment of the extent to which courses or pro
grams conform to ''accepted principles of industrial design.
development and delivery" appearance of materials, behavior
of instructors. accuracy and completeness of content, and so On

involve a second recommended process of "internal evalua
!WIC'

Transfer. The extent to which trainees are able to
perform in the on-the-job situation." This is measured
by direct observation either of performance of the
tasks from which the instructional objectives were
derived, or of the results of the performance.

Acceptance. The extent to which users of the
instruction approve or accept both the content and its
manner of presentation. "Users" are instructors,
trainers, supervisors and managers. Indications of ac-
ceptance are "expressed liking" and use.

Worth. The ratio of value received to cost of
training, as measured either by direct dollar compari-
sons or by estimates of increased productivity,
reduced turnover, absenteeism or lateness, and savings
in time or materials, as compared with direct or
estimated costs of providing the training.

Sources of "Feedback"

Various methods are used in industry to determine
how well behavioral objectives (or other ends thought
to he predictors or precursors of behavior) have been
realized, or specific skills or information have been
imparted in the training process and to gain insight
into ways in which subject matter, methodology or
other elements might be improved.

According to the Board's survey...

The most common source of information is per-
haps the least objective one and certainly the most re-
mote from on-the-job behavior the "opinions of
participants (instructors and/or students)."

Next in order of frequency of mentions. was the
"opinions of participants' supervisors." These opinions

6
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presumably reflect ob.ervations of performance that
have been made informally af:er cwirse completions.

A fairly close third in rtmk order was "measure-
ment of on.the-job performance." However, 'is phone
conversations with a sizable nuinher of companies in
this group disclosed, "measurenu.1" was interpreted as
any effort. however informal or "subjective" a word
that appeared often to judge performance improve-
ment.

Reported least often were "tests of -kill or
learning on completion of courses."

The opinions of participan figure more promin-
ently in the evaluation of management coi,;ses than
functional ones, while the reverse is true for testing
and measurement methods (see Table
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The frequency with which cadi method was used
provd to be quite simila among companies of
different size and type. Nor, except for a greater
tendency to mention more than one method, did
companies that rated their programs highly indicate
any difference from others in the methods used. The
training director if a large anufa,;turing firm may
have summed it all up: "If the ability to cope with
uncertainty is one of the marks of a mature executive,
experience in ethication and training may be the best
kind of preparation. Ye:., we're trying to manage by
obj-,tives. I think we're clearer than we used to be
about what we want to achieve in course or program,
and we've devek,ped more oficient playback systems.
But common sense and good judgment are still vital
ingredients."

k..$



Chapter 7

Industry and the Schools

COMPANY EDUCATICN AND training is ddressed
to the gap between the knowledge and skills that
employees possess and those they are thought to need

a condition that poses two important questions:
How do the senior personnel exec dive:. of major
corporations define the respective ,-sponsibilities
in& ry and of the schools id college.. for v.ork
preparation: and how well. in then views. ,:re the
educational institutions doing their part'?

They at, closest to consensus in their belief Thai
our education system should give gicater Thasis to
preparation for work. Asked in the Board's survey to
comment on the -ripparent trend" among many secon
dare and post :ecoodary distitutions toward increased
emphasis on vocational skills and career education.
three out of four voiced approval of it often in
quite emphatic terms some str,'ssing the necd of
individuals, others of the economy or "society.- and
still others of business and industry.

Among the relative handful that demur, some say
that too much emphasis is already being placed on
vocational education. but most voice concern about
the possibility of overspecialization the emergence of
a system that "trains narrowly" instead of "educating"

and about the neglect. particularly. of basic literacy,
the 3 R's.

Remedial Aspects

As a group these executives tend to think poorly of
the present performance of the schools and colleges in
preparing people for work. Of those who express an
opinion in this area. 47 percent think that the
performance of the schools in :heir work-preparation
role is only "adequate or fair.- Near' as many. 41

percent, characterize it as "inadequate or poor": only
12 p...rcent think it is "good or excellent."

Wien executives were asked to select from the
different types of educational institutions those tLa
are performing particularly well or poorly th it role of
preparing people for work, clear rind strong discrimina-
tions appear 'Table 7.11. Institutions specializing in
occupationally related knowledge and skills ;re
markedly favored. By nearly 10 lo I executives think
that "four-year colleges engineering /science" are
doir,f particularly well: 7 to I think the same of
"two-year colleges vocational curriculum." By con-
trast. unfavorable ratings outnumber thL favorable by
more than to I both for "fouryear colleges liberal
arts" and for "secondary academic curriculum."

But this predile,tion for occupationally Acme I
institutior ; is not itself wit.iout discrimination. "Four-
year colleges business" and "secondary schools
vocational curritilum." lot ex: mple. fare much worse
than others. Moreover, as will he seen, an important
element in .risiness's quarrel with ..:ademir high
schools and liberal arts colleges is not that they lack
vocational curriculum. but that they perform poorly
what they themse, es per_eive to b their ost
function developing competence and ski" in the use
of language and the intellect.

Areas of Neglect and Deficiency

Work skills are said to he "gene. a!" to the degree
they ;.re applicable to a variety of jobs or tasks within
a firm. They are "specific'' to 'the extent that they are
limited to particular jobs and firms that is. are not
tramferable. It has been observed that while th 're are
no true examples of complerely genial skills. these are
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Table 7.1: How Executives Rated Educational Institutions on Their Work-Preparation Role

Believe Institution Performs
WorkPreparation Role .

Total
Mentions

Percent "Poorly"
of Total Mentions

Particularly
Well

Particularly
Poorly

Four year colleges engineering /science 44% 4% 48% 8%Two year colleges vocational curriculum 51 7 58 12Private vocational
29 10 38 25Graduate schools 28 12 40 31Four year colleges business 28 20 48 41Secondary schools vocational curriculum 26 27 53 51TWo. year colleges academic 17 23 40 57Primary
13 22 34 63Four year colleges liberal arts 10 34 44 78Secondary. academic curriculum 9 39 48 81

approximated in an industrial economy by "basic
literacy, by the ability to communicate. and by a
commitment to industrial work rules."' Or, as an
office:- of a leading manufacturing firm put it: "It's
impossible to know whal' \our manpower needs will he
in five or ten years, and tlirefore the basic need is for
flexible people who have I\en trained in reading.
writing, basic computational s4s, and thinking. We
can teach them the rest."

A striking comment on the iv.ponsiveness and
achievement, as well as the limitation. f the reftively
uncordinated ,omplex of institutions that et : prise
our education system is that on the thNshold of
"the pti-St-:ndtwrial age" it is about genera( wutk
comp. sencles. not about specific technical skilk and
professional knowledge. that business executives m tit
commonly complain. When queried as to subjects;\
skills or other areas receiving insufficient attention in
the schools and colleges, or being overlooked or
neglected, only one executive in seven mentions a
specific skill or knowledge area. Moreover, these are so
varied that only a few such areas are mentioned by as
many as two or three percent.`

By contrast, over 54 percent of the executives refer
to language skills English, communication skills,
reading. writing, and so on as areas of deficiency. It
is often impossible to distinguish in such comments

Peter li. I )"eringer anJ Michael 1 hore. Intrrnal Labor Marketv
111,1 llarirower I na/vsz.c. I e110:d(.1). Heath and Cmt-
Pillly, 1971.

2 the were in such c;ocgories as: industrial instrumentation
technology, testing and ,ahoratory 13 percent I; typing and
secretarial 12 percent): sales and marketing 12 percent): and
welding. 11 't hineshop and metal cutting 12 percent I.
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either the precise nature, or the degree, of the
deficiencies perceived. But it is clear that they encom-
pass a wide range. Some executives refer to basic
literacy: "M.: most elementa; ability to read, write
and speak properly." "reading with comprehension,"
"grammar," "punctuation." Among others the refer-
ence is to "communication," defined by one to include
"all verbal interaction and the environmental and
personality factors that influence it."

If any generalization can be made it is that, at all
levels of schooling, too many employees lack the
language capabilities that executives think they should
have. Entry level blue-collar woikers may be func-
tionally illiterate: clerical workers may spell or punctu-
ate poorly, speak or write ungrammatically: super-
visors, managers, scientists and other professionals may
be unable to organize and present ideas well, orally or
in writing.

MathemuLeal or computational skills are mentioned
by about one ;n four (24 percent), often in addition to
langkuage skills. However, this area was rarely elabor-
ated'qpon, most executives simply noting "math" or
"arithm ic."

Langual.,: and computationai skill:: are not the only
general comp>._k2ncies said too often to he lacking. and
for which at le>st some measure of blame was placed
on the schools. yearly one-fifth (18 percent). for
ex:11111)1e. mention one or more um/skills aspects of
work readiness. Heading, a small catalog of such
deficiencies is an understanding of what some execu-
tives call the "workplace realists." These range from
ignorance about beginning rate.)1' pay. speed of
advancement, and standards of hdkavior, to faulty
attitudes toward work. discipline and :%:,coniplishinent

sometimes expressed as a reluctance\, to accept



Table 7.2: Portions of Company Programs Executives Believe Are "Really the Responsibility of
the Schools to Provide"

Company Size ittle Some Much Most or All
Portion Not

Indicated Total

10,000 employees and over 40% 14% 32% 11% 1% 2% 100%5,000 9,999 49. 11 25 S 2 5 100
2,500 4,999 62 9 23 3 3 1001,000 2,499 60 5 26 6 2 1 100

500 999 78 7 11 3 1 100

Company Type

Manufacturing 69 8 18 5 100
Transportation, Communications, Utilities 50 15 28 4 3 100
Wholesale and Retail 71 3 15 2 6 3 100
Financial and Insurance 48 10 30 8 1 3 100
Other 66 4 21 6 3 100

Total 63% 8% 21% 5% 1% 2% 100%

Note. Base ,s those companies providing any courses for employees during working hours (75 percent of all companies).

responsibility, or as a "breakdown of the Puritan work
ethic."

Some executives 17 percent) also complain about
deficiencies in "interpersonal skills." These are often
conceived a outcomes of formal study (e.g.. courses in
management psychology), but sometimes simply as an
inability to get along with peers or supervisors. A final
complaint by a number of executives ((.) percent) in
the area of general work competencies is about the
poor development of various intellectual and conceptu-
al abilities, such as "analytical skills," the ability to
"plan," "organize." or "make decisions."

One subject. related only tangentially to work
preparation. is mentioned by a fair number ( 12
percent) economic education. Otherwise. most of
the remaining criticisms fall into two categories:
reiteration of the view that the school system as a
whole is not sufficiently oriented toward the teaching
of "practical- or "marketable" skills. that there is too
much emphasis on liberal arts: and that particular
kinds of schools or curricula engineering. business,
vocation. post-secondary place insufficient stress on
problem solving and -practice." In other words. there's
too much -theory."

Compensatory and Remedial Programs

However much these deficiencies may detract from
the efficiency with which specific work skills are
learned of work itself performed. then impact on
formal education naming activities has. in most instan-
ces. been modest. Only 5 percent of participants in the

study say that "much- of their employee education
and training during recent years includes subjects or
skills that are really the responsibility of the schools
and colleges to provide. Only one percent describe this
portion as -most or all." Somewhat over one-third. in
total, say that such subjects or skills are any part of
their program ;Ind. conversely. nearly two-thirds that
they are not part of it at all (Table 7.2).

Retuediation is an imprecise concept, and is used in
industry in a .umber of ways. For some executives it
refers to the correction of had work habits or faulty
metliods: for others the relearning of forgotten know-
ledge and skills; and for still others any instruction in
language. A large hank offers "u .:per remedial pro-
grams" that include instruction and coaching in such
"college study skills" as how to take notes. prepare for
exams, ;:nd use a library; a manufacturing firm
reported that Board Chairman took part in a
"remedial" con, :lineations course.

"Basic" ftmedial education has a narrower and
more commonly shared meaning. Bu! even "basic'.
language and PI, theoretical competencies are far from
precisely defined. One company placed courses in
"effective read:ng, speaking and listening" on the basic
side of the line: another. courses designed to help
employees gain high school equivalency diplomas; still
another. "brush -up courses in typing and steno."

Using criteria that thus range fairly broadly. I I

percent of companies report that they provide some
basic remedial cotuses for their employees. ight
percent say they do so during working ;lours. and 5
percent after working hours (see Table 7.3).
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Table 7.3: Percent of Companies Providing
Courses in "Basic 'Remedial' Education"
Last Year

Company Size

After
Work
Hours

During
Work
Hours

Total
During
and/or
After

10,000 employees and over 14% 29% 35",,
5,000 9,999 6 14 18
2,500 - 4,999 12 14 22
1,000 2,499 6 4 10

500 999 4 4

Company Type

Manufacturing 5 7 11

Transportation, Communications,
Uthities 8 8 13

Wholesale and Ret;161 1 2 3
Financial and Insurance 6 18 20
Other 6 4 10

All companies 5",, 8''., 11%

'Less than ', of 1 percent.

Nearly half the companies that provided remedial
courses said they did so to train or instruct newly
hired employees. Two out of three said that an

objective was to improve the skills of piLseht em-
ployees: about a third that it was to prepare present
employees for new jobs and responsibilities.

One final perspective on the relative importance of
basic remedial courses in the scheme of total corporate
education-training is that something on the Order of
30,000 employees are estimated to have participated in
such courses last yeai during working hours less than
one percent of the well over three million who took
part in other courses of study "on company time.'

Program Determinants

What distinguishes the relatively small group of
companies having remedial programs whether these
are defined in the nat,;iwei or the broader sense
from the much larger number that do not; and what
determines the scope of their programs? As is true for
company education-training activities generally. the
answer seems to he a blend Of need and resources.

In its rarest and most acute form. remedial educa-
tion fiLIN he necessary if jobs Ae to he filled at even

.tirtol prc)Iv% ti,11s..0,1,111 7110.1100 ellIriVet's :11,)

tifiih p.frt Iii n arifq of ,11rses th.it mer provi(led the
iimpaff% .other but male

Mirst.N.
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minimum levels of competency. Most commonly, how-
ever, it is undertaken to improve or upgrade em-
ployees' skills and to increase the number available for
promotion. To the extent that affirmative action goals
are involved. as is often the case, cost-benefit is not
the or even the most important, consideration.
Moreover, competencies sought in these programs are
not solely related to job performance. For example, a
stated aim of basic literacy education in some firms is
that employees he able to read job postings on bulletin
boards. One company began a reading course following
the death of an employee who could not read a

warning sign. In general, the need for remedial educa-
tion is greatest when two conditions are present
large minority-group representation in the labor mar-
ket, and a business enterprise that requires basic
language. communication or computational skill in a

large proportion of its work force.
Given these conditions (and the frequent absence of

a dollar return on expenditures), remedial programs are
likely to be encountered in firms that can most easily
absorb then costs. These, of course, tend to be larger
firms which are also under greater scrutiny by
governmental agencies concerned with affirmative ac-
tion. The economies of scale that encourage large
companies to organize and staff for other kinds of
education and training ripply to remedial education as
well. And remedial programs involve only marginal
costs when other programs are already in place.
.oinpanies better able to pass these costs along in their
pricing, .vhether by virtue of market dominance or
regulation. are also more apt than others to assume the
kinds of ,ocial programs of which remedial education
is an example.

One further consideration is known to have influ-
enced some companiey, the notion that remedial
programs are inappropriate to business. This may he a
matter of dogma (a belief that the only proper task of
business is to provide goods and services at maximum
profit). or it may be more pragmatic. As one company
educator expresses it: "Industry people simply don't
have the special competencies that are needed": a
point of view that other industry educators dispute.
sometimes with ard(

The net of all these influences is that remedial
programs are found in an unusually high proportion
of financial institutions banks and insurance
companies (20 percent) but in very few (2 percent)
retailing or wholesaling firms. They are found in 35
percent of large companies, those with 10,000 or more
employees. but in only 4 percent of those with fewer
than 1,000 employees. Finally. they are nearly twice as



likely to be present in companies located in cities with
20 percent or 'nor,' nonwhite population than in other
places pat-tient:illy those in the Boston-Washington
corridor, which account for 12 percent of all iom-
panics surveyed but for 30 percent of those with
during-hours remedial programs.

Appraisal

While executives responsible for them differ intheir
appraisals of the effectiveness of basic remedial No-
grams, as well as in their opinions as to whether what
successes they have had reflect unfavorably on the
performance of the schools, none appears to believe
that industry educators are privy to skills, insights or
tool:; that are unknown to the world of nonhusiness
educators.

Some see their results as mixed, and interpret
their achievements among student-employees who had
not learned at school as a reflection of different
conditions. They argue more or less as follows: "Yes,
we've had a good deal of success we've greatly
Unproved the reading and writing skills of manv
employees, helped others through General Equivalency
Degrees, and even put a few onto pretty fast tracks.4
But we haven't always been successful. and where we
have it's hard to say how much of our accomplishment
is due to out methods and how much to two other
important factors that our students are older, More
mature, and more settled than when they %%etc at
school. and that they arc much more powerfully
motivated by financial and carer prospects. Nloteover,
we tend to select the best we cast lo 'cream' the
maiket. One of us. for example. s.:reend .1(10 ap-'.
cants not si. long ago to select 2-i a remedit.'
program for clerical jobs

Others see their ..ss as evidence that the schools
could have saved thL .1 the trouble. "The failine ol the
schools would be evident to edletnots if th,,y
took the trouble t.1 go into a classroon:.- rid Me
director of manager n; de-.clopmeni ..: one isle out
-We.te doing what the', ought ti, be doing,
result are not able to do properly what :.ve to he
doing. College giadt,. cts can't Aloe repo!, . high
school graduates can't read, spell. t,r w. o. and lypi
can't type mote than 30 words a minute and t..:y

s' tl,r `4.111 .1 rtIIPth:l. r.tin ill 1')71). .sr
(.1,1(!))\ t 4.1i I., 1)5! IA.(11 . set

'211(1 ,.111)Q

rt.\ 111.; i,r ,preritit 4 ())111..1."..' 11, 1.1 )s'

1,1'SIN .lit 4,11t. thr111,2,41 sir rtn rr p,,p111.1
11,,,, site vi s th. Aro Ilthil ))) hr ,11 IlkL'ON

11(,t.

all have poor vocabularies. Twelve year; is a long tint(
to spend in school and not come away MCI the btoics.
Maybe kids should come to us when they re eight
years old.-

Finally, a few believe they have failed. "We tried it
several times," a bank official said, "and it was a
disaster. We do run a sort of remedial program to bring
people up to necessary typing and secretarial skills
levels, but basic remedial education is an area for
specialists for experts and, quite frankly, we've
been out of our depth.''

Industry as Model

The corporate education system has three character
istics that set it apart from more traditional ones.

First, there is the unusually high motivation of us
participants. All are adults, and lea -niag, in circum-
stances in which the rewards of si ' .^trIties
of failure aic perceived by them to
present and future earnings as web

lying

:ige, self-
eFteem, and the realization of lecause
their motivation and learning rl l' ssumed,
it becomes possible, as two im.,i.tiv ,t it's have
recently written, -to ace an osophy
which it.t;)Ii:s that responsibilit; I ;Annie is not
lie with the students... but with anal staff
and teaching materials.-5 It :,lso possible to
make extensive tLe of prograe materials and
self-instructional technologies.

A second characteristic of clirpc.;;.:e education is
that the workplace the setting for Ira th the learning
and the doing. This ...ails, for one thing, that the

courses and other tfl-the-jol. instruction that
one out of eight employees were involved in during
1'175 are only the more visiP1:, and measurable, parts
of a far greater whole. Most e..iployee learning takes
place on the job through private instruction and
,:oaching by supervisors and peers, and through obser-
.ation. problem solving, and even trial and error. A
good deal of this cu -the -job training is planned. Many

have courses to teach supervisors how to train:
tlovees may be taken through discrete and form,.

riling steps: specialized training personnel and sot
portiv: materials may be brought into play. Moteove"
op-O:job that is, work experience ma bi
int:grated with classroom instruction in planned a!,'
often individualized and serialized sequences of theory
;111(1 practice, hat, ,d leaning and problem solving. It is
b no means easy to distinguish work from learning.

nr.111,(1)111(' r ( it., 11. 22').
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Attitudes of Executives Toward Voca-
tional Skills and Career Education Trend
in Schools and Colleges

Following is a recap of responses to the Con-
ference Board survey question: "We are interested
in your views about the proper division of respon-
sibility for career and job training as between
industry and the rchools. For example, increased
emphasis is being placed on vocation& skills and
career education by many secondary and post-
secondary instructions. Please describe what your
attitude is toward this apparent trend, and why?"

Approve of trend 44%
People need to b± prepared to

get and hoiu jobs 18
Society or thr economy need more

and better trained people. . . . 12
Inclui;:y or employers need better

trained people 12

College degrees (especially in liberal
arts) are overvalued 10

Vocational guidance needs more
emphasis 3

Other 6
Approve of trend made no further

comment 32%
Disapprove of trend 4%
Other attitudes and opinions 20%

Schools and inO.,rstry .sach have
roles 10

Problem is not vocational, but basi,
and interpersonal skills 5

Oti i 5

The third .haractristic of corporate education is its
pragmatic oricih.ilism its role as .in instrument for
achieving other business profit, gtowth, and
viability and its ac,:ountability a private and
relatively narrow constituency. In this role it is, in
fast, part of a [artier, Lorporate human resources,
system ole that ititid.:s, for c .ample. such activi-
ties as ie... ditment, selecion, and placement.: pay and
other f compensa, and manpower planning

by which companies seek to assnre themselves of the
pieseni and future .,rvailahility of competent em-
ployee-. Corporate education is concerned with
achic-iL.; limite.! ;mu specific ends in Ow most eco-
nomic and efficient w:.y. Si: ce paid time out the jr:b is
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generally the must expeir-':e aspect of employee
education, efforts are malt- o keep courses as short as
possible and to make imam use of self-study
materials, which can lie :.,iirsued during off-hours.
Course content, related as r; is to company problems,
products, and processes, i'erges toward the ir ;ular
and away from the . the utilitarian ratih:, than
the theoretical. Much o' mat,!rial is more appro-
priately taught by .one Anti; :;pecialists : managers
than by professiona; r.ut:catoi-.. The ler.-Ain of company
courses teilds to he determin:d by tenon other
than what is needed in pa. ;.:tilar skills or
knc-wledge to snecifl.. Courses, or
"modules,- of just a few hours ari comilon. ("Off-the-
job instruction is given in small needed," one
training official said.)

These characteristE:s tliat the special attributes
of the student body, settint,, and the
educational goals !,. (.ornis and methods of
the corporate sys.,

Executives'

A rather sn.1; minority about one in five of
the participants in this study rejected the idea that
business has anything to teach traditional institutions
aboitt educational methods several, indeed, suggest-
ing that reverse may more usually be the case.
These e. -A tend to view differences in practice
between !,_1.tiy and the schools and colleges as

stemming entirely from their different conditions and
-20als, and not af all from anything special either in
business's under,, , ;ding of learning theory or in its
teaching methods

t, however, while also acknowledging differences
in aims and ,:ircumstances, believe that certain of
industi: methods could advantageously be adopted,
or put to wider use, by these institutions!' They
identified and recommended a variety of such

methods, which tended to be strands of a single fabric,
and to reflect shared perceptions of a basic difference
in the business approach. Its chief elements are a stress
on greater student involvement in education processes;
tailoring of methods, course length, and curriculum to
individual needs; and increased use of instructional
technologies.

6i hi. question they responded to, in full, was: "Some
observers believe that certain of the Methods of education and
training employed by industry could advantageously be
adopted by the schools and colleges. Please comment on this
view. notim, reasons why you agree or disagree, and citing
relevant examples."'

; k;



Mentioned most frequently was an emphasis on
"active learning" and "participative techniques," in
contrast to 'what one called "lecturing and student
passivity.- Industry's use of role playing. simulation,
"hands-on" instruction, case study, practical applica-
tions, and "involvement," many executives believe, can
serve as a useful model for the schools and colleges.
From a major firm of accountants conies this com-
ment: "Learning by doing (basic John Dewey) cannot
he overlooked. The more direct and applied learning is,
the better the learner learns." A pharmaceutical execu-
tive says that if "simulation exercises" have been
applied to such subjects as philosophy, they surely can
he to "mote mundane subjects like math, English and
art."

Inherent in participative and active learning tech-
niques, others suggest, is "feedback" and "two-way
conummicarion," and thus a greater role for students
in influencing how, and at what rate, they are taught.
This may occur not only in the classroom, or through
students' evaluations and suggestions on completion of
coulees, hit' by the involvement of employees in
course and.curriculum planning. "Educators talk demo-
cracy and participative society," says an insurance
executive -but too many do not practice it."

Sonic phasi,ed "teamwork'' described by one
as "small groups of three to six working on applicable
exercises" as a participative form that has a specific
learning goal as well. A food manufacturer believes:
"Learning methods that stress peer support and team-
work, and that involve participation. self-instruction
and self-evaluation, are missing in the schools, but are
essential in the business environment." And an aero-
space executive calls for "more emphasis on coopera-
tion. Ices on competition."

The theme of greater attention and adaptation of
instruction to individual needs was stated explicitly by
a number of executives. and appears in other guises as
well. A hank official thinks that there is "a more
realistic approach by businees to individual capabilities
and attainable levels '': a publications executive. that
there is "more tailoring to the individual's needs." The
schools and colleges ehould give "more attention to the
assessment of each person's needs and abilities" which
means, among other changes in method. "loosening up
rigidities of course- length instruction,'' and "making
greater use , I coulse modules." others sugest.

Self- teaching

ri many in industry. another potent means for
individualtidrion is self-instruction with programmed

materials, and particularly with the support of audio-
visual technology. "Education is bound by tradition
and past practice,- says a bank official, who goes on
to describe the speed with which typing trainees move
"from zero knowledge to 30 words per minute through
self-instruction programs with the aid of audiovisuals.
The instructors show students how to use equipment.
and students come in at their convenience with the
instructor meeting the entire class only periodically."

A chemical official says that "audiovisual techniques
and programmed learning techniques were pioneered in
business, and are still not being used as extensively as

they could,- In the view of an executive in a top
electronics firm: "Colleges could utilize self-study
media, such as computer-assisted, or managed, instruc-
tion, for a number of internal 'mass courses' such as

freshman math, statistics and sociolo:,:y freeing
faculty: for smaller group discussion."

mphasizing the Practical

Methods, of course, are shaped by purposcs, and
sometimes it is difficult to distinguish one from the
other. Thus, second hi frequency of mentions only to
the idea that the schools should adapt industry's
emphasis on techniques of active, participative learning.
keyed to the individual, is that instruction should be
balanced more on the side of the "practical," "real,"
and "results oriented"; less on the "theoretical." This
theme has several variations that opportunity for
applying theoretical knowledge to actual situations is

not provided in the schools; that the theory itself is
too often irrelevant, or tangential to "real world''
needs; and that too little use is made of actual
practitioners in teaching and course development. An
electronics official, for example, touching on each of
these points, say:: "Too many universities do not
provide, or show, or know, the practical approach of
what they are teaching. Many engineering schools, for
example, have faculties with no practical or industrial
experience. As a consequence, they emphasise more
theory to the engineering student than applied aspects
of engineering," A manufacturer of electrical appli-
ances finds the same lack in business schools, com-
menting that "e.r.ployees in professional and mana-
gerial positions seem ill-equipped to deal with the
reality of the business problem or situation. Particular-
ly the most recent graduates and most of all. the
MRA's know the theoretical, textbook answer, but
fail to understand or recognize that costs in a recession
may make the theoretical solution impractical or
unmanageable."

ri
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Joining others who all for an infusion of experi-
enced people into industrial instruction. an insurance
executi'e adds a further point: "Teaching requirements
ale faf too rigid in my opinion. A 'nail with 15 years
of expetAem:e in industry. who could he an effective
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teacher. cannot teach unless he has so many hours
toward his masters degree. Thus students never have
the opportunity to learn from business people with
practical experience, out only from those with class-
I own exposure."



Company Profiles

THE FOLLOWING PROFILES offer a perspective on
company programs somewhat different from that of
the main report a glimpse at the range of programs
within individual firms and at their place in the
organization. The several companies represented here
were selected to illustrate the activities or different
kinds of firms not necessarily, the best.

Cincinnati Milacron

Cincinnati Milacron, known as the Cincinnati Milling
Machine Company until 1970 (and earlier as the
Cincinnati Screw and Tap Company) employs about
15,000 people at facilities in the United States and six
Eutopean cow tries. About half this number are in the
United States, most of them in or around Cincinnati.
Formal training for some of its new employees has
been integral and essential to the company's operations
since its beginnings in the mid-nineteenth century. But
after decades of relative stability in their content and
methods, Milacron's training programs are today in a
process of considerable change. 'Hie main elements:

decent rali.zat.on in customer training programs;
a shift from standardized to flexible and indivi-

dualized programs:
an emphasis on managerial skills,.
a gmeater role for continuing education:
a formal training program for new operators:
an assessment center,
performance appraisal programs for both hourly
:alaried employees.and

Behind these changes are changes at Milacion itself,
nt mite society at large, and in the siatc of the all of
personnel development.

Earlier Programs

Prior to these changes, all training at Milacron was
accomplished through three programs, which were
standardized in content and administration and, with
few exceptions, addressed to new employees. During
their training, these employees would be on the payroll
of the Training Department. Training was conducted at
a Training ('enter that included a "vestibule" shop. at
which saleable products were manukactured.

The three basic programs were:

(1) An "Apprentice' Training" Program. Those who
completed it were not accredited as journeymen by the
U.S. Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training but did,
company officials say, acquire more advanced technical
knowledge than most apprentices do. Prior to the
1974-1975 business downturn about 50 young inen
entered the program in a typical year. Each was slotted
into one of ten skills areas, such as engineering
drawing, mechancial, electrical, foundry, metal fabri-
cating, and patternmaking. All began their training
with 80 hours of classes in shop mathematics,
blueprint reading, hand tools, safety, measuring and
the use of measuring instruments, as well as more
general information and then moved to a schedule
of planned job experience. This schedule varied ac-
cording to the skills area, but was -.Nsentially identical
for all going into a 'articular area. These apprentice-
ships ranged from 4,060 to 8,000 hoots, or from 2 to 4
years.

(2) .1 College Training Program. A number of
college gi adua les, usually about 50. have been em-
ployed each year as trainees in business administra-
tie n. computer science, marketing and a range of
engineering and technical occupations. Like the Ap-
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prentice Program, this system had it common core of
early classroom and shop work, followed by a pre-
scribed sequence of job assignments and other tasks.

13) Cooperative Education Program. Milacron was
one of the nation's earliest cooperative employers. Its
program, which began with the University of
Cincinnati. presently includes other colleges two
year, associate degree colleges among them. Typically,
a -.four-year college student will spend the first year full
time at school: the next three alternating 10 weeks or
school and 10 weeks of work: and then spend a fifth
full term at school. In most cases, the student has
become a full -time employee of the company upon
graduation.

Changes at Milacron

Until recent years these progrants for new em-
ployees were virtually synonymous with training am the
company. "Anything else was incidental." an executive
says.

The most critical factors accounting for Milacron's
new approach to training and development have been
changes in the technology of its traditional business
the manufacture of machine tools and the coin-
pany's diversification into a Valiety Of fields related to
the new technology. A company executive says: "We
have beeo caught op in the development of mini-
computer:,, microcircuitry and numerical control sys-
tems. These developments have led to machines capa-
ble of previously unachievable precision. We are in

plastics. with processing machinery and with some of the
manufacturing chemicals stabilisers. catalysts and
additives. Printed circuit-board material. silicone expi-
taxial waters, and plastics are a long way from grinding
and milling machines.''

Technological change and diversification been
sufficient. it not the 0111,.y, reasons fig I ,aging
Milacron's centralized and standardized systo
time when we were such a relatively sit aol-
bumlding business that a trainee could clid up

generalist. flexible enough to do a variety of machin,..
tool jobs, is long gone." says a company. ottical. "If wi
tiled to continue with that to include electronics.
plastics and the rest the :raining would go on
forever Training needs used to he basic. ,involving
hi &antics, electric mechanisms, and so on. Suddenly
things like the minicompittea_and electronic control
devices Caine along and everythini; changed.''

Moreover. it generalists were no _longer feasible.
spo.lalists often could not he properly named at a

central facility. Neither the necessary tools and cquip-
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meat, nor the specialized teaching capability, could be
economically assembled there. Finally, equipment and
technique were changing so rapidly that keeping pace
at the Training Center became increasingly difficult.
"The gap between the new needs and the existing
means was tolerable, if troubling during the 1960's.
but became too large to overlook by the early 1070's."

Changes in Approach to Present Programs

The new approaches that have been developed to
meet these conditions involve changes in the design
and administration of existing programs. and the
development of new ones.

One desirable step. management concluded. was
decentralization. Cincinnati Milacron is organized into
six divisions, each a profit center responsible for a

product or product line. Three of them, Machine
Tools, Plastics Machinery, and Process Control, market
products of such complexity that customers must be
given formal instruction in their use and maintenance.
For this purpose these divisions have long had Cus-
tomer Training Departments. These departments have
now been assigned responsibility for all division-specific
training of employees.

Even the more generic training that will sti!I be
managed centrally will slat its locale from the vesti-
bule. "In this new concept,' says a Milacron trainer.
"school will not be divorced from the Main manufac-
turing plants. As far as possible we will use existing. in
place. equipment during down time."

It decentralization of training was necessary, steps
toward a system more responsive to new and emerging
needs, requisite flexibility, and cost efficiency called
for other changes as well most important, a

revamping of the standardized and institutionalized
method of prescribed clurses and sequences. Various
factors contributed to the obsolescence of this ap-
proach.

First, under the cost pressures of the business
downturn of 11)7-1-1075, the scope and rigidity of this
system came increasingly into'question. (This period,
during which hiring and training of new employees was
at a virtual standstill, also provided planning time and
a helpful interruption of routine.) Another factor was
the creation of a network of joint vocational schools
and sclUiol districts in the county. and greatly im-
proved vocational instruction. "We hardly had to teach
fundamentals anymore." says a Milacron training offi-
cial. third, technological change increased the need for
retaining present employees, as well as for training, new
ones, and the training system had to accommodate to
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this. Finally, a whole new training and development
methodology, which had emerged in response to
similar circumstances in many other companies, had
been permeating the thinking of industrial trainers and
educators.

the key' concept of this methodology is individual-
ization, or "training based on careful diagnosis and
prescription.'' and all important technique is the
"module." A module is defined at Milacron as "a basic
concept," a unit of needed information and/or skill that
has been translated into a unit of study. Developing
needed modules requires that jobs be descr,.ied in
behavioral terms (i.e., "doing the job means being able
to do N. Y and 7.-1 and that the ability of ,an
individual to perform these tasks be observable z td
measurable. Titus. the theory goes. a perform' ice
appraisal process can match existing knowledge and
skills against needed ones. and ascertain in which
modules an employee is deficient. A "prescription- can
be written for each employee. A library of modules, to
which new ones are added and from which others are
subtracted constantly, parallels a continuing redefinition
of need.

"Clearly.- says a Milacron official, "this is a

methodology that applies both to new lures, who come
with dissimilar knowledge and skills, as well as to
present employees. And in many cases the same
modules will he applicable. At the start, the modular
concept is bent,: applied to technical training. r ltimate-
Iv it will include management development ad edu-
cation as well.-

Although training will, thus, depend on the know-
ledge, skills and learning rates of individuals relatke to
corporate needs, the Apprentice program lull be
designed so that it will he approved by the Federal
Bureau of Anpienticeship and Training something
that was not true in the past. "The Federal Bureau of
Apprenticeship and limning has changed in recent
year as :1 Milacron official. "Ii now agrees that if
it Ca! IT proven that a student had lea .1 ;object
or skill pteviously or can learn at a faster rate, the
progr-ant cant adapt to these considerations."

While technical training has long been an integral
part of Nfilacron's operations, the attempt to develop)
and impowe supervisory and other managerial skills
through formal instruction had its tentative beginnings
only about 17 virus ago. At that time. management
contracted with a private consultant for a course in
baste management concepts that all salaried employees
were required to take. Since then, but particularly in
the last fens years. it 111,,re yeleclirc pnigrain has been
in effect. But management training has moved into

prominence: During the recession period it represented
most of the company's training activity.

"There's no mystery about our conversion to
management development," says a company official.
"On the one hand new laws and government regula-
ions, changing attitudes of workers. and more compli-

cated/communications needs generally. made the role
of the supervisors a 11101e sensitive and important one.
Experience was convincing us that we needed a

management development program to keep pace with
the tittles. On the other hand, a body of ideas and
techniques was being developed. Management was
becoming a profession, with its own body of know-
ledge and skills."

Continuing Education

Thus a training activity that was once developed
almost entirely to serVe anticipated needs for
machinists, engineers and other technically oriented
specialists. now devotes major attention to supervisors
and to others who have long since conipleted their
"basic training.-

"Continuing education" is conducted in daytime
and evening programs. Employees are -nominated" by
their immediate superiors to the daytime, or during
working hours, courses, and simply voltifiteer for the
evening ones. In 1975. about 400 emliluyees took
day time courses most of thent a week long in

managerial and supervisory skills, and about 250 in
technical skills. The evening, program was attendeu by
about .220 (see box).

1hree separate sources of information provide the
employee education -needs intelligence from which froth
the day and evening components of the ..nninuing
education curriculum are determined. One of these is
the evidence of employee needs and interests that IS

acquired in the course of career counseling. Second,
the same kind of information is gleaned front com-
pleted performance appraisals, all of which are rooted
to the Personnel Development Department. Finally,
tentative list of courses and destorptions is sent to rill
supervisors wheieite asked to add subjects they feel are
missing, and to indicate how many employees they
would send and/or .raclommend to individual courses.

As in information''hid to supervisors. computtD
programs are being developed to provide puintou ts
showing subjects and dates of course completions by
employees in each department. This is 'already being
done at the managerial level, is being extended to
techni al employees, and ultimately will include Imlay
people is Well.
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Courses Offered in Milacron

Electronic Data Processing Courses:

Introduction to Computers
Engineering Computer Applications
Cobol Programming
CIP-2200

Electronics Courses:

Fundamentals of Electronics I
Fundamentals of Electronics II
Control Circuit Fundamentals
Digital Computer Principles
Electronic Circuit Design

Management Related Courses:

Methods and Work Measurement
Production Management
Behavior of Organizational Personniil
Effective Communications
Finance and Accounting

Evening Educational Program

Mathematics Courses:

Basic Industrial Mathematics
Basic Statistical Methods
Modern Engineering Math

Numerical Control Corr s:

N/C Programming Fundamentals
APT Programming
N/C Maintenance

Technology Courses:

Basic Machine Tool Technology
Applied Industrial Hydraulics
Gage Systems

Basic Metrology
Plastic Technology
Basic Foundry Practices
Engineering Standards
Chili Formation
ervo-Control

:Maintenance Injection Molding

New Machine Operators

Nlachine operators are by far the largest employee
category at Cincinnati Milacron, and normally consti-
tute the largest number engaged in skills or technical
training at any time. "An eighteen-year-old, just out of
Irigh school. who finds himself in front of a S100.000
machine and is told that hell le.irn to use ;t to grind
metal to a precision of many thousandths of an inch.
doesn't know whether to tree in panic or stand
awestruck,- says a Milacron trainer.

Several years ago a fourth new employee program.
"Machine Operator Shop Learning.- was introduced
in large part to give young recruits, with whom the
company had been experiencing high turnover and
other evidences of restlessness. "a better understanditn.;
of the point in vhat they were doing its value in
relation to the other work of the Lompanv,- this
official reports.

the formal phase of their training has been ,hoot
four week:, though they have remained in a "Learner
Incentive Program- for up to a lull year as requited
foi them to reach normative performance levels. .\
substantial portion of the formal phase has been in the
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The senior corporate executive for Personnel De-
velopment, George Jaeger, has the responsibility not
only for the programs of these two units, but for
ensuring that the Customer Training Departments of
the divisions follow company policy. As Mr. Jaeger
puts it: "We oversee their training activities in a

functional, but not line, way. This would include, for
example, our approval of training equipment purchases,
or ensuring that a division includes employees of other
divisions when it offers courses of general interest."

John Breuner Company

The John Brenner Company is a 120-year-old retail
home furnishings firm. It has 14 stores, in northern
California, Arizona and Nevada, and a work force of
about I m00. Its earnings in 19-75 were nearly S2.5
million; its sales about S85 million. Several years ago,
Brenner- added a training professional to its corporate
staff and launched its first significant in-house training
program. The move, highlighted in the Annual Report
for P -'74, was taken, the company said, "to accelerate
the continuing program of improving the productivity
of all employees, as well as to develop manpower for
future planned growth." Largely responsible for it was

new vice president and General Personnel Manager,
who had come to Brenner from a major manufacturing
firm. The Person chosen to he the new Corporate
limning Director, Mr. Bob Eddy, had similarly gained
much of his experience with two large national
col porations.

The Work Force
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Management Development Program

"The principle we tried to follow," Mr. Eddy says,
"was to work front the higher echelons of the store to
the lower partly because it is logical to start by,
trying to improve the skills of those who make the
most important decisions, but also because the super-
visors of those who are to be trained play vital roles in
the process, which they must learn." Five specific
managerial roles are identified:

selecting appropriate candidates foi training;
e structuring jobs to provide "opportunity to practice

new learning for performance improvement":

fostering a work climate of support and encourage-
ment to learning and growth;

teaching and otherwise "helping the learner" to
learn while accomplishing assigned tasks;

dealing promptly and effectively with "non-
performing" managers.

The more formal aspect of the development process
is a nine-day program, conducted in three, three-day,
sessions that are spaced at three-week intervals, and
timed for the company's slowest months early
February to June. By now the program has been in
effect for two years and virtually all those in higher
and middle-management jobs have been through it.
"The idea front here on," says Mr. Eddy, "is to use it
for new employees as they come in. The basic entry
levels for managerial jobs are management trainees and
department. heads. But all will have had a period on
the job before coming into the program."

Management development at Breuner's is conceived
as involving three skills areas conceptual, human and
technical. As described in an internal memorandum...

"Conceptual skills are those management abilities,
such as planning and problem solving, to coordinate
and integrate the activities, resources and interests of
the company and channel them toward a common
objective. The need for conceptual skills increases and
that tin technical skills decreases ',IF a manager ascends
the corporate hierarchy. Human skills are those abili-
ties needed to relate effectively with people to lead,
to communkate. to motivate, to delegate, to train, and
so on. Technical skills are those abilities to perform
the :r+ function with professional expertise and a
thorough understanding of retail busine.;s."

The time-day management course deals primarily
with acquiring conceptual and human skills. Technical
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skills development is the responsibility of store man-
agement.

Fifty-one technical skills needed by store monage-
ment employees have been identified in the areas of
merchandising: of personnel: of advertising and promo-
tion: of credit: of control, accounting and financial
systems: and of operations. They range from the
ability to develop sales plans to knowledge of federal
safety requirements: from appraising the performance
of subordinates to truth-in-lending: from writing adver-
tising copy to warehousing operations.

For the most part these skills are learned on
job, usually as the occasions to employ them arise or
are anticipated, and in one-to-one encounters between
learners and their supervisors, "To teach a new
department manager to develop his or h'r first mark-
down budget," Mr. Eddy explains, "a merchandise
manager may first walk through the standard steps of
the monthly budget, review the merchandise arith-
metic and cost areas involved with the manager and
then require both as an exercise in simulation, and
to test whether the process has been mastered that
the new manager develops the next month's depart-
ment budget." Some instruction takes place in group
sessions, often at weekly managers' meetings in the
stores. And while there is not as much prepared
training material at Breunet's as a few of the national
retailing organisations are said to have, a short course
in merchandising arithmetic has been developed for
general use, and other learning aids have been devised
in individual stores and are often shared. Supervisors
are required to evaluate the proficiency of each of
their subordinates with respect to the 51 .tech Beal
skills items, and to set objectives fo, them in a

quarterly progress report to the Corporate Training
Director.

Sales Training

Sales training is also viewed at Breuner's as having
three comnunents product knowledge: administra-
non, which "takes in all of the paper processing and
documentation connected with the business": and sales
technique,

"Basically." Mr. Eddy says, "the sales manager, who
in many stores is the same person as the merchandise
manager, is responsible that his or her people learn
what they need to know about the products they sell."

A great deal of such knowledge is acquired informally
from superiors, associates, customers and suppliers. But
the most important forma/ source is the traditional
"Saturday morning meeting," held ea -h week during
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the hour before the stores open. Often at separate
gatherings of "big ticket'. and "accessories" people,
vendors and manufacturers. representatives, v-'o have
been invited to do so by the company, make presenta-
tions describing the fabrics or other materials used
in their products, the methods of construction, and so
on. Carpet salespeople have two special resources: A
consortium of carpet manufacturer,. puts on a one-day
seminar twice a year (attended last year by :wont 4c
Brenner employees), while one manufacturer has devel-
oped a course ;A: that the company bought and uses.

Administrative procedures are taught to all new
sales personnel by their supervisors, on an individual
basis. To aid them, the company has prepared an
extensive 112-page sales manual, which describes ,Ind
illustrates the various transactions and forms the
employee will encounter.

Sales technique, the third component of sat..
training, involves one of the program's more elaborate
features. Sales managers, who are responsible for the
training of sales personnel, are guided by evaluative
reports from "store shoppers." Employed by a security
firm, but trained by Breunet's for the purpose, these
shoppers visit each store every 90 days. Ostensibly
customers making purchases, t!,ey "ShOp" about six
salespeople on each visit a scholule which assures that
most salespeople will he shopped ooce a year.

A "shopping report," submitt 'd by the shopper
after the visit, characterizes sales personnel on "sales
approach and opening," 'appearance, dresr and groom-
ing." "salesmanship and information," "closing the
sale." "suggestive and add-on selling," "attitude of
politeness toward customer," and "goodwill and win-
ning customers." It also cumments on how promptly
service was offered within the department. "It is then
up to the sales managers," s;, .s Mr. Eddy, "to decide
whether the problems described are such as to require
training solutions, or are attitudinal problems that
require other handling."

John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance
Company

John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance ranks among
the giants in its field the fowl; large-.t of the
mutual life companies in terms of insurance in force,
and fifth in total assets. It has about 17,000 em-
ployees. Six thousand of this work force are located at
the firm's headquarters in Boston Eleven thousand
work in or out of six regional offices and 420 agencies.
All those in Boston, and well over 3,000 of those at
regionai and agency offices (about ),000 1, all), are
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salaried "Home Office- employees. The remaining
8,000 or so constitute the company's "field force" and
are wholly or partially paid on a commission basis.

Reporting to the John Hancock's Chairman and
Chief Executive Officer and to the President and Chief
Operations Officer are "executive areas- headed by
executive vice presidents Corporate Secretary (which
includes the human resources functions), Insurance
Operations, Group Operations, Field Management and
Marketing, and Financial Operations. Two key staff
functions which also report directly are the Law
Department, headed by a senior vice president and
general counsel, and Advertising Public Relations,
headed by a senior vice president.

John Hancock's stalling policy emphasizes promo-
tion front within. And formal education and training
programs, designed to improve job skills and prepare
employees for new responsibilities, are a key to this
strategy.

I Ike many large companies. John Hancock offers
tuition assistance payments to employees for courses
taken at educational institutions. And like most other
insurance companies, it also encourages them to take
technical "insurance education" courses that are pro-
vided by organizations serving the insurance industry as

a whole. Other outside educational resources are ((.,ed
as well notably, advanced management programs
offered at colleges and universities across the country
and courses offered by the American Ma nagement
Association.

In-house Programs

In addition, however. there are several different
in-house education and training programs. for which 33
staff specialists are employed full time. These are
carried out not by one central compairy department
but by a variety of units, each of which emerged
independently of the others at different times and each
of which continues to serve special constituencies and
functions. These are...

) A unit Within the Corporate Secretary's area
that provides "career education'' through some 70
courses for Home Office employees. The program of
this division of Personnel Operations covers a range
from basic skills to executive development and includes
a variety of courses for people at 'the secretarial,
presupervisory, supervisory, management and junior
executive levels. It is the only education unit in the
company whose basic responsibilities and services ex-
tend beyond the employees in its own executive area.

(2) A unit in Field Management and Marketing
that assists the company's local agencies. of which
there are over 400. in a 'ir training of sales personnel.

(3) A unit in Group Operations that conducts
education relating to the selling and servicing of group
policies.

(4) A unit in Electronic Data Processing that offers
training to the more than 600 personnel who provide
computer services to the company.

While each executive department has the responsi-
bility and authority to conduct the education and
training it deems necessary, some measure of coordina-
tion is achieved through the work of two corporate-
level committees. A Personnel and Budget Control
Committee one of several key corporate committees

is charged with the development and administration
of all policies affecting personnel and budget matters.
Its membership includes several of the executive vice
presidents and ()tilers at the senior management level.
The second group is a Training and Development
Suhcommittee of the Personnel and 13udget Control
Committee, chaired by the Second Vice President of
Personnel Operations, whose membership includes
representativ s front each major operating area, several
of whom are directly responsible for the administration
of company education and training programs.

The Personnel and Budget Control Committee influ-
ences education and training in several ways. Most
important is its approval of department budgets, by
which it establishes the financial parameters within
which programs can he conducted. Hardly less im-
pocant, in the opinion of at least one of the executive
vice presidents on the committee, is its role as a
soun:ing hoard for new ideas. "None of us has
complete freedom," he says, and "the opinion of
others is a powerful constraint." A role in which both
committees play a part is the exchange of information

primarily about equipment and outside education
and training resources and some coordination in
their use.

Management Education

The two committees also share certain responsi-
bilities in connection with the selection of employees
for outside management courses.

In-house programs provide extensive training activi-
ties up to and including the junior executive level.
Complementing and extending beyond these are the
external programs. A company official describes the
following stages: "Employees may take a variety of
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sup,rvisory and u,amigement development courses
under the Career Education Program Aid. according to
job-related training needs. especially in some of the
specialized or inure technical arelS, ina also attend an
external management or other t:. p. oi training program
at one of several organizations. such as the American
Nlanagement Association or the I ite Office Manage-
ment Association. In addition. file company also
utilizes a number of college and iiiiiversity programs.
We normally send candidates for such programs to
Columbia. Harvard. Williams. Northeastern and the
Aspen I nst it ute.-

Recommendations for attendance at college and
university programs are submitted to the Training and
Development Subcommittee by executive area heads.
Thus committee creates from candidate lists prepared
by each executive area "a logical slate in terms of
motleys budgeted... as one executive put it. One key
function of the Training and Development Sub-
committee is to oversee the company's participation in
such programs and, based on participant feedback and
other information. to recommend which programs
should he selected for company participation.

The number attending such courses ranges from
several to about 20 a year. depending on the needs of
the corporation, which are influenced by such factors
as retirements and promotions into jobs. By contrast.
there have been about 2.S(h) enrollments in sonic kind
of company-conducted, away-from-the-job education
during each kif recent years though with many
individuals Iva-ilk:4 ating in imae than one course.

Career Education Program

An average of 2.00(1 employees have participated
the past three years in Career Education

Program L .uses. These :ire conducted by the Career
Education of the Education. Counseling and
Research ivision. which is part of the Corporate
Personnel partment. Its origins. as described by John

McElwee. Executive Vice President and Secretary of
John Hancock, go hack to the early 1960.s. At that
time. :wo phenomena were apparent to people at John
I lancock as elsewhere in the nation. One was an
increasioe rei gnition that continuing education would
he a re,,iiirenicut for working adults most apparent
at that time among engineers and NI.D2s and people in
technical jobs. Secooidly, there had been a deteriora-
tion in the quality of high school graduates, especially
in urban areas. Many were deficient in the funda-
mentals. If we were to continue drawing most of our
new employees from urban educational school systems,
we wifely have to stress the fundamental,: ourselves, as
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well as to train for specific company requimnents."
From this perception of the education role the
company would have to play. at least in its Home
Office area, came "the implication that we would have
to develop our professional competence.'' The decision
was made, says McElwee. to develop an educational
staff based on state-i7ertified teachers. "We went into
the market 0) find such professionals looking
particularly for adult education experience and. if
possible. some administrative experience as well."

The staff that began to be assembled on this basis
undertook liot only to revamp eight or ten existing
skills courses and supervisory programs with help
front university professors but also undertook a
survey of company needs and community resources.
Two concepts. considered basic to the Career Educa-
tion Program. were developed in the course of these
efforts. One is the curriculum pattern courses that
have been grouped to meet the needs of particular
employee groups or levels. Employees are encouraged,
as an alternative to enrolling in individual courses, to
make a "three-year commitment to a group of related
courses- on completion of which a certificaic is

awarded. These groups are secretarial, pre-supervisory,
supervisory and management. The first two are built
around required courses: supervisory and management
are based on a "core- group plus electives.

The second concept is that education and training
should support employee cr....eer paths that is. that
courses should be available for all levels with sonic
logical progression and that. as a company official puts
it. "we should have the training capability to move
anybody front one level to another.''

About 35 or 40 courses are conducted in caeli of
three yearly terms during working hours and entirely
by company personnel. This curriculum includes the
courses that are part of the three-year programs but
that also can he taken independently of them and
some others as well (see box). The total program-
offering changes from term to term with some
"steadies.- some courses that are repeated infrequently
as demand builds. some given once or twice a year
and all c.iitinually adapted to changing needs.

The curriculum pattern and c:.reer path concepts
support the underlying aims of the Career Education
Program. As described by the training director, these
are: "to improve employees' skills and performance: to
increase the pool of company talent from which job
openings can be filled: and to enlarge career oppor-
tunities for employees individually... Thus. the stan-
dard of need is that a course he or necessary
on the current job or applicable to Cum ones.-



A Recent John Hancock Career Education
Program Course Listing
(All courses given during working hours)

Typing
Marchant Calculator (beginners)
Ten Key Adding Machine
Key Punch I (Beginners)
Business Arithmetic II
Brief hand

Transcription
Secretarial Procedures
Typing Procedures
Shorthand (Beginners)
Recordkeeping
Elementary Accounting
Spelling/Word Study
Shorthand (Refresher)
Business English II
Job Instruction Training
Effective Writing
Effective Communications
Insurance Orientation
Supervisory Practices
Statistical Presentation
Introduction to E,D.P,
Effective Speaking
Elements of Supervision
Business Statistics I

Cases and Problems in Supervision
Incident Process
Fundamentals of Data Processing
Report Writing
Effective Speaking
Communications
Personnel Policies and Procedures
Interviewing Employee Problems
Introduction to Law
Operations Analysis
Job Design
Interviewing Techniques
User's Role in Systems Development
Modern Concepts of Management
General Management
Cases and Concepts in Management
Trainers' Institute
Supervisors' Institt.'
Seminar on Corpo' iperations

,rivdriced Seminar Management
English as a Second Language

Participation may he at employee or management
initiative, supervisory approval is needed because of the
time away from the job which is required. netlicr
supervisors sponsor .participati:11 or exercise their
responsibility to act On requests, they often consult
with career eitication staff meinlrs for advice in
judging employees' qualifications fu, particular courses
or selecting suitable alte,itatives.

Offerings and Enrollments

The Career Education Progrem, which enrolls :gout
2.000 Boston-area employees per year in on. ir more
of its some 70 courses ziiid .011,2e terms, is in many,

rys administer d like a school. r.yurscs are offered in
a "three-'erm cycle" winter, spring. A schedule
describing prere itisites, course titles, times and places
i distributed before each term to department heads
and divis'on managers and further publicized through
employee bulletil boards and an employee publication.
Filsal exams are somet,:nes required, and grades and
credits arc entered into employees' records or "indi-
vidual transcripts."

Courses are as long or short as their subject matter
and purpose dictates. Son'.c meet for an hour a day,
daily or :ess often, and for all or part of the "term."
Others arc more intensive. In some instances "block
time" scheduling is used three consecutive half days,
for example, or even four or five full days (c.g,., an
intensive course for new supervisors). One of the
shorter courses (10 hours) is Secretarial Procedures:
examples of comparatively long courses are Shorthand
for Beginners (60 hours) or the Seminar on Corporate
Operations (48 hours). A number of the Career
Education Program courses have been recommended
for college credit by the Project on Noncollegiate
Sponsored Accreditaton (sec box on page 3).

Staff

In accordance with the decision made in )!re

mid-I 960's when Cie education program was revamrd.
the Career Education unit is staffed pi nnarily with
certified, experienced 'teachers. "English as a Second
Language- occupies a heavy percentage of one in-
structor's time because, the words of a company
official: -Those whose native language is not English
are an important segment of our employee population.
and we are obligated to help them to hurdle the
language harrie.r.- Other stall members teach three I.)
four classes a day, their remaining time is spent on
administrative projects (such as scheduling of classes)
or as education specialists, working directly with
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departments on training needs. As consultants, they
priwide professional .advice or adult education prac-
tices along with effective teaching methodology and
materials. In short, they help departments to make
learning and training more effective. Some typical
serve s include: (1) providing academic counseling on
Career Education programs. (2) working with depart-
ments in solving special training needs, and (3) helping
evaluate training sessions held within departments.

Though staff instructors account for the largest
portion of total course hours. their task has been
shared by a cadre of other company employees who
are part-time instructors in the past two ye :'rs by
about 80 of them. Must have been selected because of
line Or technical experience: the majority toe at
management or executive levels.

Evaluation

How well is the Career Education Program serving
its goals? Very well. management believes. The evi-
dence'! Management commitment and support. sustained
course enrollments. and the findings of occasional for-
Mal surveys. ..11timately.- says Ms. Marion. ierintz. the
executive in charge of this program. "the assumption has
to he made that we have soundly appraised our needs.
Through regularly scheduled ineetw...s of .oir resources
people with the various departments. evaluation forms
that are routinely filled out by students on completie.ii
of courses. and responses to a formal solicitation of eip-
ployee suggestions a )e... ul so ago, we have been getting
both needed inputs for change and confirmatioo of the
basic soundness of the program."

Other Corporate Roles

"rhe Career Education Program is not the only
education and training role of the Corporate Secre-
tary's Education Counseling and Research Division. As
described later in this report, it trains trainers for
departments and divisions in all Ilome Office executive
areas. The services of its staff are also offered to these
units for assistance in determining education and
training needs and developing suitable programs as
well as to individual employees for career education
counsehng.

Field Management and Marketing

Field Management and Marketing is the larger of
Join. Hancock's two "marketing forces." Aside from a

small headquarters group in Boston. its 10.000 or so
sales representatives work out of 425 different
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agencies. This "executive area" conducts all
sales management activities other than group insurai,.
The number of employees involved each year in i.
Education and Tr. ;I..g program is about the same as
in the Career Edut_ Program, but its methods
well as curriculum an Isedly different.

1:.I Director of Educatii-William Kiel, Jr., ;1p

for Marketing Operation.
current educational activity
and Marketing executive are

is responsible for a
'he Field Managente.n

1. To provide the agen.,,- , the tools necessary
for field training from t..pes other audiovisual
materials to courses and in.fricalti.

2. To supplement agency if:lining with Home Office
courses at the John Hancock Institute (see box).

3. To go out into the agencies and monitor their
performance through research, observation and coach-
ing or, as Mr. Kiel empnasii.e... "to observe.
0,:monstrate and correct."

ofiespom!lng to these three roles ti:e three organt-
zational reporting to K cl known, respec-
tively, as Mate:. Schools, and Fieid.

Materials

Will five people, this i., the smallest staff. They are
writers :and designers. who develop new training mater-
,:als where :cessary, and otherwise modify and update
what has been created in the past. "It is the backlog of
years of development n:Ises it possible fo :a.) few
people to cope with the :Jum:.1ds for materials," say',
Mr. Kiel. "Also, they do not prepa;. material where
commercial material is available. And there are good
materials available, especially in business insurance,
estate planning and retirement plaits, from commcknal
firms 11131 prepare such material for the ilISL:,;311CC

industry."

Schools

A "school" refers to a course of study of whirl
there are about 60. Most take five days. but they range
up to eleven days. Mr. Kiel emphasizes that since the
salespeople work on commission, "time is really
money," and there is a particular urgency about
designing productive courses.

The "schools unit'' employs a full-time staff, but
enlists the teaching services of field and Home Office
people.

About 1.200 of the 10.000 or so sales personnel in
the field are brought into the John Hancock Institute
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John Hancock Institute

The John Hancock Institute provides training for the company's agents. its curr.cu'im aS arranged in six
categn les or "series." in each of which courses are provided at more than one lev!1. The "basic- level cours?s
that a-e distributed through these six sei ies constitute a socalled Basic Schoi,l, and Intr. mediate and Advance,'
Schor !s are similarly r.:nmprised.

Course Listing

100 Series: .A,ents, General Agency:

Career Agents' Conference Basic
Ir.termedi,. Estatedusinuss Planning VVorkshop intermediate
Intermediate Retirement Plan Workshop Intermediate
Advanced Financi.,1 Planning Seminar dvanced
AGvanced Retirement Plan Seminar Advanced

20C Series: Agents., District Agency:

Career Agents' Sales Conference Basic
Intermediate Estate-Business Planning Workshop Intermediate
Intermediate Retirement Plan Workshop Inter necliate

300 Series: Supervisors, General Agency:

Advanced Financial Planning Suninar Advanced
Advanced Retirement Plan Semiiir Advariced
-Technical Workshop I n ter mediatt
Supervisors' Conference .. Basic
advanced Supervisors' Seminar
Broker age Supervisors' Workshop Intermediate

400 Series: Staff Managers. District Agency:

Technical Work,hup Intermediate
Staff Managers' Seminar ced

500 Series: ,;ener,)1 Agents..

Advanced 1-,,vmcial Planning Seminar Advanced
Advanced Ret r,,i nt Plan Seminar Advanced
Management Technical Workshop Intermediate
Agency Management Workshop Basic
Intermediate Agency Management Workshop Intermediate
Advanced Agency Management Workshop Advanced

600 Series: District Managers.
Advanced Financial Planning Seminar Advanced
Advanced Retirement Plan Seminar Advanced
Mar...gement Technical Workshop Intermediate
Field Management Training Workshop
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in Boston eircii year tir ;fend a school in one of three
.neas sale: skills; technical skill, (e.g., estate
planning, business ;nsnrance, sophisticated retirement

amt management skills.

/es Agents are not eligible for this
solo, until ;he) have had at least six months of
....Y.perience in the field. During this period they are
being trained by the agency for which they wink.
Fur-flier. they must meet certain production require-
ments femonstrate that they are doing "a good
job." 'Ili,: opportunity' to attend a school at the end of
till` early period develops the desire to meet the
goal ittons and thus is an incentive IC! new sales
persoiniel. No less important, the company's experi-
ence has been that salespeople whose performance does
inn qualify them to attend this school are not likely to
benefit sufficiently front the school 1() warrant their
atreHance.

(2) Fcchnical 'Mc Institute catalog shows
con; .es for agents in the "intermediate estate-business
planning area (calling for at least two years' experi-
ence certain production levels in the previous fiscal

and completion of other course:,): an inter-
mediate retirement planning course (with similar re-

quirements): advanced financial planning (with inure
extensive experience necessary): and advanced retire-
ment planning (also with more extensive experience).

(3) Management schools: These are designed to
support the development of -the man who is pro-
mpted from agents' ranks to supervision" The first
stage of this traininl: 111 supervisory skills, related to
-the most immediate and basic needs of the situation"
is accomplished in the field by local agency

management that ha, been trained in training, and/ur
b) the Home Office field training force (described
I at ei 1.

1 earners are then brought to the Institute for a

Supervisor's Conference. designed specifically for newly
appointed supervisors having less than 12 months' ex-
perience. Sonic time later, after having gained sophistica-
non and encountered problems, the supervi,,ir is brought
in for an Advanced Supervisor's Seminar. described by
Mr. Kiel as "highly participative." The same supervisors
can come to-the advanced seminar more than once.

If they move up to top agency management their
skills need do not change radically. says Mr. Kiel, but
they do have needs in one further area financii!!
management. "So aft-- a time they are brought in for
.111 Agency Management Workshop. which is 001)
toward the top management job and emphasis es
financial management.- Subsequently agency managers
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may attend an Intermediate and then an Advanced
Management Workshop.

Course development is the responsibility of the
Director of Schools, who maintains close liaison with
the marketing department and the line sales depart-
ments. Courses are continually changing partly in
adaptation to new needs and partly in response to
suggestions from students, Student critiques, tests and
rule playing to measure skill transfer are used to
evaluate the effectiveness of the training.

Field

Field training is the responsibility of a team of eight
who also operate out of Boston. They visit agencies on
an "as-needed-and-called" basis for two purposes. One
is to conduct formal course instruction in new subject
areas: Provisions and implications of new retirement
plans would be an example. The second is to coach
individual agents in selling techniques. Trainers and
field sales personnel together make calls on prospects.
The training people may take charge in the first call or
two, then observe and critique the field people in
subsequent

Group Operations

The executive area knov.n as Group Operations,
comprising approximately 2,000 employees, markets
and services Group insurance and Pensimi products.
These Iwo product lines hay... separate Home Office
and Field Sales and support organizations. Pension
operations markets its products through a highly
trained sales force located in field offices, but all of its
support personnel are located in Boston. Insurance
operations markets its products through over 100
salespeople located in field offices within six regions,
each having underwriting and claim offices to support
its sales efforts.

Education program have been developed for both
insurance and pension operations. These Programs are
administered and conducted by a staff of two, which
includes the training director of Group Operations, Mr.
Trygve Christiansen.

Group Insurance Sales

New hires into the G.oup Insurance sales force are
likely to be in their mid-twenties `'generally with
some work experience and at a stage in life where they
are ready. to settle into a career pattern.- They begin
their education with a nine-assignment correspondence
course inttoducing them to group insurance concepts



in general and to specific John H ancock practices.
During the several months 0;. this initial phase they are
working in the field and being initiated into their new
johs. They are then sent to a "Basic Group School at

the John I lancock Institute in Boston for four Wees of
instruction dealing with the insurance product and sales
skills. The course is given once a year in the fall, and
usually includes approximately 15 students. The four
weeks of training are structured into two-week seg-
ments. separated by about a month.

Group Insurance sales employees have several other
foimal training opportunities. One of these is

"Advanced Training School." currently held twice a

year with 10 to 15 attendees. Its curriculum tends to
be specialized. with a strong emphasis on advanced
product knowledge. Participants may include relatively
new employees who have had enough previous ex-
perience to he exempted from the Basic Group School.

Another program for experienced employees is a

one-week course designed to provide existing managers
with training in man :meat per sc. All large-office
managers have received such training, and the program
was extended in 1976 to assistant managers and to

v.lut Ik'fr smaller offices. Mr.
Christiansen. who is the principal discussion leader in
these sessions held at the Home Office, hopes to
provide this t raining to potential field management
personnel in the future.

Finally and moving closer tO the line at which
training and prohlem solving begin to blur sales

personnel join with their colleagues in the claims and
underwriting disciplines in an annual workshop, usually
conducted on a regional basis with !Ionic Office
management in attendance. While one of the work-
shop's aims Is cross-fert ilizat ion of an

equall\ important objectie is to introduce new
keting strategy. products and systems.

In addition. dining the year it is common to see
sualer regional meetings taking place to evaluate
progress.

Group Insurance Claims

Claim management personnel participate in the re-
gional workshops and. in addition. in the following:

111 An "Advanced Training. School. This is an

;,niial one-week course attended by management-level
personnel. Its locus, of course. is on claims policies.
procedures and sales considerations. An example: New
Ilancock equipment and procedures for processing
group accident and health claims. a system called
IIalistar.

(2) Supervisor's Seminars. roughly analogous to
courses available for Home Office personnel in the
Career Education Program and lasting two and one-half
days. These sessions. created specifically for the newly
named claim supervisor. are given at two locations
Chicago. for offices in the western. midwestern and
central regions: and the John Hancock Institute for
northeast, mid-Atlantic and southern areas.

(3) A series of "claims management seminars.
Included are managers. assistant managers. and claims
representatives. Subject matter is tailored to the
specific claim office-management responsibilities. Fol-
low-up management training has been conducted for
managers of the largest offices.

(4) A correspondence course that is mandated for
those who are claims approvers. It is administered out
of the Home Office but monitored in the field. where
progress is evaluated and examinations corrected. The
field reports to Boston every t;darter on status and
completions so that field claim management can
monitor the program and awards can be distributed to
the completors.

Group Insurance Underwriting

In addition to participation .ey rianagers in the
regional workshops. there is a "r ;-week course in
Boston dealing with basic policy tor line .aiderwriters
of the six regions. Regional contract per nnel also
come to Boston a:.;itially for train in their area of
..esponsibility. Furthermore, training is

offered to underwriting management personnel in a

field setting.

Pension Sales

Ellis operation includes several traditional training
activities. One of these is the Technical Seminal."
Because of the relatively small size of its field force,
Pension personnel conic to Boston to attend
these occasional. product-oriented training se!:sions. In
IQ7P 'here were three meetings designed to train the
field to in an invetment product being into 'INe...tj
as pa: of .: changing marketing strategy. "An inter-
mediate or advanced training school analogous to
Insurance's 'advanced Training School is also held
one a veto in Boston. Attendees. usually fewer than
ten. focus on technical and sales training in pension
planning.

In all pension representatives participated in
;Elin.. programs focusing specifically on selling skills.
1 he sys.ion, i.Yete conducted in -small group settings-in

ions.
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Prep

In Boston, as in other communities, there is a

need to provide help for the many people handi-
cappd by background or.lack of opportunity
the individual interested in obtaining a high school
equivalency certificate, the person anxious to
acquire a marketable job skill, or the individual
who lacks fluency in the English language. John
Hancock is helping to meet this need through its
Prep Program, which was established in 1968.

The program receives no funds from govern-
ment or private agencies and makes no charge to
students. It is financed in its entirety by John
Hancock as a special commitment to the under-
employed and the unempiesed in the Boston com-
munity. Some John Hanr.ock employees are en-
rolled in the program; however, most of the
students are employed by other organizations.

Classes meet at John Hancock two evenings a

week for three hours each evening. There are two
programs per year: September through December
and January through May. Courses are taught by
certified teachers from school systems in the
metropolitan Boston area.

To date, about 3,500 students have been en-
rolled in the Prep Program, with many of the
students participating in more than one prograrri.
The Massachusetts State Department of Education
has awarded 152 high school equivalency certifi-
cates to its graduates.

Finally. there is the Pension Workshop." Each 'ear
in June all pensHr, representatives meet near Boston
tut ,nie week, that lane, field and How Office
pension people deal with common concerns in what
one executive describes as "a give-and-take 7it mo-

sphere."

In 1974 to 1975 the pension force was increased by
the hiring of eight individuals who had MBA's or
equivalent business experience. Their training consisted
of three months of classroom study at the Institute,
two months on field assignments, and a final two
months of !Ionic Office training.

Evaluation and Planning

Evaluation of Group Operation's courses and pro-
grams takes several forms. At the end of programs
trainees are asked to criticize and give constructive
suggestions in writing. Testing is used in basic insur-
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ance and pension courses; in addition. ideotape rule
playing is employed to measure skill transfer.

In the claim supervisory training, pre- and post-tests
were administered for each of the first ten or so
sessions. Since the post-test results were uniformly
higher. such testing was stopped on this program.

Another form of .)valuation was a follow-up seminar
directed to large-office claim managers who had com-
pleted initial claims management training two years
earlier. Their judgment, as summarized by the training
unit, was that the course had measurably improved
"operating efficiency and teamwork."

"We've made continuing stabs at trying to measure
effectiveness on a more scientific basis." says Mr.
Christiansen. "but there are so many variables that we
haven't yet found a means we consider to be reliable. I

can't always point to hard evidence, but I am
confident we're making good use of the company's
time and money. However. I do consider developing
more sophisticated evaluation techniques to be one of
my prime objectives."

In addition to the training efforts cited above, the
Group Training Unit conducts a one-half day 'Orienta-
tion Program each quarter for all newly hired Home
Office personnel in Group insurance and Pension
Operations. Many operating departments within Group
have developed formalized internal training programs.

recent training development for both the insur-
ance and pension field sales force is the production of
audio cassettes in Boston for distribution to Group
Field sales offices.

Other Education and Training

The education and training divisions of the Corpor-
ate Secretary and the two major marketing areas are
not considered to be the most suitable resources for
meeting a variety of specialized instructional needs at
John Hancock. In a few instances. these are served by
training divisions within individual departments.

Computer Training

The most notable of these instances is data process-
ing. Winn Insurance Operations, John Hancock em-
ploys a data processing staff of 600 that includes
abort! 275 computer programmers. As Nancy Bern,
Director of EDP Education, describes it: "In 1968,
computer manufacturers started to charge custotners
io r education. and it became more economical to de. it
ourselves...

M, Bern's staff of six "all professionals in com-
puter and communication techniques" conducts abo'9



5.000 employee-days of formal education a year. She
notes that at the price John Hancock would pay for
this training on the outside S100 to SI50 a day
the value of the program she directs is in excess of
S 500.000.

Well over half of this programming training is for
new hires typically people with no background in
the work. It consists. initially, of a nine-week. full-time
course that includes basic programming, basic com-
puter logic, and job control language. During the first
year new programmers are given at least two additional
courses of one week each one in advanced ('ORAL,
the second in diagnosing computer problems. Changing
technology both in programming and equipment
accounts for the remainder of the program.

The mix of basic versus advanced training depends
heavily on economic conditions. "Financial compa-
nies," explains Ms. Bern, "are particularly subject to
'raiding,' and in good times turnover can be as high as
30 percent. During expansion periods the training effort
concentrates at the basic level. During slower periods we
bring our experienced people up-to-date in more sophis-
ticated areas. But even then there's little time for the-
oretical education. People are usually in a class because
they need to learn ,ontething for next week."

Would the work of the division benefit from more
theoretical education? Yes, Ms, Ream thinks, but not
necessarily without cost to the company. Users of EDP
service, within the firm are charged for those services.
Increased department overhead would raise the neces-
sary charges and discourage use. "The reality," says
Ms. Bern. is that trade-offs have to be made,"

Technical and Training Supervisors

Data processing is not the only department that has
its own training organization. On a much smaller scale,
for example, Group Systems has a training director

who plans and conducts a tailor-made program for its
20-25 systems analysts. But all other divisions of the
John Hancock Company and they are numerous, a
"division" being a unit within a department desig-
nate one of their employees as "technical and training
supervisor," with responsibility for keeping abreast of
relevant techinCtogy, conducting whatever training is

required in applications to the work of the division.
and more generally training any new division em-
ployees. This is most often a part-time responsibility.
but in many divisions it is full time. Training may be
on the job. integrated into orientation programs for
new employees, an independent classroom or other-
wise formally structured activity. There is no way,
short of a comprehensive mtracompany study, to
discover the dimensions of this aspect of the com-
pany's training activity.

Individuals who kave extensive responsibility for
training others within their, own departments are
themselves trained in a so-called Trainers' Institute that
is closely allied with the Career Education Programs. In
the first of two three-day sesions the students are

`given basic instruction in on-the-job training methods,
In the second. videotaped exercises in plans develop
meat and classroom teaching are used. Participants
may elect one or both of the two-day sessions,
depending on individual needs.

Other

One final pr that belongs most a ppropriately
in this group of cialized educational activities is an
"Advanced Seminar in Management," which occupies a
full workweek. It is built around case studies, in-basket
exercises, and other participative techniques. Taught
mainly by senior officers of the company, it is

designed for personnel in "upper junior executive, but
not top level" management. .
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Appendix A

Educating Nonemployees

ttztA GOODLY NUMBER OF companies are engaged in
educating and training people who are not their own
eilIPItYcL:s.:but who work for other private or public
employer,. or are themselves entrepreneurs. he do so
most commonly to teach skills and ktiowledgc at are
vital to the sale. maintenance or use of their products
but, in some instances, because ediii':atiun is their line
of business.

Adjunct Personnel and Associated Skills

Dotty -four percent of companies in the Board's
survey ruported that they provide courses to clients or
customers. (Detailed information front a number of
them makes clear that the term "course.," was some-
times construed loosely. ind may refer to inure
informal modes of inst-nction as well.)

Chose who participate in these courses are sonie-
times the.illiimme users of the instructing companies'
ptoduCts or services. manufacturer of sophisticated
medical equipment. lot example. trains hospital and
clinic personnel in its use: a cement producer gives a
course for customeis on aspects of advanced concrete
technology: another company conducts a live-week
training course for the technicians of firms that use its
automatic welding equipment in pipeline construction;
a machine tool manufacturer instructs customers about
the installation. maintenance and operation Of its
products.

At least as often. however, participants in these
courses are 111411S often quite small ones that
perform essential roles for the provider's firm in

connec+ion with the manufacture, distribution or servi-
cing of its products. Automobile manufacturers train
their dealers in appropriate skills as do soft drink
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companies their bottlers; food chains their franchisees;
insurance companies their agents. A camera company,
provides courses to service groups in the operation and
repair of its products: a tire company conducts
seminars on its new product line each year for the
sales personnel of its distributors; and so on. Instruc-
tion is also provided to such entrepreneurial inter-
mediaries as travel agents. architects and decorators.

If the technical and marketing competence of these
agents is no less vital to the supplying firm than that
of the people on its own payroll, it is equally in its
interest that the businesses be profitable and well run.
The courses that are provided for them, therefore, are
by no means confined to the kinds of technical
information that may be needed to sell. use or
maintain products and equipment, but include mana-
gerial skills as well.

A System for The Coca-Cola Company's "Cus-
tomers"

The stake companies often have in the skills of
people who are not in their employ may he seen in
bold relief' in the case of the soft drink industry. The
programs developed by The Coca-Cola Company for its
national network of 111,,le than 600 franchise Bottlers
illustrate the type of response that many such business
interdependencies require. Almost all of the Bottlers of
Coca-Cola ate independent businesses that buy soft
drink syrup from The Coca-Cola Company and then
bottle and distribute the finished product. They are.
thus, both the Company's pi-if:re customers and its
chief avenue to the consuming public. The Company,
has long conducted s...hools, workshops and seminars
;vith its Bottlers and its own personnel as well. But to



the Company's hoard chairman And CEO, J. Paul

Austin, the Company and its Bottlers a re now confron-
ting the "true paradox" that "even as our business is
becoming more and more complex, requiring an ever
increasing amount of talent, our more experienced
employees, faced with the growing demand of the
business, are finding less time to improve their skills."

One answer that the Company has recently devel-
oped and made available to its Bottlers is a "multi-
media learning system" for the sales and production
nersonnel, including hard and software items in a

complete package.
The system's hardware has three components

color TV monitor, a video cassette player, and an
audio cartridge player. Its software includes 2(r dif-
ferent modules (more are in preparation), designed
specifically for Bottlers of Coca-Cola. Each module
contains a vi deo cassette, an audio cassette and
workbooks.

series of !lese modules has been designed for
tile training of and marketing personnel, another
for production and technical employees. The Company
has also included in the package instructions And
suggestions for administering the modules either on
a "one-on-one" WAT(.4"' or in group sessions.

Entrepreneurship

Coca-Cola is not of course, the only company that
seeks to offset the development and maintenance costs
of such courses by charging for them. IBM. whose
courses for customers listed in a 401) -page catalog
are devoted lu data processing and programming skills,
end c.ountlt.s.ss ()tilers. feel mstified and able to do so as
well.

Some firms, in distinction to these, have developed
courses or other educational services that they sell to
firms with which they have no other relationship
unless it is as competitor. Often any expectation of
gain is quite modest, These may he larger or more
venturesome firms that have developed courses for
their own employees an airlines course for training
reservation clerks, for example, has found a small
market in companies with similar needs. On the other
hand, some companies have utilized their resources
actively to market extensive curricula in managerial,
supervisory and technical subjects.'

Finally, a few firms, with some outside encourage-
ment, have sought a direct entre:ioneurial role in the
nation's schools. The ebbing of interest in voucher
systems and "performance contracting" after some
experimentation six or seven years ago has disappoint-
ed some and quieted the fears of others. Business

opportunity in adult, as well as earlier, education has
also fallen well below the expectations some firms held
a decade ago. But speculation about, and interest in, the
application of industry's resources, experience and

expertise to the education of nonemployee populations
understandably persists. The roles that are played
respectively by business, universities, and other
interests in the future development of cost-effective
educational technology particularly computer-
managed zu.' computer-assisted instruction is likely
to affect the shape of the educational system and the
content of education in still unpredict::ble ways.

I \fan crux nic., "f come, it ko vpli And equip-
ownt in.tituti,m.. ranging Inuit mitehiwk. t
Judi.,%i.ii;i1 equipment. and perriqm se( \ Lli%er.v a. cus
nudes) and cum:idling.
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Appendix B

Company Courses: An Illustrative "Curriculum"

To FURTHER ELUCIDATE the subject matter of
company course programs. reflect the breadth and
intensity of individual treatments, and convey the
variety of descriptive styles, a sampler "curriculum" is
shown below in which course descriptions are taken
verbatim from the catalogs or listings of many com-
panies. Course lengths (not always listed) generally
represent hours of Glasswork.

In many eases, however. assignments are required
preparation for Glasswork .fird subsequent to its com-
Hition. A public utilities course, for example. titled

zing Performance Problems," specifies that each
ticipant submit, in advance, a short description of a

performance problem he or she has identified, and read
a (designated) hook on the subject prior to the session.

Management Development and
Supervisory Courses

Management of People

77w indiriduar s Responsibility in Career Planning
One day. Objectives: to present and discuss concepts
for career planning and provide opportunities
carticipants T,) acquire skill and knowho in deng
their owe, individual development plans. Description:
The topics covered will include: the nature and scope
of planning an individual's development: sources of
information and guidance for planning, and problems
in integrating individual and Company needs and goals.

:I glass manufacturer
* *

Leadership Action Seminar. Five days, fia hiding
evening sessions and evening readings. Ohs', tires:
Orientation to "production and people management"
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concepts and practices Pius h's Undelstan laic ,l sari-
ous styles of lerrE"ship: gives deeper inidcht it t

individual and pour, dyn.ami...s. and stimulatcs .mare-
ness of personal strengths and development needs.
Description: The leadership action seminar con..en-
(rates primarily on indi...alual versus team etkirt. .11 les
of management, te,:hniques of mons:won. 111;1!1.:t!lr:,4
group competition. and personal leedbricis for pidi\
dual growth. Participants complete an action plan
improved management productiity.

/1 photocopy CqUIPIlle111 Nrt

Performance Appraisal Workthop. Tom
The performani appraisal workshop is deign:,1
management people whoseresponsibilmes rr i nc them
to evaluate the job performance frt
;Ind to conduct performance :Irv-akar intef%niv. he

objectives of the workshop are tit help par flora:H., 1,,

gain a better understanding and appreciation If the
pose of the performance appraisal program ati;', Its 1111H,-
111CM316.111; ieafiu 110.1v to establish standar rh, or pc
stance: understand the appraisal pio,.ess .ti.,!
judgmeii.11 emirs: iniptove their ;

well - written. .o.curate. silbstar111%e

pr7rnsals: and ! .inproSe theli 'L.!! m prepain.l.
and contiuctim2 peinuman..e
views.

Funcational of Mandoeinent

1)1. I he fir:H. ;um ;
effective NIB() sstem ale prccritel .1 he.i.5
is placed on tire Styr,

viitiromi.en;



assumptions-, analysis of strengths, weaknesses, oppor-
tunities and threats. The issue of "top-down" or
"bottom-up" objective setting is addressed as well.
Participants should he able to explain the key attri-
butes land environmental factors) of an effective MI30
system. However, a complete ability to implement such
a system is not anticipated.

A pharmaceutical firm
* *

Management Sciences Program. Two half days.
Description: Tin:: program is designed to present and
explain management sciences concepts, equipment,
economics and applications. Objectives: The program is
designed to: familarize the participants with the con-
cepts, equipment, techniques and applications of man-
agement sciences: expose participants to practical and
scientific management science techniques applied to
functional areas. It will function on these questions:
What is management science? What does it do in the
company? How can it be used effectively?

An ctrl company
*

Marketing Concepts fOr Nonmarketing Managers.
One day. Designed to acquaint managers with the main
concepts involved in marketing. Covers marketing, its
functions, its idiosyncrasies, and its effects. Includes
practical implementation methods and a discussion
wit' company's marketing manager.

household products manufacturer

Using the Computer as a Management Tool. Three-
and-a-half days. This is a course designed for people
who have need for computerized information. Its
purpose is to help them understand how computer
services work, and thus to obtain more effectively
front them the kind of information they want, in the
form in which they want it, and at the least possible
cost.

..1n industrial apparatus manufacturer

Management Skills Review. A review of the manage-
ment skills, i.e., planning, organizing and controlling.
This training stresses the nature of management respon-
sibilities. It is an in-depth review of some of the topics
topics covered in supervisory management training.

Att industrial chemicals manufecturer
* * *

Work Simplification. Twenty hours. Objectives: to

improve profits by reducing costs through the elimina-
don of waste: to establish a procedure for continuing
the development of better methods. Benefits: Actual

dollar savings through waste reductions are accom-
plished while the new program is being conducted.
Superviso7s receive a new outlook on problem solving.
A mutual understanding among supervisors of each
others' jobs and problems is provided as well as all-out
cooperation and teamwork being promoted. The phi-
losophy of "finding easier and better ways of doing
work" is accepted and becomes a way of life. Program.:
Ten, two-hour sessions about one-half of the program)
are spent working actual on-the-job improvement pro-
jects. It method of fact gathering and analyzing
information is learned. Methods of eliminating waste,
combining operations, changing sequences.. and im-
proving work are developed. A method of communi-
cating ideas for improvements is provided through the
use of revised flow processes, work place, and multiple
activity. charts.

:In industrial machi 'err and
equipment manufacturer

*

Train the Trainer. Four half days. A course designed
Dot any person who does training, whether in the
classroom or on the job. It includes basic principles of
how to train and in-class practice in putting these
principles to Work.

..1 bank

*

illanagcmenf Cemsulting Seminar. This three-day
seminar is conducted for partners, managers and
seniors. Designed to enable experienced personnel to
apply effective consulting concepts. this program em-
phasizes managing a consulting engagement, budgeting
and cash forecasting. managerial accounting, other
firmwide consulting capabilities and effective uses of
time-sharing in each area. The seminar utilizes a

combination of lectures. demonstrations, small group
problem solving, case studies, and practice with time-
sharing terminals to cover the subjects.

/lit accounting firm

Business-Government Workshop. Five days. Objec-
tive: to help our managers gain increased knowledge of
the dynamic interrelationship between business 'and
government and what this means to the business:

better understand the political process and its signifi-
cance on the strategies of their business: know when
and how to use company experts in activities involving
g,.ivernment.

9t.

Alt electrical products manufacturer
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'.-?rsonal Skills

Delegathm roll Time Management. One day. De-
w. 'e provide managers and supervisors w n-k-
at.e ,now-how answers to questions such as: Why
don't managers delegate as much as they should? When
should I delegate'? V it should I delegate'? To whom
should I delegate? Ho- can I build managerial leverage
more fundamentally? W. i can I do to get all the time
I need? Do I work limp. ,nd harder than my people
do? Why? How can I cons' my expenditure of time
to tit my needs? How do i out from under the
day-to-day burdens? How can t break loose from the
"time" and "activity" traps? Ant I doing more than I

should? Less than I should?
deciriatics am/ systems firm

kepner-Tregoe Problem-solving and Decision-waking
Workshop (WACO I I I. One week. Description: The
workshop is designed to study, review and improve
results in three critical areas: finding the true -wise of
a problem: making the most appropriate decisions:
efficiently implementing a decision. The emphasis is on
efficient use of necessary information and resolving
problem situations. Ideas and concepts are studied and
discussed for understanding. alter which case studies
are used to illustrate the implementation of these
ideas. The participants then put the concepts to work
on their own problem situations with critique and
feedback following.

The program deals with problem solving and deci-
sion making both from the individual and group
standpoint. Objectives: Asa result of this program the
participants will: assess the process by which they
analyze problems. make decisions, and handle potential
problems: develop an understanding of a systematic
approach to handling problem situations: develop tech-
niques for asking better questions: plan for continued
application and improved results on the job.

(11('Inn't11,1- WallilltietnrCr

* * *

Creatirity in Problem Sol-ing. Seven half days.
Participants will: identify attitudes and behavior that
inhibit creativity: identify their own behavioral blocks
to creativity: work in block areas (one, two. fe:;i or
five person exLrcises): use a work-related problem to
explore li(iw then individual blocks to creativity affect
solving the problem: use a technique for pinpointing a
problem: use at least iwo organized strategies for
eliciting large numbers of ideas (brainstorming, forced
relationships): use at least one method to evaluate
useful and meaningful ideas: identify obstacles to
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implementation and ways to reduce resistance: apply
the creative problem-solving process to a work-related
problem and evaluate results.

.1 photographic c'quipinent and
supplies munutiwitirer

*

nls Skills Development. Implements
techniques to improve interpersonal communication
(written and spoken), such as listening, questioning,
prinentations nonverbals, letterwriting. et cetera. Parti-
cipants will individually simulate common situations
and evaluate their own interpersonal communication
characteristics via videotape and feedback from others
in the group.

chemical and metallurgy firm'

Sell-assessmem .11unugers. Five days. The overall
objective of this program is to study and analyze the
participants' own management practices through a

series of confidential self-assessment exercises. Re-

medial steps- foi improvement are developed and at the
completion of the program participants will have
learned: to develop detailed approaches for altering
their planning. analytical and ingallizational skills: time
management and how to set up priorities and develop
strategies in relation to responsibilities: to identify and
overcome performance obstacles: methods to identify
improvement needs, implement strategies. and establish
performance objectives: how to obtain and improve
teamwork: what factors influence the organization
through lateral management: how sell-motivation al-
tects self-improvement.

l /tain't ManliftletlIrer

Functional and Technical Courses

Production and Maintenance

Welding Engineei inv. Five days. Obtective: to help
individuals who have metal-joining responsibilities in a

managing or engineering function. :1/ct/wd: course will
cover Ow fundamentals of welding engineering: welding
processes: design for welding: welding metallnrg.
standards. codes: cost calculating: and welding applica-
tions.

An elect/lea/ M(11111.hletlirer
* * *

Instruinemat ion and Prinvss Control Engineers.
Thirty hours. Description: This is a practical program
to introduce new engineers to process control instru-
mentation by combining control theory with problems
taken from actual plant experience. It includes a



review of process control hardware, a workshop on
control problems. an introduction to control theory, a

survey of methods for testing and setting Cto"R Hers,
and a brief look at direct digital control.

plastics th,P

Introdwrion to Colloid Olmistrv. T-wele hours.
This seminar will provide a ba.,ic understanding of 'he
general field of colloid chemistry. It is designed to he a
practical, industry-oriented course with specific infor
illation dealing with the measurement of vari ,Ls

physical properties and applications of the basic prin-
ciples of colloid chemistry. Topics will include sedi
men-Atkin. dispersio,, forces, electrical charge effects,
zeta potential measurements. surface tension. wetting.
foaming, surface active agents. light scattering, theo-
logy and preparation I'M coil(ndS.

p/n I( 'graphic equipment trIaludacturcr
* *

Splicer (Transmission I. Teti days as required.
Oblectire: to enable the experienced distribution
splicer to make low-, and high-pressure oil-filled cable
splices in 69. and 345 k.v. ranges.

titi/io
*

Applicd Statistics for Engineers. Taught one evening
per week. this course will stress the uses of statistical
analysis methods applied in biological. physical ;and
engineering sciences. Topics will include univanate and
multivariate analysis methods in linear and nonlinear
models framework. sampling and experimental designs
considerations and parameter estimation. time series
analysis. and other methods presented to establish the
effectiveness of statistics as a tool for applied scientili,.
and en-eineering emplo Students should have good
working knowledge of matrix algebra. some appre-

for probability dist 1'nn theory. And ability
to work in differential and integral calculus. If suffi-
cient interest is expressed the course will span two
semesters. Further details will he announced when that
into est is received.

A research and derehlunclit l drat
* *

New Engineering Concepts. Ten days. Ohiectires: to
expose participants to new technology and science
important to the company and to acquaint participants
with the corporate personnel working with this science
and technology: to stimulate the participant's thinking
of the effect of the energy: crisis and changes in the
socioeconomic environment (e.g.. ecology and consu-
merism) on engineering designs: to develop insights
into tools and techniques affecting engineering design:

to inspire each participant to want to read and learn
more and thus continue his or her own professional
development.

.4tt electrical equilwient maintlacturer

Marketing and Sales

Adranced Sales Technology. live days. Objectives:
This program is particularly recommended for sales

representatives who desire an expansion of knowledge
in customer management and selling strategies. Assists
participants in recognizing and responding to a variety
of customer needs and thus increasing their resource-
fulness in a sales situation. Emphasizes: financial
orientation return on investment. share of market,
Profit center: how to sell by objective and build a
supportive strategy to meet account objectives: method
of analyzing accounts for profitability. potential and
product mix: how to develop an approach to pre-
identify customer problems and keep the account sold:
strategies for sales follow-up and future growth. .

. paper manufacturer

Selling Skills for Retail hospital Salesmen. Five
days. Obleetires: Upon completion of this program the
participant will he able to: make effective presenta-
tions using the "benefit'' techniques in a natural way:
handle objectives skillfully: close a higher percentage of
calls: manage time and territory more effectively: work
within the distribution system to solve customer
problems: use various company systems to better
service customers: better handle returns or credit: train
store managers and staff on merchandising techniques:
advise store managers on layout and modernization.

1 phadnaccutical firm
* *

Customer Courted Program, Twelve hours. To
provide customer-contact persons with the basic psy-
chology. and techniques of good customer courtesy,
along with basic product knowledge. and practice
in demonstrating effective selling techniques using video-
taped role-playing and critique procedures.

A hank* * *

,lpplieations in Marketing. Will examine in detail
the specifics of a marketer's duties and opportunities in
a specific field of endeavor. The characteristics of com-
modity and specialty product marketing will be scru-
tinized and the roles of the variou> elements in the
"marketing mix'' will he optimized to further the
efforts in this area.

..1 chemian and metallurgy firm
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Office, Administrative, Clerical, Financial
Production and Inrentory Contred. Eighteen hours.

This course provides a nontechnic,:l review ot generally
well-accepted production and inventory control tech-
niqtks dnd relates these techniques to actual situations.

An appliance manufacturer

Eng', 'trues and Risi; Anuit'sis Course. Eighteen
hours. t .,jectire: to give individuals who recommend
or make decisions on capital investment proposals a
background in the general concepts. procedures and
terminology of economics and risk analysis as practiced
within the company.

* *
A 11 011 company

intermit/or:a/ Bunking. Two days. This seminar
presents an overview of the International Banking.
Department. I he seminar concentrates on those sei-
vices most often discussed and sold by banking-
department contact personnel. Topics include foreign
ext.hange, trade financing, documentary services, and
international corporate financing techniques.

bunk
* *

Systems Analyst Training 1. One week. Obiectire.:
to study the following skills of the systems analyst:
problem definition. data gathering. information
analyses. presentation techniques, implementation plan-
ning. controls, documentation. systems reviews.

,gloss manufacturer
* *

Lffeetire Business user Technical Writing. Fifteen
hours. Part I ot this program emphasizes the elements
of effective writing: clarity, conciseness, force, appro-
priateness and organization. Instruction in formal
giammar is included only to the extent that it is

necessary. Part II should he taken by employees whose
work requires writing reports on scientific and techni-
cal subjects. It covers the organization of the formal
technical report and provides practice in writing ab-
stracts.

.1 plastics manufacturer
* * *

Professionalism for Secretaries. Six hours. The focus
is on the meaning of "professionalism a.: it relates to
the special qualities which a secretary needs in addition
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to superior skills of shorthand and typing. The first
session focuses on the boss-secretary relationship. The
second session focuses oil the co-worker-secretary
relationship.

..1 bunk

introduction to Ledger Bookkeeping. Onehall day.
Obiectires: acquaint individuals with ledger responsi-
bilities, update. maintenant:e and function; of the
company's ledger system.

Slirallee c ulnpall.y

Other

Statistics: Inference and Analysis. Five half days.
Business people often need to make predictions or
"guesstimates and analyze numerical data ill order to
draw conclusions. The course emphasizes the use of
the basic tools available and the guidelines which
enable participants to recognize the possible applica-
tion of advanced statistical methods to their problems.

.-I marketing organization
* * *

Medical Terminology. Participants will learn the

basic structure and definition of medical terms inclu-
ding prefixes, suffixes, :owes. combining forms, and
plurals. Pronunciation and spelling is stressed. Emphasis
is also placed on building a professional vocabulary
which will enable the participants to work effectively
in the medical field.

*

pharmaceutical firm
*

E.VCE/.. Twenty-three hour:;. Objective: to offer
information useful to clerical-support employees. Will
provide information which should improve effective-
ness of support personnel. Course Description; Infor-
mation is provided in the following topic areas:
information on company history and how clerical staff
contributes to profits: perception how it affects our
capacity to operate: (2ommtinications focus on
transactional analysis as a communications tool:
authority how developed, why and where used:
motivation how to take the initiative ill motivation:
problem solving: time management how to set

priorities:'behavior modification 1 including attitude
and self-esteem.

.1 machine tool manufacturer



Appendix C

Sample and Methods

1 11E SURVEY OF corporate education and training
programs was based on a mail questionnaire sent to a
sample of 2.708 companies. selected as representative
of all U.S. firms hay* at least 500 employees. There
are estimated to have been 7.600 of such firms.
employing about 32 million persons. or 52 percent of
the 62.5 million who were in private nonagricultural
employment, when the survey was conducted in the
tall of 1'175.

To ensure that companies of various sizes within
each of the major industry types (2-digit SI(') were
adequately represented in the sample, and yet to avoid
excessive sampling, all firms in the target universe were
grouped into 30 size-type cells. Randomly selected
samples large enough to yield reasonably reliable data
at anticipated response rates were taken from each cell

except for numerically smaller cells. in which all
companies were included.

Survey Response

Following a May -June pretest. questionnaires were
mailed to these companies on August I I. 1075.
hundred and ten completed and usable questionnaires.
or 22 percent of the total number mailed. were
returned by mid-December when the survey was closed
out. Table ('.1 shows numbers of completed question-
naires relative to sample size and to estimates of the
universe, by company size and type groupir.l.s.

To derive projections to the univep..,e from the
sample of 610 firms. completed questionnaires in each
of the 30 cells were weighted that is, multiplied by
a factor that enlarged the cell and restored it to its
true size in the universe. The 53.000-and-more em
ployee category was combined with the one just below
it to provide a more reliable sample base for the largest

rms.

Table C.1: Survey Universe, Sample, and Response Rates

Company Size
All

Compant,-,
Survey
Sample

Returns
Number % of Sample

50,000 employees or more F3 83 23 24%
10,000 49,999 r49 323 106 33
5,000 9,999 5:'2 337 93 28
2,500 4,999 954 509 130 26
1,000 2,499 2,293 713 157 22

500 999 3,188 821 101 11

Company Type (and SIC)

Manufacturing (19-391 3,928 1,133 257 23%
Transportation, Communications, Utilities (40.49) 747 344 95 28
Wholesale and Retail (50-59) 1,058 522 52 10
Finance and Insurance (60.69) 944 441 160 36
Other 922 358 46 1.,
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Table C.2: Company Size by Industry Type

Company Size Manufacturing

Transportation-
Communications-

Utilities
Wholesale and

Retail

Financial
and

Insurance Other

10,000 employees or more 8% 10%
5,000 9,999 7 7 8 7
2,500 4,999 12 17 13 14 9
1,000 2,499 30 32 30 31 30

500 999 43 34 43 38 47
Total 100°0 100% 100% 100% 100%

In terms of the sites of its constituent companies.
each of the industry type categories is remarkably
similar in makeup (see I able (.2).

Follow-up Survey

Underlying the weighting procedure used in this
study is the assumption that the firms in each cell are
typical and representative of all firms having the same
site and type characteristics. To test its validity, brier
postcard questionnaire, which contained several ques-
tions that appeared in the original. was mailed to a
sample of 471 firms that had not completed the
original questionnaire. 'LW() hundred and forty-two.
just over half, responded. As the following comparisons
show, the several kinds of activities that were measured
tended to he less prevalent in the followup sample
than in the original one. This is in line with expecta
tions in survey research that those involved in activities

Under study are more likely to participate than those
who are not. On the other hand, sonic or all of the
differences between the two groups can probably be
explained by diffeiences in the incentives that very long
and very short questionr,aires provide to respondents to
be attentive and thotou?Ii. as well as by sampling
error (see Table

Data on Employee Participation

Most of the companies participating provided figures
that they characterized (by checking a box) as "es-
timated- numbers of employees participating in various
education and training activities. Some gave "actual..
numbers: a small group reported that they could make
no determination. Larger companies were sobiewhat
more likely than smaller ones ti give estimates rather
than actual numbers. They were also less likely to give
any figure: 90 percent of the smaller companies, for

Table C.3: Prevalence of Programs Reported in Original and Follow-up Sample Groups

Company Size

Outside Programs
After -hours (Tuition-aid) During Hours

Original ,.-up Original Follow-up

10,000 employees or more S6% 89% 90% 74%
5,000 9,999 97 87 82 69
2,500 - 4,999 92 89 81 63
1,000 - 2,499 94 71 80 62

500 - 999 86 75 67 56
Total 93% 82% 80% 66%

InHouse Programs

10,000 employees or more 60% 63% 94% 83%
5,000 9,999 54 60 91 82
2,500 4,999 52 31 86 83
1,000 - 2,499 49 52 78 76

500 - 999 35 28 65 60

Total 51% 46% 85% 83%
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Table C.4: Company Reports About Employee Participation in Major Course Programs

After-hours Courses
During-hours Courses

Management- Supervisory FunctIonal-Technical

Reported Numbers of Employees Participating. 93":, 85%
Actual /20 20 14

Estimated 68 73 7?
Did Not Report Numbers of Employees Participating. 12 7 15

Total 100 ' 100' , 100%

example. and (10 percent of the largest provided figures
for numbers of employees participating in functional
course programs (see Table ('.4

Projections %%CR' !nude individually fo; each com-
pany-si/e category, then added. Assumptions were...

I ) That within each size category the number of
employees in companies having a program of the type

measured was in the same .proportion to the total
number of employees 3s the number of the companies
was to the total that is. that companies with and
without such programs had. on average, the same
number of employees.

(2) That the percent of participating employees in
those companies giving no number was the same as in
companies giving estimates.
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Appendix D

Additional Data on Company Expenditures

THE TABLES TIIAT follow, supplementing the
analyses of reported company expenditures for educa-
tion and training in Chapter 2, show dollars spent per

employee within each of the sample cells (i.e., com-
pany size and type) for each of the program categories
(tuition aid. other outside. internal), and in total.

Table D.1: Company Expenditures per Employee, Tuition Aid

Company Type (and SIC)
Number of
Companies

Average Expenditures Highest Company
ExpendituresMean Median

10,000 or more emp/ovees

Manufacturing (1939) 40 S 4.96 S 2.18 550,00
Transportation, Communications, Utilities 14049) 13 4.12 2.60 11.38
Wholesale and Retail (50-59) 6 4.31 .96 2.75
Financ'. and Insurance (60-69) 6 18.30 16.10 40.00
Other t' 7 2.40 1.59 1.51

5,000-9,999 employees

Manufacturing 119-391 23 6.55 3.84 25.00
Transportation, Communications, Utilities 140491 10 9.34 8.79. 18.52
Wholesale arid Retail (50-59) 3 2.65 2.63. 5.00
Finance and Insurance (60691 18 14.64 14.67 40.00
Other 2 11.60 11.60 22.50

2,5004,999 employees

Manufacturing (1939) 33 6.32 3.70 29.85
Transportation, Communications, Utilities 14049) 13 9.13 5.21 46.15
Wholesale and Retail (50-591 4 2.24 1.78 5.10
Finance and Insurance (6069) 16 19.41 16.11 60.33
Other 4 9.74 6.81 25.23

7,000-2,499 employees

Manufacturing (19-391 42 10.99 5.30 163.64
Transportation, Communications, Utilities (40-49) 26 5.63 2.25 57.14
Wholesale and Retail (50-59) 13 2.77 2.23 10.27
Finance and Insurance (60-69) 66 18.20 9.23 113.27
Other 13 7.22 3.33 22.15
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Table D.1: Company Expenditures per Employee, Tuition Aid (continued)

Company Type land SIC)
Number of
Companies

Average Expenditures Highest Company
EApendituresMean Median

500.999 employees

Manufacturing (1939) 15 6.80 3.90 25.21
Transportation, Communications, Utiliti-rs (4049) 12 7.13 2.25 57.1A
Wholesale and Retail (50-591 6 4.43 4.27 10.27
Finance and Insurance (60-69) 31 15.21 8 93 73.62
Other 4 3.33 3.67 4.86

Table D.2: Company Expenditures per Emplryee, Other Outside

Company Type (and SIC)
Number of
Companies

Ave rage Expenditures Highest Company
ExpendituresMean Median

10,000 or more employees

Manufaczuring 119-39) 36 S.3.50 S 1.76 525.00
Transportation, Communications, Utilities (40-49) 12 2 23 2.20 28.47
Wholesaie and Retail 150-591 . 4 .92 36 2.75
Finance and Insurance 160-69) 4 5.60 6.33 12.50
Otter! 6 3.21 .98 908

5,000.9,999 employees

Manufacturing (19.39) 22 4.48 2 05 21.31
Transportation, Communications, Utilities (4049) 10 4.67 1.19 18.52
VVholesalelind Retail (5059) 3 1 55 05 4.60
Finance and Insurance (60691 16 17.40 942 139.22
Other 2 3.80 3.80 6.43

2,500.4,999 employees

Manufacturing (1939) 32 6.00 2 39 29.85
Transporr,:rion, Communications, Utilities 14049) 12 2.83 .89 9.80
Wholesale and Retail (5059) . ...... 4 2.09 1.37 5.10
Finance ai.c1 Insurance 160-691 14 11.55 8.99 31.03
Other 4 6.53 .80 26.13

1,000-2,499 employees

Manufacturing (1939) 37 6.65 3.38 53.47
Transportation, Communications, Utilities (4049) 23 8.41 3.93 60.05
Wholesale and Retail (5059) 12 5.20 1.43 26.32
Finance and Insurance (6069) 62 14.65 7.23 151.71
Other 12 15.88 2.54 63.50

500.999 employees

Manufacturing (19391 12 4.21 2.52 22.22
Transportation, Communications, Utilities (40-49) 10 13.33 6.82 60.05
Wholesale and Retail (50-59) 5 10.05 1.51 ' 26.32
Finance and Insurance (60-69) 29 18.22 5.99 151.71
Other 4 14.23 7.47 41.95
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Table D.3: Company Expenditures per Employee, Company (Internal)

Company Type lano SIC)
Number of
Companies

Average Expenditures Highest Company
ExpendituresMean Median

10,000 or more employees

Manufacturing 119-391 36 847.00 812.22 5750.00
Transportation, Communications. Utaities 140-491 11 101.95 60.12 302.50
Wholesale Jac/ Retail 150.591 5 18.84 19.00 27.47
Finance and Insurance 160-691 4 75 24 70.50 1t46.71
Other 6 23 13 11.25 69,84.

5,0009,999 employees

Manufacturing 119-391 '20 35.50 11.47 264.90
Transportation, Communications. Utilities 140-491 8 43.71 25 66 148.15
Wholesale and Retail 150-591 566 1 20 15.79
F,nance and Insurance 160-691 16 89 25 45.22 431 37
Othir 2 14.45 14 45 17.65

2,500-4,999 employees

Manufacturing 119391 28 9_06 5.92 54.40
Transportation, Communications, Utilities 140-491 12 42.94

705306.2

104.07
Wholesale and Retail 150 59/ 3 7.19 10.20
Finance and Insurance 160 691 17 28.13 27.27 65.21
Other 4 4.57 300 12.31

1,000-2,499 employees

Manufacturing 119391 . 35 9.67 1.57 113.70
Transportation, Communication's, Utilities 140491 22 30.13 22.41 113.63
Wholesale and Retail (50-591 ............ . 12 14.69 3.28 62.89
Finatic'e and Insurance 160.691 58 24.10 12,61 119.59
Ot [IP,- 12 17.57 6.97 51.15..t.'

500-999 employees
... ,..

Manufacturing (19-391 ........ 13 2 80 .60 16.80
Transportation, Communications, Utilties 140491 9 25.74 23.45 71.42
Wholesale and Retail (50-591 5 22.26 20.00 6189
F +),31)o! anti Insurance 160691 29 19.44 6.67 119.59
Other 4 14.93 6.97 45.78

Table D.4: Company Expenditures per Employee, Total

Company Type (and SIC)
Number of
Companies

. Average. Expenditures Highest Company
ExpendituresMean Median

10,000 or more employees

Manufacturing 119391 30 864.60 819.30 8804.17
Transportation, Common cations, Utilities 140.491 10 89.20 64.32 288.93
Wholesale and Rei,1,1 (50-59) . . . ......... . 4 19.23 18.22 32.97
Finance and Insurance 160-691

. . 4 98.75 98.30 129.57
Other 6 27 89 16.57 79.36
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Table D.4: Company Expenditures per Employee, Total (continued)

Company Type (and SIC)
Number of
Companies

Average Expenditures Highest Company
ExpendituresMean Median

Manufacturing 119.39)
Transportation, Communications, Utilities 140-49)

tiiriWholesale Retail 150-591
Finance and Insurance (60-69)
Other

Manufacturing 11939) . ........... , .

Transportation, Communications, Utilities (40-491
Wholesale and Retail (50-591 . .. ... ..... . .

Finance and Insurance 160-69) .... . . .

Other

Manufacturing (19 39)
Transportation, Communications, Utilities (40-49)
Wholvsale and.Retail (50-591
Finance and Irsurnce (60-691
Other

Manufacturing 11939)
TraN,sportation, Communwat.ons, Utilities 140-491

,-..._,
Wholesale and Retail 150-59)
Finance and Insurance (60-69)
Other

20

8

3

15

2

27

12

4

14

4

34

21

12

58
12

11

9

5

29
4

5,000-9,999 emp'oyces

44.-89 24 00
55.29 33.82
9.87 10.80

102 14 68.52
29.85 29 85

2,500-4,999 employees

19.91 13.10

55.34 53.55
9.67 7 47

56.16 65.87
21.25 13 97

1,000-2,499 employees

11.08
4242.9567 32.00
22 30 15 71

46 38
41.16 31'.67

500-999 employees

10.23 9.09
4936 25.91
36.20 31.64
57.96 31.69
37 49 16 67

268.38
185.18

18.42
588.23

67.16
130.72

20.41
100.80
55.99

173.00
135.71

65.03
222.83
93.69

25.33
135.71
55.03

222.83
91.74
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